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Abstract
We constructed a near-real-time system, called Iceworm. to automate seismic data 
collection, processing, storage, and distribution at the Alaska Earthquake Information 
Center (AEIC). Phase-picking, phase association, and interprocess communication com­
ponents com e from Earthworm [U.S. Geological Survey], A new generic, internal format 
for digital data supports unified handling o f  data from diverse sources. A new infrastruc­
ture for applying processing algorithms to near-real-time data streams supports automated 
information extraction from seismic wavefields. Integration o f Datascope [U. o f Colorado] 
provides relational database management o f all automated measurements, parametric in­
formation for located hypocenters. and waveform data from Iceworm. Data from 1997 
yield 329 earthquakes located by both Iceworm and the AEIC. O f these. 203 have location 
residuals under 22 km. sufficient for hazard response.
Regionalized inversions for local magnitude in Alaska yield M L calibration curves 
(logAo) that differ from the Californian Richter magnitude. The new curve is 0.2 M l units 
more attenuative than the Californian curve at 400 km for earthquakes north o f the Denali 
fault. South o f  the fault, and for a region north of Cook Inlet, the difference is 0.4 M L. A 
curve for deep events differs by 0.6 M l at 650 km.
We expand geographic coverage o f Alaskan regional seismic monitoring to the 
Aleutians, the Bering Sea. and the entire Arctic by initiating the processing of four short- 
period. Alaskan seismic arrays. To show the array stations' sensitivity, we detect and lo­
cate two microearthquakes that were missed by the AEIC. An empirical study o f  the 
location sensitivity o f the arrays predicts improvements over the Alaskan regional network 
that are shown as map-view contour plots. We verify these predictions by detecting an Ml
3.2 event near Unimak Island with one array. The detection and location of four represen­
tative earthquakes illustrates the expansion of geographic coverage from array processing. 
M easurements at the arrays o f systematic azimuth residuals, between 5° and 50° from 203 
Aleutian events, reveal significant effects of heterogeneous structure on wavefields. Fi­
nally . a lg o r i th m s  to au tom atica lly  detec t  e a r thq uak es  in con tinuous array d a ta  are 
demonstrated with the detection o f  an Aleutian earthquake.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Regional seismic networks serve a variety o f  functions, with variable emphasis 
depending  on their locations, se ism icity  levels, hardware dep loym ent, and  funding 
justification. Quick response to the hazard of large earthquakes is one of the most promi­
nent reasons for public interest in funding seismic networks, both for determining the 
strong ground shaking caused by these events and for ameliorating the impact o f  secondary 
effects such as tsunami. Similarly, seismology with networks o f  stations on volcanoes 
provides the ability to monitor and sometimes forecast volcanic eruptions, mitigating the 
hazard to air traffic o f airborne ash clouds and the hazard to population centers from pv- 
roclastic flows and lahars. Related to hazard response, hazard assessment is another 
frequent focus for seismology with regional networks. Study o f  the seismic and volcanic 
potential o f  a region is made possible by the development o f earthquake catalogs, along 
with more sophisticated measures. Another aspect o f  regional seismology important to the 
general public is nuclear test-ban verification, now made more important by the recent 
passage o f the Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) [Monastersky. 1996]. Especially 
in the topics of CTBT and volcano monitoring, one can extend the capability o f  a regional 
seismic network to include similar data streams and processing techniques for infrasound
1
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1propagation in the atmosphere. Complementing the applications o f regional seismic net­
works that are o f  direct value to the daily lives of the public, regional networks are 
essential to scientific measurement o f the earth. At the most rudimentary level this involves 
data archival and the production of catalogs o f  earthquake locations, magnitudes, and de ­
tected phases. Further measurements are often derived from these basic e lem ents by 
individual scientists or scientific groups, however the work is customized by each scientist 
for each application.
Many factors contribute to the success of a regional seismic network in its public- 
hazard-response goals and. if applicable, treaty-verification goals: and as well, many fac­
tors influence the ability of a regional network to achieve its full scientific potential. Chief 
among these is the software infrastructure available to receive, process, store, and distrib­
ute the data and scientific measurements. Network processing is a broad problem which 
touches on geophysical signal processing, association algorithms, computer science, and 
wavefield modelling. Nowhere is the importance of a well-designed infrastructure tor 
seismic data handling and processing more clear than in Alaska.
Alaska provides great potential for the study of regional earth processes, seismic 
wave propagation in complex, heterogeneous media, and the understanding ot tectonic 
processes. Equally interesting are the extensive scientific insights to be gained and the 
potential for improving the safety o f human communities in the face o f  hazardous volcanic 
eruptions, with their pyroclastic flows, volcano-induced tsunamis and ash clouds hazard­
ous to air transportation; and the seismic and tsunamigenic hazard from some o f  the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3world 's largest earthquakes. Coupled with the solid-earth monitoring, infrasonic waves 
from volcanic eruptions can be considered in the same processing context. The under­
standing of regional-wave propagation characteristics is especially important in the context 
of earthquake hazard assessment as well as the CTBT for the development of transportable 
discriminants. One o f the key issues here is the use o f  array processing for regional m oni­
toring. and great value could come from an understanding of the use of teleseismic arrays 
in a regional context. The crustal complexity o f Alaska provides an ideal testbed for s tudy­
ing array-based wavefield monitoring.
With approximately 6000 earthquakes reported each year by the Alaska Earthquake 
Information Center, the Alaskan regional network provides 11% o f  the earthquakes located 
in the world and 529c o f  the earthquakes reported in the United States. The events reported 
include a transition o f  strike-slip to subduction-zone events from the Western to Eastern 
Aleutians all the way into central Alaska, and transform faulting near the Alaskan pan­
handle  [Biswas et u l..  1980: T a b e r  et ul.. 1991: Page et u l.. 1991: G edney . 1980]. 
Earthquakes extend from the surface to depths greater than 150 km [Page et ul.. 1980[. The 
distribution of events located by the Alaskan network is shown in Figure 1.1. While ex ­
tensive. a comparison o f  this set o f  events with the catalog of Preliminary Determination o f 
Epicenters (PDE) by the Global network (Figure 1.2) suggests that much of the Aleutian 
seismicity is being missed.
Improvement o f  earthquake detection in the Aleutian Chain is one of the principal 
areas for improvement in Alaskan regional network processing. In the current work, we
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.1
Map o f  seismicity detected by the Alaska Earthquake Information C enter tor 1993. Epi­centers with magnitudes are shown as hexagons: epicenters without magnitudes are shown as squares. This map shows 4593 epicenters. Most o f the epicentral locations in the Aleu­tians are taken from the National Earthquake Information Center.
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Figure 1.2
Map o f seismicity in the LiSGS Preliminary Determination o f Epicenters catalog tor 1993. This map shows 21.477 earthquakes, w ith  extensive seismicity along the Aleutian Islands: Arctic seismicity such as the northward extension o f the mid-Atlantic ridge: and pro­nounced gaps in areas of known seismic activity, such as the Chukotsk peninsula.
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6contribuie to this goal by turning several teleseismic arrays to the task o f  regional earth­
quake monitoring. Another large area for improvement is the integration of efforts and data 
flow to achieve unified monitoring at the lowest possible detection levels of the greater 
Alaskan region, including the Aleutian Islands, the Alaskan panhandle, and the Bering Sea. 
Automated seismic processing allows faster earthquake detection and location tor hazard 
response, as well as more robust monitoring o f active volcanoes. We have constructed an 
automated system to handle this processing, generalizable to allow the automated assem ­
bly o f  large data sets (tens of thousands o f  measurements) for scientific experiments. We 
demonstrate this with an attenuation study for Alaska that inverts for a regionalized local- 
magnitude scale. Characterizing attenuation (Q) and other propagation characteristics over 
the state of Alaska requires the integration and synthesized processing of large amounts ot 
data from large areas, which requires a system such as the one developed in this work. To 
achieve these results we have implemented all o f  the automatic processing in the context 
o f  a Relational Database Management System, which smooths the integration ot separate 
monitoring efforts for Arctic seismicity (for example monitoring by the Alaska Earthquake 
Information Center and Alaska Volcano Observatory: monitoring by the Pacific G eo­
science C enter o f  Western Canada: and g lobal m onitoring  through the Prelim inary  
Determination o f  Epicenters).
The software technology at many regional seismic networks is close to that in place 
for the Alaskan network at the onset of the current work, with 1971 seismic location soft­
ware. ad-hoc data intake and archival software, and hand analysis of noisy, low'-bandwidth.
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analog seismic data. Individual experiments are often run within small sub-regions o f  a 
larger area, for example the network on Adak Island [Davies. 1985]. but much work is then 
necessary to synthesize these results for a picture o f the entire region’s seismicity. More­
over. the database formats are often ad-hoc and either not very amenable to data-sharing. 
or not conducive to processing with the large numbers o f  tools available, or both. Earth­
quake catalogs produced come out weeks or months after the fact.
Alaska also has an extensive hardware deployment to study the earth processes 
described above, including a large, traditional-style regional seismic network, new array 
stations, and incoming new broadband stations. The computational infrastructure required 
to process such a large network (current Alaskan seismic data-flow rates are above 3.8 
Gigabytes per day) becomes quite involved, however. This is a problem that is too large 
and specialized to be relegated to off-the shelf commercial packages, or to fragile, loosely 
constructed collections of computer scripts. In order to use the Alaskan seismic network to 
its maximum scientific potential, the software infrastructure must be tailored with the sci­
entific and public safety goals in mind.
A number of issues are involved in the computational infrastructure necessary to 
run a seismic network, and to some extent we address them all in this work, dealing with 
some extensively. The needs of m odem  seismological networks are sufficiently involved 
that standard practice is to write multiple component parts that can communicate amongst 
one another. The first step. then, in assembling a real-time processing system is to establish 
a means o f communicating amongst the different data-handling and processing modules.
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8We adopt two separate technologies for this, the Earthworm transport layer and the Data- 
scope Object Ring-Buffer (O RB) software, and connect the two to create a flexible and 
powerful substrate for implementing real-time tasks.
Second, it is becoming more and more important for regional networks to com m u­
nicate their data and processing results to the external community, not only after the fact 
but also in real-time. This aids scientific cooperation between networks; study o f  earth 
regions that lie between traditional regional networks; and response to large earthquakes, 
including those with tsunamigenic potential. We discuss our use o f  the Datascope ORB 
software for a variety of these intercommunication tasks, and note that in our relational 
database implementation we have chosen one o f the most common relational-database 
schemas used for data exchange amongst seismic networks. The schema is the template lor 
data storage in the database, discussed in more detail below.
None o f  this goes very far without an ability to acquire data into the processing 
system, o f course. In this w ork  we implement a strategy to receive data from a large variety 
o f digitizers, instruments, and  data-flow paths, such that all data can be handled by the 
same processing and storage tools.
Third is the necessity to provide data in useful form for real-time hazard response, 
as well as system-health monitoring. This includes display o f incoming wavetorms, dis­
play of the automated picks o f  incoming seismic energy, and hypocenter announcement 
and display. Through a combination o f existing software integrated into our system and 
new software written by ourselves, we have addressed all these needs. Also, we have
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9adopted some software and written other software for quick email and pager notification of 
interesting activity.
Fourth, we have arranged to store all parametric and waveform data collected and 
generated by the system in non-volatile formats. In part because of computational limita­
tions. many sy stems in the past have thrown away almost all of the incoming seismic data, 
saving only the most essential, and then often only the derived information, not the raw 
data. There are several problems with this, however. If all the input data are not present, it 
is hard to review critically the output o f the automatic processing system. Also, the auto­
matic system may miss things that are of interest, or that were not of interest during system 
setup and tuning. This requires archival o f  the input data for later review. While it may be 
true that much of the seismic time-series is not extremely helpful in learning about the 
earth, it is valuable to archive it nevertheless for the possibility that it will be helpful later. 
A prime example of this is the recent work by Song and Richards [ I996J. who have gone 
back to data 28 years old to look for core phases indicative o f differential inner-core 
rotation. This type of study would not be possible without thorough data archival.
Finally, there is a need for a number of processing tasks tor the seismic network, 
some of them standard and some relating to specific tasks at a given network or to indi­
vidual scientific experiments being run on the real-time data stream. First among the 
standard tasks, o f  course, is the detection  o f  incoming seismic energy, o r  automatic 
picking. Second is the sorting of incoming energy by source, namely phase association. 
Third is the extraction of source parameters such as the location and magnitude. The in­
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frastructure we have in place will allow us also to take advantage ot developments else­
where with near-real-time moment-tensor estimation.
In order to handle arbitrary processing tasks on real-time seismic data streams, we have 
constructed a template for applying generic  processing algorithms to a suite o f  data 
streams. It is with this template that we have implemented the automatic phase picking 
(using a modification of the Allen [1980] picking algorithm, as discussed below). In prin­
ciple. any recursive or continuous time-series algorithm can be easily implemented to be 
applied to one or more seismic data streams. This includes a digital equivalent ot the 
Earthquake and Volcano Alarm (EVA) that we have installed for quick, pager-based alerts 
about large earthquakes and active volcanoes.
Chapter two describes the Iceworm system, the entire software infrastructure we 
have assembled for complete seismic data handling, processing, and archiving in Alaska. 
While we have incorporated several large, existing packages in their entirety ( including the 
USGS Earthworm package and Datascope from the University of Colorado), a great deal 
o f  original development has taken place to make the complete system. In subsequent chap­
ters we describe specific app lica tions of this system and/or developm ents that will 
contribute to it for several purposes o f  benefit both to the scientific community and the 
community at large.
By integrating Earthworm and Datascope so seamlessly we have set up the ability 
to do all routine processing based on automatic processing from Earthworm. This ability in 
large part comes from the power o f the Datascope Seismic Application Package [Quinlan.
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1994], which includes all the analyst review tools needed for the final production o f seis­
micity catalogs. The relational database context makes it easy to handle the large amounts 
o f data needed for catalog generation.
Chapter three describes a regionalized inversion for a local-magnitude scale for 
Alaska, one of the first steps towards quantifying the attenuation characteristics o f  the 
Alaskan crust. We present a complete automation o f the local-magnitude calculation task, 
together with prospects for conducting the pilot study again with the newer, higher-quality 
data. We consider this an excellent example of a nearly-automated science project. Auto­
mating large-scale scientific measurements on the earth, thus handling repetitive tasks and 
freeing researchers for more sophisticated analysis, is one o f the benefits of the work 
presented here.
Chapter four discusses our initial work with the Alaskan seismic arrays for monitoring 
o f seismicity not only in the interior o f  the state, but also extending out towards the Aleu­
tian Islands. We present empirical studies o f  the predicted magnitude-threshold improve­
ment in the Aleutians and in fact over the entire Arctic with the Alaskan arrays, and in 
cooperation with other Nordic networks and arrays. W e discuss progress towards bringing 
the array processing as well into the fully automated system for seismic monitoring in 
Alaska.
Finally, we conclude with a discussion of some o f  the many avenues for further 
development o f the Iceworm system, and o f near-real-time processing in Alaska for vol­
cano monitoring, earthquake m onitoring, better understanding o f  the complexities of
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Alaskan seismic wave propagation, and public hazard response.
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Chapter 2
Relational Database Implementation of Near-Real-Time Seismology with the Iceworm System
2.1 Abstract
Near-real-time seismology has undergone a  num ber of advances recently, with a 
proliferation o f systems to handle automatic processing at various networks and through 
cooperations amongst networks. Starting from existing software packages, including Data­
scope and the Datascope Seismic Application Package from the University of Colorado 
and Earthworm from the U.S. Geological Survey, we have assembled a near-real-time 
system with several new advances. First and foremost, all parametric information, seg­
mented waveforms, and continuous waveforms are stored in a relational database. Second, 
we have built an architecture around a demultiplexed w'aveform-data format that allows the 
incorporation o f  analog and digital data from diverse sources into the same processing 
stream. Third, we have created a framework in which to run arbitrary algorithms on real­
time data streams. This has already been applied not only to automatic phase picking but 
also to several volcano-monitoring tasks. Finally, we have prepared the way for better 
monitoring o f  Aleutian seismicity through joint network and array-processing techniques, 
since the new framework will allow real-time beamforming o f  data streams. Expansion of
15
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the generalized beam-forming phase association techniques will allow, through interna­
tional coopera tion  and exch ang e  o f  rea l- tim e p aram etr ic  in form ation , the s tud y  o f 
seismicity o f the entire Arctic region.
2.2 Introduction and Overview
Near-real-time seismology has become a com mon goal now that computers are 
available with the power to make it possible. By "near-real-time.’’ we mean the time trame 
several seconds to minutes after the onset o f  a seismic event and atter the arrival ot the 
elastic waves at the recording stations [Malone. I996j. Above all. hazard mitigation and 
disaster response drive the need for fast information about large earthquakes and erupting 
volcanoes. For scientific purposes, the ability to run experiments on real-time data streams 
allows efficient study of earth processes. Also, the traditional role of regional networks in 
producing seismicity catalogs is vastly simplified by automatic processing.
In Alaska, one o f  the main tasks o f the Alaska Earthquake Information Center 
(AEIC: see Appendix A for a glossary o f  acronyms) is the production o f  catalogs o f  re­
gional seismicity. These catalogs contain approximately 6000 events annually, with a total 
catalog o f  60.000 events overall since 1898 (e.g. Row'e et ul.. 1996). Due to the station 
distribution (Figure 2.1), these catalogs have concentrated on the interior o f the state. From 
1989 until 1997, earthquake analysis at the AEIC has been done with JADE, or "Just An-
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C urrent and Future Seism ic N etw ork
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Figure 2.1
This map shows currently existing seismic stations in the Alaskan network, along with several proposed new sites. Triangles indicate station locations: squares show the locations o f  principal cities. Small triangles indicate short-period, analog-telemetered instruments. Large triangles indicate digital telemetry, array stations, and/or broadband installations. The black lines are traces o f the major Alaskan faults. The Alyeska oil pipeline is shown 
running from North to South through the state.
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other Detector o f Events." tin event trigger that saves segmented data for candidate earth­
quakes without any further processing [Sonafrank et al.. 1991]. All picking ot arrival times 
and determining the locations o f earthquakes has been done interactively [Rowe et al.. 
1991] with the computer programs Xpick [Robinson et al.. 1991] and H xpoellipse  [Lahr. 
1989],
While many regional networks have constructed systems that do real-time pro­
cessing to some degree, the state of the technology is that each networks' system is a 
custom installation. Different networks have different computer resources, station types, 
digitizer types, and telemetry strategies. At some point, the software required to run these 
may be commercially provided, as most digitizers are now. but at this time the engineering 
of an acquisition system still requires close involvement by the scientists, especially with a 
network as large and diverse as that in Alaska. Examples from the published literature of 
data collection and processing systems that have evolved to suit the needs ot a variety ot 
networks include the South Iceland Lowlands (SIL) system [Bodvarsson et al.. 1996: Ste- 
fansson et al.. 1993]: The CalTech-USGS Seismic Processing (CUSP) system ot the L.S. 
Geological Survey [Dollar et al.. 1995] and the ISAIAH system based on it [Given. 1994]; 
the Earthworm replacement for the Real-Time-Picker at the USGS [Dietz et al.. 1994.
1995]: the Rapid Earthquake Data Integration (REDI) project and real-time seismology at 
Berkeley [Neuhauser et al.. 1995: Gee et al.. 1994. 1995. 1996]: the International Deploy­
ment of Accelerometers (IDA) by the Incorporated Research Institutions tor Seismology 
(IRIS) [Berger et al.. 1997]: the Intelligent Monitoring System for globally-deployed ar­
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rays [Bache et al.. 1990. Bratt et al,. 1990]: the Northern Norway seismic network [Havs- 
kov et al.. 1992]; rea l- tim e earthquake monitoring with Terrascope  [Hauksson et al.. 
1994]: automatic processing o f data from Scandinavian arrays [Kvaema. 1994]: Sunworm 
at the University o f W ashington [Malone. 1995]: the Japanese Urgent Earthquake Detec­
tion and Alarm System (UrED AS) [Nakamura. 1994]: real-time processing of A NZA  data 
[Glushko et al.. 1994]; and  previous work at the Alaska Earthquake Information Center 
[Lindquist et al.. 1995. 1996: Hansen et al.. 1996], Due to the extent of previous work on 
automatic processing system s, an overview of all their features is beyond the scope o f  this 
presentation. We mention one more system of interest, the Caltech Earthquake Detection 
and Recording (CEDAR) system [Johnson. 1979], The Earthworm system, which forms an 
important part o f  the current work, traces its history in part to CEDAR. The underlying 
philosophy in C ED A R  w as to throw away almost all data as quickly and efficiently as 
possible, saving only the most essential for earthquake detection. In the words o f Carl 
Johnson [Johnson. 1979], the goal was to become a "clever dustman" to recover the data of 
value. This is one o f the key elements that has been updated in the current work. Many 
elem ents o f our sy s tem  will share implementation strategies w ith  a num ber o f  these 
systems.
We have constructed a near-real-time system, called Icew orm . that goes completely 
from data collection through automatic processing to final catalog production, with several 
new advances. To do this we have integrated two large software packages, plus developed 
new infrastructural software, processing software, and user-interface software, amounting
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to over 20.000 lines o f  new source code, to make a complete system. The two major start­
ing components o f Iceworm are the Earthworm automatic processing system from the U.S. 
Geological Survey in Menlo Park [Bittenbinder. 1994; Johnson et al.. 1995], and the Data­
scope package [Quinlan. 1994] from the University o f Colorado. We will describe both of 
these in more detail below.
First and foremost among the advances, all parametric information for located hy- 
pocenters, segmented waveforms corresponding to those events, continuous waveforms 
from the entire network, and quasi-static information about network configuration and 
system setup are stored automatically in relational databases. The use of relational data­
bases in seismology is not new ( e.g. Berger. 1984). For years they have been applied to 
global processing by the Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC), the Norwe­
gian Seismic Array (NORSAR). and the International Data Center (IDC) of the Center for 
Monitoring Research (CMR). However, to our knowledge the use o f  relational databases 
in real-time regional network processing is just now emerging [see also Kjartansson. 1996. 
as well as the preliminary work in Anderson et al., 1994],
The second advance is that we have enhanced the near-real-time waveform han­
dling in the system by designing a generic format for processing o f digital data internal to 
the system. This allows the straightforward input of mixed analog and digital data from 
diverse sources. Notable examples include IRIS data from stations COLA and KDAK. 
coming from Quanterra and Reftek digitizers; import from Hokkaido University of Japa­
nese data, sent via User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets over internet in the Japanese
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Win format: import o f  data from Guralp digitizers: and import o f  data from the University 
of Alaska seismic arrays, in addition to the analog data from the bulk of the Alaskan re­
gional network. We have also already incorporated, automatically processed, and archived 
data from several infrasonic stations deployed on Alaskan volcanoes, in the context ot 
Aleutian volcano monitoring.
Finally, the data-flow infrastructure in the Iceworm system allows the easy incor­
poration o f new processing modules that ride the real-time data stream, processing single 
station-channels or combinations o f station-channels simultaneously to produce near-real­
time calculations for monitoring and research purposes. To achieve this we rely heavily on 
a type of programming relatively new to UNIX systems, called "multithreading." Within a 
single computer program, multiple, independent sequences of executed commands can 
run. access resources, and be scheduled simultaneously [Kleinman et al.. 1996], This al­
lows straightforward programming of asynchronous processes, for example application ot 
the same algorithm to a number of different streams o f data that are all coming in at once. 
The Iceworm system has multithreaded templates that allow arbitrary' processing algo­
rithms to be implemented quickly. One can specify an algorithm to apply to each data 
stream, plus the startup data for each stream, and run one thread for each stream. So far this 
has formed the basis for the Iceworm automatic picker, and has allowed some customized 
alarms to be built, such as the Earthquake-Volcano Alarm (EVA) described below. This 
has been applied to several volcano seismic networks, including those at Mt. Redoubt. Mt. 
Spurr. and Iliamna volcanoes. Ultimately this infrastructure will support near-real-time
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beam-forming and generalized beam-forming o f  com bined network and array data, as de­
scribed in Chapter 4.
In addition to the availability o f  waveform data in near-real-time streams, continu­
ous waveforms are buffered for several hours and made accessible via internet socket 
connections to various processing modules. This addition to data-distribution in Iceworm 
allows great flexibility for slightly delayed processing (seconds to several hours) and tor 
data exchange, such as magnitude calculations for located earthquakes. Internet-based ac­
cess to waveform data in near-real-time allows distribution o f  the Iceworm system 's tasks 
amongst several computers, creating a robust system with multiple backup options. The 
waveform buffering capabilities have also made possible the construction o f  archive data­
bases of continuous data, with up to 7 days online given current data-flow rates and disk 
space. Both the archive and the waveform-buffering utilities have also allowed us to run a 
variety of volcano-monitoring tasks on near-real-time data streams [Lindquist et al.. 1996|.
The most recent addition to the Iceworm system is the O-Ring Butter (ORB) ca­
pability o f  the U nivers ity  o f C olo rado 's  D atascope  package. This com m unications 
software provides an alternative to the Earthworm communication utilities with which 
Iceworm was originally written. The ORB software provides communications of both 
parametric and waveform  data between processing and display modules. The connection 
protocol is identical whether the connection is local within the computer, on the local lab 
ethernet. or across the world via internet. Integration o f the ORB software with Iceworm 
has allowed, among o ther things, real-time, develocorder-style display ol scrolling wave­
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form data, and the import o f  worldwide seismic data from the IDA network in near-real­
time. This latter ability is important for current proposals to monitor the entire Arctic re­
gion internationally through the Cooperative Arctic Seismology Program (COASP). In the 
future. ORB software will be used for much o f  the data communication from various parts 
o f  the state to the central lab in Fairbanks, as well as for the data communication with 
Hokkaido, given the success of our initial experiments.
2.3 Hardware, Instrumentation, and Setting
The stations used in this project are those maintained by the AEIC [Figure 2 .1 j. The 
AEIC monitors earthquakes in Alaska, provides rapid information on felt earthquakes, and 
disseminates information about earthquakes and seismic hazards to government officials, 
the media, the public, and the earth-science community worldwide. Established in 1988. 
the AEIC is operated by the Geophysical Institute of the University o f  Alaska, coopera­
tively with the United States Geological Survey. The main center o f  operations is located 
at the Geophysical Institute in Fairbanks, with the office o f  the Alaska State Seismologist. 
Most of the earthquakes located by the AEIC originate in a "core" area in central and 
southern Alaska, between latitudes 57°N and 67°N  and longitudes 135°W to 170°E. We 
must emphasize the great extent o f  this region compared to most single regional networks 
in the world. This makes necessary a large, hybrid network and favors the use ot joint
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network and array processing to cover the entire region.
Since 1990. the AEIC has located approximately 30.000 earthquakes in Alaska and 
western Canada, or about 6.000 per year. The AEIC normally analyzes data from the Uni­
versity o f  Alaska-Fairbanks Geophysical Institute (UAFGI) seismograph network, which 
currently incorporates more than 200 stations, including 15 stations operated by the Alaska 
Tsunami Warning Center (ATW C) in Palmer. Alaska. Most o f the stations are located in 
central and southern Alaska (Figure 2.1). The majority of the channels of data recorded at 
the AEIC are from short-period, vertical-component, analog stations. Eight o f  these short- 
period analog stations are three-component stations. Analog-to-digital conversion of the 
short-period analog stations in the Alaskan network is done by an IBM-compatible 486 
personal computer controlling a National AT-MIO-16F-5 digital data acquisition board. 
Four AMUX-64T multiplexers offer 64 channels each, for a total o f  256 channels attached 
to the digitizing board. The sample rate is currently set at 100 samples per second.
As mentioned above, there are also several high-dynamic-range. broadband sta­
tions operating in Alaska. The stations in Fairbanks (COLA), at Adak Island (ADK) and 
the station on Kodiak Island installed in June 1997 (KDAK) are all IRIS stations with the 
Kodiak station contributing to the auxiliary network of the GSETT3 ("Group of Scientific 
Experts Technical Test"). The C O L A  site is considered to be among the quietest sites in the 
world [Townshend. 1996], The Data Processor (DP) unit for this station is located directly 
in the UAF Seismology lab. allowing convenient near-real-time access to the data streams 
over lab ethernet. The IRIS C O L A  station provides several channels each from a Kinem-
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etrics KS-54000 instrument in a 425-foot borehole and from a Streckeisen STS-2 seis­
mometer in a vault [Townsend, 1996]. The fourth existing broadband station is an STS2 
seismometer with a Quanterra datalogger operated by the ATWC in Palmer.
Several proposed broadband sites are to be installed by the recently  funded 
tsunami-hazard mitigation initiative. New funding from the Senate appropriations com­
mittee through NOAA and the USGS will be establishing communication links and high 
dynamic range broadband stations over the next few years. The remaining stations are 
borehole arrays run by UAF. There are three short-period 5-element arrays, one short- 
period 19-element array, one 7-element long-period array, and two single-element bore­
hole stations. Finally, there are 15 closely spaced digital strong-motion seismographs 
recently installed in Anchorage. W ork is underway to bring continuous data trom these 
stations into the Iceworm processing system in Fairbanks.
Our computer hardware consists o f  dual-processor SUN SPARC workstations with 
several hundred megabytes of onboard RAM. A 63-Gigabyte RAID box provides approx­
imately one week of on-line archived continuous data, plus space tor about one month ot 
segmented data for located earthquakes. A concurrently-running system with a smaller set 
o f  disk drives provides complete backup in the event of main system failure.
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2.4 Software Architecture and Modules
In order to run a regional network and process the information in near-real-time tor 
scientific and public-safety purposes, one needs to perform a number of functions. Below 
we discuss these problems as we have solved them, by taking functional parts trom dif­
ferent systems or by writing new software. We precede this with a discussion of several 
processing-svstem issues that transcend individual modules.
2.4.1 Infrastructural Needs
2.4.1.1 Data Intake
The first need of a seismic network, of course, is to acquire data from the seismic 
instruments. For modem networks, this requires digitizing the analog signals trom the 
seismometers. With a hybrid network as large as that o f  Alaska, the digitization is done in 
a number o f different ways, which will be discussed below. The point of this is that many 
different types o f  data- intake are involved. To achieve integrated processing ot all data tor 
the entire region, one has two groups of choices: conversion of all data to a com m on format 
for handling, or maintaining parallel software capabilities for multiple formats. We have
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chosen the strategy of converting all incoming data to a common, demultiplexed format. 
This allows processing utilities to be written only once, with the ability to trivially bring 
new types o f  data streams into the real-time processing with the construction ot only the 
appropriate reformatting code.
The original Earthworm system took in analog data via a multiplexed digitizer, 
producing packets of multiplexed waveform data. This meant that utilities processing the 
real-time data stream, such as the picker, needed to be hard-wired to handle the multi­
plexed data format. Also, any data coming from other sources would need to be forced into 
the same multiplexed data format designed for analog data, or one would have to train all 
processing utilities to handle multiple data formats. To overcome this, we defined a new 
format for waveform data. All incoming data are immediately repackaged into a common 
format, called "trace-packets" in the Iceworm system. By the time these data become 
available to processing and archiving modules within Iceworm, all the complexity ot dif­
fering data intake formats has been removed.
Each trace-packet of waveform data consists o f  a trace-packet header followed by 
the block o f  waveform data. This packet format contains everything a seismologist wants 
to know about incoming data (presuming that quasi-static information about that data 
stream, for example calibration information and station location, are stored elsewhere), and 
omits everything possible about the details o f  data delivery. This allowed the construction 
o f  a system that can be modularized such that the data-intake strategies can be modified tor 
years to come, without having to rewrite any of the processing software because o f  it.
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Different storage classes have been allowed for the raw data in these packets, however, to 
maintain efficient use of disk space and computer memory from data intake through to 
continuous-data archival. For example, there’s no point in using four-bvte words to store 
data that came in as two-byte integers. The trace-packet header contains station name, 
channel name, network name, starting time o f the data packet in epoch seconds, number ot 
samples, sample rate, and the two-character code for data storage format defined by the 
Center for Seismic Studies CSS3.0 database schema. An additional field, data-quality. has 
been added to record transient problems with data sources. The Earthworm pin-number. a 
"sociai-security number" for each data stream within the Earthworm system, is redundant 
with station and channel names, but is convenient for internal administrative tasks. The 
endtime of the data-packet. i.e. the time of the last sample in epoch seconds, could be 
computed from starting time, nsamp. and samprate. but since this is such a com m on task 
we precomputed and included the value. .Vote that this trace-packet format is optimized tor 
data processing, not data exchange. Data exchange between systems and over large dis­
tances has been accom p lished  by exporting data from the Icew orm  trace-ring  to a 
Datascope ORB server, described below.
We have discovered that with today's workstations, even with a network as large as 
the Alaska network, reformatting issues are computationally inexpensive. We can easily 
demultiplex approximately 200 channels of two-byte. 100 sample-per-second data in near- 
real-time with a very small fraction of available CPU power even on a Sun SPARC IPX. 
Data come into the Iceworm system from a variety o f sources [Figure 2.2], In general, each
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The Iceworm system allows data intake from a multitude o f  different types of sources. Data are converted to a common, demultiplexed format: packetized: and sent to the trace-ring for com m unication  to various processing, buffering, archiving, and display software modules. Conversion to a com m on format allows the easy incorporation of new data sources without modification to existing data-handling and processing modules. For more 
detail, see the discussion in section 2.4.1.1 o f the text.
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type o f  source is handled by a different, custom data-intake module. As data  arrive and are 
repackaged into trace-packets. they are put on the "trace-ring." The trace-ring is a shared- 
mem orv ring in the Iceworm system that makes dem ultiplexed data trom  a variety ot 
sources available to seismological processing programs. Details about the data flow and 
reformatting issues are hidden from the users o f  the data. The only requirement on the 
trace-ring are that the data be packetized. correctly time-stamped (i.e. corrected for any 
communication delays), and that they appear in the right format, i.e. a trace-packet header 
followed by a block o f data. In the current system, data packets are from 1 to about 30 
seconds in length. The principal tasks of the import modules are to convert the da ta  to 
trace-packet format, and to apply any time corrections to the timestamps to correct for 
communications delays.
The buik o f our data come from analog stations, which are digitized by the Earth­
worm digitizer and cast into the original Earthworm multiplexed packet format. They com e 
from  the personal c o m p u te r  do ing  the d ig itiz in g  in to  ou r  Sun W o rk s ta t io n  v ia  an 
Earthworm-custom UDP packet format. A demultiplexing module called ad_dem ux  con­
verts the multiplexed data to the demultiplexed format o f  the trace-ring.
For data from the IRIS COLA stations, we bring digital data in over lab ethem et 
from the IRIS Data Processing (DP) unit, which is located in our seismology lab. A TCP 
socket connection from the Iceworm computer to the DP provides 512-byte SEED data to 
a module which unpacks it, Steim-decompresses the data, repackages it into trace-packets. 
and puts them on the trace-ring (documentation of SEED  format and the Steim com pres­
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sion algorithm may be found in Ahem e t al. [1993]).. Because o f  the data compression and 
the multiplexing of several channels into each miniSEED volume, the incoming data are in 
packets w ith  variable num bers of samples. We repackage the data into equal-length 
packets. While in principle the trace-ring can support data packets o f  variable length tor the 
same station-channel. much o f  our code has been written to handle only fixed-length pack­
ets for each station, which sacrifices a small am ount o f generality and flexibility for 
programmer time. Note that it is no problem right now for the standard packet length tor 
one station-channel to be different from that of another station-channel. as long as each 
station-channei's packet length does not change with time.
In recent experiments we have incorporated Reftek digital data into the Iceworm 
system, in cooperation with David Chavez and personnel at the University ot Nevada. 
Reno: and incorporated Guralp digital data in cooperation with Digital Technology Asso­
ciates and with Remote Possibilities. Inc. This will facilitate the Anchorage Digital 
Network, to be installed during the summer of 1998. This will also allow the real-time 
acquisition o f the Anchorage strong-motion network o f  accelerometers.
2.4.1.2 Communication Between Modules: Communication BetweenNetworks
As waveform and parametric data are collected, they must in some way be passed 
between software components of the processing system. Most all modem processing sys­
tems are modularized in some way. since the jobs they take on are large enough to make a
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single program unwieldy. There are currently two parallel sets o f  software for message- 
passing within Iceworm. The first is the one around which Iceworm was initially designed, 
the m essage-passing  im plem entation  called the transport layer from the Earthworm 
software. Based on the shared-memory model for inter-process communication [Haviland 
et al.. 1987]. the Earthworm transport layer allows many modules to observe and write to 
a ring buffer that is stored in the Random-Access Memory (RAM) of a workstation or 
personal computer. A ring-buffer is a temporary storage structure in which a predetermined 
amount of space is set aside for messages. Each incoming message overwrites the oldest 
message still in the ring. This Earthworm transport-layer allows independence of modules, 
although it does not directly allow different modules to run on different computers, without 
intervening communication utilities. The Earthworm shared-memory regions are intended 
merely as communications nodes, not as buffering areas that save old data and results. The 
lifetime of information in these shared-memory rings is short, ranging from seconds to just 
a few minutes, depending on the size o f  the messages and on the size o f  the ring. One 
weakness of this structure is that since the shared-memory mechanism requires multiple 
processes to access accounting information for the same memory region, it is possible for 
one module to corrupt the shared-memory region for all the others.
Recently a new option has become available, the O-Ring Buffer or ORB software 
from the Datascope package [D. Quinlan, wriit. comm.). Combining a disk-buffer with a 
socket-based interface for multiple read-write connections, the ORB software provides 
communications o f  parametric and waveform data over any distance, given an internet
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connection. Connections are established by Transmission-Control Protocol (TCP) sockets 
[e.g. Comer. 1995] over any internet. The ORB sofware has built-in capability to reconnect 
broken connections: is non-volatile in the event o f  system failure because the ring butter is 
memory-mapped from disk: and works regardless o f native byte order ot the host machine 
[D. Quinlan and D. Harvey, pers. comm.]. Optional data-compression is built into this in­
terface. which is important for medium- and long-haul waveform data communications. 
Iceworm presently uses the ORB software in conjunction with the Earthworm transport 
layer to bring in some of the Alaskan waveform data, and to announce some ot the derived 
parametric data. Interface modules allow the passage of all types o f information between 
the Earthworm shared-memory rings and the Datascope ORB servers. In the tuture. we 
envision the ORB software playing a large part in our network communications and in our 
communication between modules in our automatic processing system.
The applications o f data-communication between modules are implicit in the d is­
cussion o f processing tasks below, and will not be discussed further here. Related to data 
intake to the Iceworm system is communication between networks. We have conducted 
several experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of the combined Datascope/Earthworm 
system in this work. In cooperation with Dr. Kei Katsumata o f the Research Center tor 
Earthquake Prediction. Hokkaido University, and personnel o f  the Seismology lab at the 
Geophysical Institute, we have developed software and performed several weeks ot ex ­
periments resulting in the exchange of seismic data in near-real-time with Japan. We have 
taken multiple channels o f  seismic data from Iceworm, converted them to the Japanese
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"win" data format, and transmitted them directly to other computers via TC P/IP  sockets 
over public internet. We have also taken up to 180 channels ot high-quality. Japanese 
seismic data from Hokkaido and brought them continuously into Alaskan computers. In 
addition, we have exchanged information on station and network configurations [Figure 
2.3] that will allow these data to be used in earthquake locations. By exchanging seismic 
data in near-real-time, we improve our coverage of Aleutian Islands seismicity, especially 
in the far western Aleutians.
In conjunction with the installation o f the KDAK station in Kodiak. Alaska, as part 
o f  the IRIS IDA network, with the help o f  David Chavez we have written software to bring 
IDA data into the Datascope ORB software, and therefore also into the Iceworm system. 
Most recently, we have written interfaces for the Datascope ORB software to Gurulp 
digitizers. This will be used in many arenas, including possibly the exchange ot data with 
high-schools in Alaska [Hansen et al.. 1997] that are participating in the Princeton Earth 
Physics Program (PEPP) [Nolet. 1995]. Successful data-exchange experiments have al­
ready been conducted between the University of Alaska and the University of Colorado: 
the University o f Nevada. Reno: University of California. San Diego: and with Kinemet- 
rics Corporation  in Pasadena. California. We can exchange data seam lessly  between 
Iceworm and the ORB ring buffers, which allows us to take advantage ot the efficient 
communications implementation of the latter. In addition to long-haul communication ot 
data, the Iceworm/ORB link has allowed us to exchange waveform data easily amongst 
different intake modules and between running Iceworm systems at the AEIC [Figure 2.4],
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Cooperating Stations from Alaska and Hokkaido
Figure 2.3
Map o f  seism ic stations (triangles) used in an Internet data-exchange experiment between 
the Alaskan Iceworm system and Hokkaido. Japan. For more discussion, see section
2.4.1.2 o f the text.
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2.4.1.3 Organization of Input and Output Data
W hile virtually any accum ulation of data can be considered a "database" in some 
sense, a relational database is organized on the premise that each piece o f inform ation 
should be stored in only one place. Relational databases allow data norm alization, a struc­
turing o f the database to avoid update anomalies. Single pieces o f inform ation such as 
station locations or earthquake hypocenters can be updated without affecting other parts ot 
the database [Braithwaite. 19911. Relationships between pieces o f inform ation are speci­
fied explicitly such that pieces o f  inform ation can be grouped in m ultiple, sensible w ays to 
suit the needs of the moment. For exam ple, hypocenter locations at som e tim es need to be 
associated with the phase-arrival inform ation from which they are derived; at other times 
need to be associated with one or several com puted magnitudes or m om ent tensors; and at 
some tim es need to be grouped into sets o f competing hypotheses for the location ot a 
single event. Similarly, seismic site information is associated at various tim es with infor­
m ation on the characteristics o f  dep loyed  instrum ents as they ch an g e  through tim e, 
associations o f sites with different seismic networks, and groupings o f different sites con­
sidered  together for various p ro cessin g  tasks. The effic iency  g a in ed  w ith  re la tional 
database storage can drastically increase productivity for catalogs and scientific results, 
especially with hundreds o f earthquakes per week and gigabytes o f w aveform s per day.
The output databases from  the Iceworm system are in the standard CSS3.0 schem a
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distributed with the Datascope package (the CSS3.0 schem a is described further in Ander­
son et al.. 1990). In order to accom m odate the storage o f  inform ation internal to the 
Iceworm  system, however, we have developed an expanded schema, based on CSS3.0. 
w hich is used for Iceworm processing. No modifications have been m ade to the original 
C SS3.0  tables: the changes are entirely  additions and extensions. None o f the added tables 
and fields are intended to appear in the final output databases.
Eight tables have been added to the CSS3.0 schem a to form the Iceworm schema. 
The pins table associates an integer pin-number. a "social-security num ber" for each data 
stream , with each station and channel name. An additional field in this table, savechan. 
describes whether to save that data stream for processing (useful for turning off tem po­
rarily  non-w orking stations). T h ere  is no historical track ing  o f  pin num bers as the ir 
associations change or as station and channel names and characteristics change. They are 
sim ply a transient bookkeeping device.
The timecorr table gives the amount of com m unication delay (up to 0.27 seconds 
for a satellite hop) to be adjusted into the timestamps o f the raw data before they reach the 
trace ring. The table contains station and channel names, the starting and ending tim es 
(epoch seconds) when those corrections were applied to the data, and the "commdelay" 
field for the size of the delay. N ote that here, as elsew here, we use the intuitively recog­
nizable station and channel nam es as primary keys, rather than the arbitrary integer id 's  
such as pin-number.
Four tables make possible the intake of data from various data sources. The ew an-
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alog table specifies the wiring o f the earthworm analog to digital converter. Since the 
Earthworm A/D is hard-wired into the discriminators that take analog signals o ff o f  phone 
lines in the Alaskan seismology lab. discrim inator num bers are in this table along with 
station and channel name, and the details of A/D wiring. The "win" table supports the data 
exchange with Japan described in section 2.4.1.2, associating the Japanese code tor each 
station from the win-form at [K. Katsumata. pers. comm.] data with its station and channel 
name. The tables "reftekdas" and "reftekchan" associate Reftek datalogger serial numbers 
and ch an n e l n u m b ers  w ith  the se ism ic  s ta tio n  and  channel n am es to w hich  they 
correspond.
A picker table lists all the parameters needed to customize the phase picking tor 
each station-channel. An additional field indicates w hether that station-channel should be 
picked or ignored.
F inally, the "eva" table gives param eters for the Alaskan Earthquake/V olcano 
Alarm (EVA), described below. The EVA alarm is a rough measure o f the energy content 
o f a seism ogram , used to set o ff alarms during potential large earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions. The eva table specifies the stations and channels to watch, and the parameters 
for triggering the alarm for each station or combination o f stations.
The pow er of relational-database management o f input data shows itself in many 
ways. Perhaps the best example is in the handling o f station subsetting with the network 
and affiliation tables o f the schema. Relational Database M anagement is based on set the­
ory [Braithwaite. 1991 ], such that all the rows in a table can be considered to form a set.
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An example o f  this is the affiliation table, where each member o f the set associates a station 
code with a given network. (See Appendix A for a discussion o f subtleties o f the "network" 
field.) A station can belong to several non-overlapping or partially overlapping networks. 
In processing data and/or archiving data, it is often useful to focus on only a subset ot the 
stations in the entire network, for exam ple, the six stations within 15 km o f a volcano. One 
way to do this is to define a subnetw ork for each possible com bination  o f stations of 
interest. W hat we have done in Iceworm is to implement specification of the netw ork to 
allow set-theoretic unions and differences of different seismic netw orks. Constructing an 
example for pedagogical purposes, one could define a network tor each ot six volcanoes. 
Spurr. Redoubt. Iliamna. Augustine. Shishaldin. and Makushin: and  a network containing 
the first four networks called CIVolcanoes ("Cook Inlet Volcanoes"). The software would 
allow a choice of network to be "CIVolcanoes - Augustine + M akushin". which w ould pick 
the Spurr. Redoubt. Iliamna. and M akushin volcanoes. While this particular exam ple is 
som ew hat con trived , the pow er for handling data  flow inheren t in this capab ility  is 
enticing.
An additional feature o f Datascope in particular is dynamic schem a recompilation. 
New fields can be tem porarily added to a database table within a program . This is used to 
great effect in the Wormwatch utility described below. Wormwatch provides a pow erful set 
o f near-real-time response capabilities, all driven from the relational-database output ot 
Iceworm. Dynamic schem a recompilation internal to wormwatch allows a clean way to 
provide com plex functionality for the scientists with relatively sm all developm ent ettort.
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2.4.1.4 Accessibility o f  Recent Waveform Data
The final infrastructural problem  to overcom e was to archive the raw waveform  
data. Because the Earthworm system w as designed as a replacement for the Real-Tim e 
P icker at the Menlo Park seismic installation, the need to archive w aveform  data was al­
ready taken care of by other means. T he trace-ring, intended only as a com m unications 
node for data and not a storage ring o f any sort, does not serve this need. To accom m odate 
the need to access data from the recent past, a rudimentary "wave-server" was constructed 
[by Will Kohler] to support our initial efforts to integrate Datascope into Earthw orm . This 
w 'ave-server took in only m ultiplexed d ata  from the Earthworm analog-to-digital convert­
er. how ever, and the w ave-server w ou ld  sim ply  return short packets o f m ultip lexed  
waveform  data as they came into the system . Data as the seismologist use them, extended 
tim e-series from individual station-channels. would have to be reconstructed individually 
by each processing application. We com pletely  overhauled the original Earthw orm  wave- 
server. By taking the dem ultiplexed trace data as described above, we constructed an array 
o f miniature disk-loops for each station (all in one large file), and set up the w ave-server to 
deliver the packets on a station-by-station basis in extended segments. Most o f the details 
o f this are handled by a wave-client library. This library allows users to establish socket 
connections to the wave-server over the internet. The first available operation is to request 
a menu o f the available stations and tim e periods in the wave-server. One can then post
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requests to the w ave-server for data in a given time range for any specified station and 
channel in the netw ork (there is an alternative interface that supports specification o f 
station-channels by the Earthworm pin-num ber. a kind o f "social-securitv number" tor an 
Earthworm data stream). Gaps in the data can be handled in one ot several ways. Gaps can 
cause a failure to return any data: gaps can be filled in w ith zero values: o r they can be 
filled in w ith the m axim um  value of the storage class. This is useful to support different 
operations which may or may not be possible, or desirable, to perform with gaps in the 
data: and to prevent data gaps from causing larger problems, for example in archiving. The 
frequency o f  data gaps varies widely, depending on the acquisition hardware in question. 
One critique o f the Iceworm wave-server is that while in principle, in the Iceworm system, 
the packets from a given station-channel can vary in length with time, the wave-server does 
its accounting based on the length of packets from each station-channel. requiring that tor 
a given station channel, as soon as the first packet comes in. the rest ot the packets tor that 
station-channel have to be the same length. This difficulty is overcome by the ORB soft­
ware described above.
2.4.2 Processing Tasks
A fter the infrastructure is in place for data intake and com m unication between 
modules, a num ber o f processing tasks are necessary for seismicity studies and other more 
com plex m easurem ents on the earth. In Figure 2.5. we show an overview  ot the current
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This figure shows the core processing and data storage modules o f the Iceworm system. The doubled circles are Earthworm transport-layer shared-m em ory rings for com m unica­tion b etw een  m odules. The rec tangu lar boxes show  ind iv idual so ftw are  p rogram s, described in Section 2.4 o f the text. Arrows indicate data-flow paths, with message types that flow along the paths labelled where appropriate. The beam -ring, beam -form er, and beam -wave-server shown have not been implemented in this software release. They are shown to illustrate the potential for real-time implementation o f the processing described 
in Chapter four o f this thesis.
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processing modules and the m essage-types they use to com m unicate am ongst one another. 
The "parametric information ring" is an Earthworm transport-layer shared-m em ory ring 
used for much o f the message passing between processing modules. Below, we describe 
the individual processes running in the current system.
2.4.2.1 Automatic Processing of Incoming Time-series. e.g. AutomaticPicking
To accom pany the trace-ring o f waveform data we have written a tem plate module, 
called a ring-rider. that can ride the near-real-time data stream s and apply an arbitrary 
algorithm to any one or a num ber of station-channels of seismic data. The ring-rider ar­
chitecture takes advantage o f multithreaded programming to simplify the creation of new- 
processing m odules [K leinm an et al.. 1996], as well as to take advantage o t m ulti­
processor machines. M ultithreading allows several paths o f  control to execute simulta­
neously within a single com puter program. In the ring-rider tem plate, one thread watches 
the trace-ring, taking off packets from all station-channels o f interest. For every station- 
channel to be processed, the main thread launches a handler thread with a copy of the 
processing subroutine and all the start-up data for that particular station. The main thread 
then acts as a railroad-yard switch, directing each incoming packet ot interest to a data 
queue for the appropriate thread. The most important application of this tem plate in Ice­
worm has been to algorithms for detecting incoming energy on seismogram s. often called 
phase-picking.
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For automatic processing o f regional earthquakes, the first task is to apply some 
kind o f detector for bursts of coherent energy to the incoming w aveform data. In the system  
that preceded Iceworm in Alaska, the energy detector was simply a trigger for segm enta­
tion o f continuous waveform data for a possible earthquake. This triggering system  was 
called JA D E, for Just Another D etector o f Events [Sonafrank et al.. 1991 ]. One o f the core 
features o f the Earthworm system, which was initially developed as a replacem ent for the 
Real-Tim e Picker at the L'SGS M enlo Park installation, was its implem entation o f the Rex 
Allen picking algorithm [Allen. 1978. 82: D ietz et al.. 1993[. The algorithm  com pares 
Short-Term  to Long-Term Averages (STA/LTA) o f the continuous w aveform  data. In­
com ing seismic energy creates a difference betw een these two averages. W ith the help o f 
David Chavez, we have rewritten the Earthworm  implementation o f the Rex Allen P icker 
to handle our demultiplexed data format. Cast into the multithreaded ring-rider tem plate 
described above and taking all o f its startup information from a relational database, the 
Iceworm  version of the Rex-Alien picker (icep ick ) provides a flexible, easily configurable 
way to detect possible phases in the incoming continuous w'aveform data. Rejection o f 
noise picks (false phase detections caused by telemetry problems, other electronic p rob­
lems. wind. etc.). where necessary, is handled at the phase-association stage o f processing.
2.4.2.2 Phase Association and Earthquake Location
The second benefit o f the Earthw orm  system  has been its im plem entation o f  a
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back-projection stacker for regional phase association [Johnson. 1993; Johnson et al. 
.1993: Johnson. 1994]. This back-projection stacking technique is a derivative of the orig­
inal G eneralized Beam -form ing method o f Ringdal and Kvaem a [1989]. The difference is 
that rather than forming beams directly. Johnson 's implementation uses a matrix form ula­
tion w ith a com binatoric technique to optim ize the grouping of N hypocenters with M 
phases, instead o f relying on information on arriving phases that one can derive from co­
herent array processing (tim e-dom ain slant-stack beam  forming [Filson. 1975] or FK 
analysis [Capon. 1969]). Johnson 's length-m etric for the residual calculation necessary to 
test optim al fit has a weighting factor that favors large events over small ones. Phases that 
group into large sets are favored over those that group into small sets. This helps prevent 
large events from being split into multiple, neighboring small events. A second addition by 
Dietz et al. [1997] to the Earthworm back-projection stacker, is a type o f jackknife tech­
nique that em ploys Inglada’s method [Bullen et al.. 1985] tor earthquake location. This 
addition significantly hinders the association o f spurious noise picks on distant stations 
from skew ing the location of small events, although such problems still do exist. Though 
we have not done formal studies o f the improvement gained by this jackknife method, we 
have noticed clear, qualitative improvement in spurious locations in the autom atic output 
for the Alaska network. Since the AEIC and the Alaska Volcano O bservatory (AVO) are 
co-located and share seismic data-collection infrastructure, our data stream  is a mix o f 
regional stations, seismic arrays, and tight clusters of seism ic stations on volcanoes, used 
prim arily for volcano monitoring but contributing also to regional earthquake detection.
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These clusters o f volcano stations will often produce several automatic picks for a small 
volcanic event, which will associate with noise picks from stations hundreds of kilom eters 
away. The jackknife technique has cleared out many o f these events.
2.4.2.3 Storage of Parametric Data and Detected Events with SegmentedWaveforms
To run a regional network, one needs more than automatic picks and locations. The 
Earthworm system as we received it provided a report module that created flat-tiles ot 
picks and hypocenters. in a format that could be fed to the downstream processing system 
at the L'SGS. No attempt was made to store the waveforms on which the picks were based. 
To address this principal failing of running the original Earthworm system divorced trom  
waveform -data storage, we created a module (called css_report) that would store detected 
picks and hypocenters. together with segmented waveform  data, in a relational database 
using the CSS3.0 schema and the Datascope software from the University of Colorado. 
This allowed easy integration of the A nalyst Review software such as dhloc2  and dhpick  
developed at the University o f Colorado, which w as a great improvement over reviewing 
individual ASCII files o f detection information for events.
W ith near-real-time event location, there is a set of overlapping goals from which 
to decide in choosing how to report events and save them to the database. O tten one w'ants 
the earliest information possible, the best information at any given time, and the best in­
formation that the automatic system can provide. It is not possible to provide a single
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hvpocentral estim ate and satisfy all these goals perfectly. We have chosen the original 
strategies o f the Earthworm  reporting software. An event is reported after the hypocentral 
estim ate from the associator has been stable for 60 seconds (actually a user-specitiable 
parameter). Also, if the event has more than 25 picks at any point before it has stabilized, 
a "quick-pick" solution is reported. The CSS3.0 database and the reporting strategies will 
naturally facilitate the addition o f m oment-tensor information and strong-m otion param e­
ters as well, when these features are implemented.
To provide data segments that correspond to detected events, we used the wave- 
server we have described in section 2.4.1.4. When the css_report module decides to report 
an event, it calculates an appropriate time-window of waveform data to request tor each 
station: requests these segments o f data from the wave-server. and stores the results in the 
CASS database o f detected events. Optionally, cssjreport can also send the database row 
created to an observer, which in addition to handling w aveform  data can directly accept 
and deliver raw database rows from any database table. Several algorithms are available 
for segmenting the data. Currently we calculate the start time ot each data segm ent as the 
expected P arrival time minus a small amount of time (currently 60 seconds) for padding. 
The end o f each data segment is calculated based on the difference between S and P-phase 
travel times:
tstart =  tori',in -  ptim e{A . depth)  -  dtpn
t, n,t — t^ari - + -  2  *  (s t im e(A . depth)  —  p tim e(A . depth))  —  d tIH)St
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where tslan and tcnd are the start and end  times o f the saved data  segment: d tprt. and dtp,)sl are 
padding terms: and the functions ptim e and stim e indicate the travel-tim es tor w aves trom  
a seism ic source at a specified range (A) and depth in a sphericaily-sym m etric earth model. 
For close-in events on small netw orks, it is often sim pler to make a straight cut o t the 
continuous waveform data around the origin time.
In addition to the picks which correspond to specific earthquakes, which are stored 
in the main output database o f detected events, we can save all the picks made at several 
subnetw orks, with one database per subnetw ork. The m odule providing this function is 
called savepicks. This is quite useful at volcano networks, where the sm all source region 
makes it very difficult to tune the Earthw orm  associator accurately. By saving every pick 
from these volcano networks, one can  easily go back and analyze the events. The D ata­
scope Seism ic Application Package includes software that can cull out picks that do not 
appear associated with an event (the program  looks for groups of picks that occur w ithin a 
specified time interval). We have also used the savepicks utility to collect all the picks trom  
aftershocks o f a regional event. We defined a subnetw ork appropriate to study the event 
and collected all the picks made at those stations into a database.
2.4.2A Local-magnitude Calculation
One o f the primary uses of the w ave-server for near-real-tim e processing is in the
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calculation o f  automatic local-m agnitudes. W hen the cssjrepo rt module saves an event to 
the database, it makes a request on the param etric information ring for a local-m agnitude 
calculation, passing in the m essage all the inform ation about the relevant phase picks, 
event location, and origin time. The local m agnitude module requests waveform  inform a­
tion for the picked stations, com putes synthetic W ood-A nderson recordings for those 
waveform  segm ents that are not clipped, m easures the maximum amplitude, and reports 
the detected station and netw ork m agnitudes. These are put back on the param etric infor­
mation ring for storage by css_report in the relational database. Also, information on the 
raw m easurem ent o f waveform  amplitude is included.
2.4.2.5 Archival o f  Continuous Waveform Data
With data buffered in the wave-server. we were able to support more o f  the neces­
sary functions for regional-network data-handling. One of the most important, o f course, 
was archiving o f the continuous data stream. We wrote an archiver module to call up the 
w ave-server at regular intervals, ask for all available data, and store these data in a CSS3.0 
relational database. Those fam iliar with the CSS3.0 database format will recognize that the 
underlying format for the waveform  data files is only minimally constrained. The archiver 
module we have written allows storage o f the data files in AH. SAC. or raw -data (no 
header) forms. W riting the archiver module involved several traps, one o f w hich was to 
follow very carefully the maxim , for asynchronous processing, that one should rely on data
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synchronization rather than process synchronization [Kleinman et al.. 1996]. Our archiver 
has the very desirable feature that it archives whatever it sees in the w ave-server menu, and 
if new data streams show up in the wave-server the archiver will automatically begin ar­
chiving them, without having to have any prior knowledge about what it should expect to 
be archiving. The one difficulty with this is that there is no inherent difference between 
segm ented data and continuous data with large gaps, seen from the perspective of the 
archiver. This means that some data segments can remain for a long tim e in the wave- 
server before being written to the database by the archiver (usually triggered by the next 
incoming segment). One solution to this, which we have not yet implemented, is to intro­
duce a latency tim eout [D. Q uinlan, pers. com m .. 1997]. The d ifference between the 
end-tim e o f available data for a station is com pared to the tim e o f the latest data received 
for all stations. If this difference exceeds a preset threshold, data for the station are stored 
in the archive w'ithout waiting to com plete the whole segment.
2.4.2.6 Volcano and Earthquake Alann Triggering
For the past several years, alarms at the Alaska Earthquake Information Center and 
Alaska Volcano Observatory have been handled with an analog circuit called EVA. This 
circuit AC-couples the signals from 8 analog stations into op-am p integrators with one- 
second time constants, then m onitors the envelopes to see if any signal stays above a preset 
threshold for a specified am ount o f time. Single stations on volcanoes can trigger the alarm
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if their envelopes stay above the threshold for a specified am ount o f time (usually five 
minutes). For regional earthquakes, three or more stations must sim ultaneously stay above 
threshold for approximately 30 seconds. One of the problems with this alarm has been the 
arbitrariness o f the gain settings for the stations, and the inability to study the envelope 
functions or to improve the algorithm  easily.
We have made a digital equivalent o f the EVA circuit to run in the Iceworm system. 
Incoming data streams are dem eaned. L l-norm ed. tracked against specifiable thresholds, 
and saved for later review. As m entioned above, the tim espans and threshold am plitudes 
for the EVA triggers are specified in a database, allowing them  to be easily configured. 
Being able to review the envelope functions allows quantitative setting of the trigger lev­
els. as opposed to the purely qualitative control on the analog EVA circuit.
2.4.2.7 Notification About Automatic Processing Results
The Iceworm system has the capability to notify duty personnel via pager and email 
o f important events, both seismic events and svstem-operation conditions. We have taken 
part o f the software for this from the original Earthworm [O ppenheim er et al.. 1994], 
though we have had to modify m uch o f it to match our paging services.
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2.4.2.8 Display Utilities for  Incoming Data and Output Derived Information;
Maintenance Utilities fo r  the System
The final, user-level software that the Iceworm system makes possible is o f  course 
one o f the main reasons for the current work. Automated results are made available tor 
rapid review by hum an analysts, facilitating hazard response. Many o t the analyst-review  
tools com e directly from  the Datascope Seism ic Application Package ot the U niversity ot 
Colorado.
To display located events as they occur and to provide the first level o f review 
capab ility , we have w ritten  a u tility  called  worm watch. W ormwatch  show s a d ig ita l- 
elevation map or satellite image o f  the state o f Alaska portrayed on an X -W indow  display. 
This program  watches a Datascope ORB for output database rows ot autom atically de­
tected events, displaying the most recent hypocenters. The cursor can be used to probe tor 
the hypocentral param eters of each event, and an interactive menu allow s one to create a 
subset database o f the param etric inform ation for a given event. From this, one can look at 
the w aveform s, the autom atic picks, and perform  o n e 's  own re-analysis ot the event loca­
tion  and  h an d -re fin em en t o f the p ick s. A sc reen -d u m p  o f the m ain  w indow  o f  the 
w orm watch utility is show n in Figure 2.6.
W ith a real-tim e system as involved as Iceworm. it is also necessary to have an 
easy-to-use utility to m onitor system  perform ance and quickly evaluate error conditions. 
To address this we have written logw atch . a graphical user interface for system  m onitoring
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Figure 2.6
This figure shows a screen-dum p o f the wormwatch  utility, described in Section 2.4.2.8 o f the text. A visible-band satellite image o f A laska (cropped in this figure, but scrollable to other parts of the image) provides a map view  on which automatically-determined earth ­quake epicenters are plotted as ovals. The autom atic magnitude is written in the center o f the oval when possible. W ormwatch  is interactive, allowing the user to subset the Iceworm  output database for a given event, view the results, and relocate the earthquake. The bottom  o f this figure shows scrolling, near-real-tim e seismic data from station COLA at College. Alaska. W ormwatch runs o ff an ORB (as show n here) or a database.
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and maintenance. Logwaich  allows access to all o f the most recent log files from the indi­
vidual modules running in the system. In addition, it has buttons to launch database and 
w aveform -viewer program s on the segmented and continuous output database, plus a va­
riety o f  the utilities described here. A screen dum p o f the graphical user interface for 
logwatch is shown in Figure 2.7.
A pick-display utility has proven quite useful for system tuning. This softw are 
takes each pick from the pick-ring as the pick is made, then requests a small w indow  of 
data around it. This is yet another unique and valuable use of the wave-server. A graphical 
display o f the autom atic pick and its associated waveforms allows one to very quickly see 
which stations are contributing many noise picks. One can also watch earthquakes as their 
waves propagate across the state.
Finally, the interwave utility provides a Graphical User-Interface (GLT) directly to 
the wave-server. One can choose any available station and request a section o f recent data 
from that station for display. Another highly useful display utility for recent, continuous 
waveform data is the orbm onrtd  program from the University o f Colorado. This utility 
provides a com puterized, develocorder-style output o f one or more continuous seism ic 
traces as the data arrive. The advantages o f this utility include system health m onitoring, 
public-inform ation display, and visual monitoring o f earth motion for stations and areas of 
interest.
The rest o f the software we describe here com es directly from the Datascope Seis­
mic Application Package (DSAP). The DSAP package is far too extensive to describe here
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This is a screen-dum p o f the logwatch utility, a graphical-user-interface for Iceworm to monitor system  perform ance. Logwatch allows access to all the most recent log files trom individual modules running in the system. Logwatch also has a variety o f  buttons to launch database and waveform -viewer programs on the Iceworm output databases.
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in full, although it is necessary to describe a few o f the highlights. T he dbheli program 
allow s one to make helicorder-style plots o f data from  the archive o f continuous waveform 
data. D bpick  allows interactive review  and picking of waveforms, as well as review of 
autom atic picks already made. D bloc2  is a G UI driver script for location programs o f 
choice. The most common are locsu i and Gary Pavlis' genloc. both o f  w hich come with 
DSAP. Together, dblocl and d bp ick  form an analyst review software station that can be 
used to process the automatic detection  databases o f  Iceworm into final, review ed catalogs 
o f detected earthquakes.
2.5 System Performance
One could discuss at great length the tuning of regional network associators. and of 
autom atic phase-picking routines. W e limit the presentation here to a d iscussion of system 
perform ance for recently detected alarm  events at the AEIC.
Between March 1. 1997 and August 1. 1997 there were 329 events located both by 
the autom atic system and by the A EIC  analysts, correlating catalogs o f  the AEIC locations 
w ith the Iceworm automatic locations. O f these. 203 events had location residuals o f less 
than 0.2 degrees, or 22 kilom eters. Sixty-five events had location residuals between 0.2 and 
1.0 degrees, still quite useful for hazard response. Another sixty-one events had location 
residuals greater than 1.0 degree, many because they occurred outside the core o f the
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Alaskan regional network. Maps o f these m isiocation vectors are shown in the attached 
Figures 2.8a-c. Depth, azimuth, and distance residuals for all events together are shown in 
Figure 2.9.
For the same time period. M arch 1. 1997 to August 1. 1997. there were 70 earth­
quakes for which the AEIC published  alarm -notification  releases. O f these. 42 were 
located by the Iceworm system. The 28 information-release events that were missed by 
Iceworm are shown in Figure 2.10. O f these, the four that one would not expect Iceworm 
to have missed, the four events north o f Prince W illiam Sound and the event near Katmai. 
occurred during times when the Iceworm system  was down. The rest are all outside the 
core network o f stations, where the performance o f the Earthworm associator (binder) de­
grades markedly: or outside the Earthworm associator grid entirely. For the 42 autom ati­
cally  located inform ation-release events, location residuals between Iceworm and the 
AEIC analysts are shown in Figure 2.11. With one exception, an event northeast of the core 
network with a residual o f 2.8 degrees, the agreem ent between automatic and analyst so­
lutions is excellent. The mean residual for these 42 events is 0.20 degrees (excluding the 
2.8 degree outlier drops this to 0.14 degrees). The median is 0.05 degrees. A histogram  o f 
these residuals is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Iceworm /AEIC residuals le ss  than 0.2 degrees
k ilom eters
_________- AEIC * binder
Figure 2.8 a
M islocation vectors between epicentral solutions from  the Iceworm system (binder: trian­gles) and the AEIC analysts (small squares). O f the 329 earthquakes located by both system s between M arch 1st and August 1st. 1997. the 203 events shown above (627c of the 
total) had location residuals less than 0.2 degrees, about 22 km.
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- AEIC * binder
Figure 2.8 b
M isiocation vectors between epicentral solutions from the Iceworm system  (binder: trian­gles) and the AEIC analysts (sm all squares). O f the 329 earthquakes located by both system s between March 1st and August 1st. 1997. the 65 events shown above (20% ot the total) had location residuals between 0.2 and 1.0 degrees, (22 km to 111 km).
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- AEIC * binder
Figure 2.8 c
M islocation vectors between epicentral solutions from the Iceworm system (binder: trian­gles) and the AEIC analysts (sm all squares). O f the 329 earthquakes located  by both system s between M arch 1st and A ugust 1st. 1997. the 61 events shown above (18°7c o t the total) had location residuals greater than 1.0 degree (111 km). Because o f the long lines, the visual impact of this figure is strong; however, only approxim ately one in five events as­sem bled by the Earthw orm  associator produces a seriously m istaken location.
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Iceworm vs. AEIC Location Residuals
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Figure 2.9
Location residuals between Iceworm and A EIC as a function o f azim uth o f the event from station Chulitna. CUT. which is at 62.4047° North. 150.2694° West. Chulitna is chosen as a reference station because o f  its central location . Each triangle represents a sing le  
earthquake.
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AEIC Releases not in Iceworm Catalog
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Figure 2.10
This map shows the earthquakes (hexagons) for which AEIC distributed information re­
leases and which Icew orm  missed, taking a tim e period between M arch 1st. 1997 and August 1st. 1997. A discussion o f these missed earthquakes is presented in Section 2.5 o f 
the text.
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AEIC/Iceworm Residuals for Alarm Events
. AEIC 
• binder
Figure 2.11
There were 70 inform ation-release earthquakes announced by the AEIC for M arch 1st through August 1st, 1997. The 42 o f these that were located by the Iceworm  system  are show n in the above m ap. along w ith  m isiocation vectors betw een the au to m atic  and human-analyst solutions. The agreem ent between Iceworm and review ed epicentral solu­tions is excellent, with a mean residual o f  0.20 degrees. Excluding the 2.8 degree outlier reduces this mean to 0.14 degrees d istance, o r slightly over 15 km. The m edian is 0.05 degrees, or 5.5 km.
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Figure 2.12
This figure shows a histogram  o f distance residuals between AEIC and Iceworm  epicentral locations for 42 inform ation-release earthquakes covering March 1st through August 1st. 
1997.
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2.6 Conclusion
The Iceworm system has been running since March. 1997 as the principal data- 
acquisition and triggering system  for the Alaska seismic network. Qualitative results indi­
cate quite good perform ance com pared to the predecessor system , especially  w ith the 
larger data set made possible by the w aveform  handling infrastructure. We see great po­
tential for the system not only through the traditional network-based earthquake detection, 
but also through the addition o f beam -form ing and other array-processing results to the 
network analysis. Com parison o f the Iceworm performance on alarm events to the list ot 
alarm releases by the AEIC dem onstrates the importance of expanding the geographic 
coverage of the automatic system  with array-based techniques. Because o f the high seis­
m icity of Alaska and the surrounding regions, the contributions to real-tim e seism ic 
experiments and to the improvement o f  public-safety through volcano monitoring, rapid 
evaluation of. and rapid notification about large earthquakes proves valuable.
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Chapter 3
A Local-Magnitude Inversion for Alaska
3.1 Introduction
W ith the accumulation in the literature o f more precise estim ates o f slip and rupture 
properties for individual earthquakes, it is natural to review the consistency o f traditional, 
em pirical earthquake parameters such as local magnitudes and their relationship to more 
physical ones, such as seismic m om ent, stress drop, and energy release. Despite the rela­
tively recent introduction o f m agnitude scales more sophisticated and better grounded in 
physical theory, such as the m oment magnitude, the local m agnitude scale retains its value 
for many applications. Traditional local magnitude scales have retained their importance 
for seismic hazard analysis, historical com parison, and studies o f  small events. To be use­
ful in catalogs of seismicity, these m agnitudes must give a m easure of earthquake size that 
is consistent over both time and space. Also, often for small events or num erous events, the 
volum e and types of processing necessary to com pute a moment magnitude for each one 
are not practical or sometimes even possible. This is often true at volcanoes, where many 
small events must nevertheless be categorized by size for b-value studies and other m ea­
sures o f volcanic seismicity.
The original local m agnitude scale was tailored by R ichter for southern California
79
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[Richter. 1935]. As such, it is not directly applicable to other regions of the world, espe­
cially volcanoes, where the elastic  and anelastic attenuation characteristics may be much 
different than those in southern C alifornia. It is desirable, therefore, to establish a separate 
m agnitude scale for each d ifferent region of the world, taking care to relate the new scaies 
to the original to preserve in the scale some meaning that transcends the area in which it is 
defined. Previous inversions fo r local magnitude scales in N orw ay [Alsaker et al.. 1991 ] 
em phasize the importance o f allow ing for variations in attenuation created by local geolo­
gy and tectonics. Errors in m agnitude estimates in such shield areas can be as great as one 
full m agnitude unit if California attenuation values are used [A lsaker et al.. 1991].
In this study we follow the m ethod of Alsaker et cil. (1991). which fits a curve ot 
the form expected for local m agnitude to a suite o f amplitude m easurem ents made tor a set 
o f earthquakes at known distances. The technique is a regression analysis of synthesized 
W ood-Anderson amplitude m easurem ents. The problem  is posed such that a linear matrix 
equation can be formed and solved by standard inversion techniques. The model space 
consists o f the earthquake m agnitudes, the station corrections, and  the a and b coefficients 
in the M l formula (see below). W e invert for attenuation param eters appropriate for com ­
puting local magnitudes in A laska. W e are using data selected from  five years of digital 
recordings o f local earthquakes from  approximately 150 seismic stations (mostly vertical- 
com ponent) distributed throughout Alaska. Approximations to equivalent W ood-Anderson 
am plitudes have been com puted. D etails o f the approxim ation technique, including the use 
o f vertical com ponent stations in place o f the horizontal-com ponent Wood-Anderson in­
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struments. are discussed in the Data section (Section 3.3) below.
3.2 Theory
The basic formula for local magnitude, from the original definition [Richter. 1935],
is
Ml =  log A — log A0 +  S
where A is m axim um  trace amplitude (zero to peak) in m illimeters as m easured on a hor­
izontal com ponent W ood-Anderson seismometer recording, S is a station correction term, 
and -logAo is a distance correction term. This latter term can be expressed in a torm 
slightly more general than the original Richter definition as follows [A lsaker et al.. 1991 ]:
-  logAo =  a • log( R / R ref) +  b(R — R ref) +  K { R ref)
where R is the hypocentral distance and Rrd is a reference distance at w'hich the magnitude 
scale is pinned to the California scale. The constant a is a m easure o f geom etric spreading, 
and the constant b is a measure o f attenuation. For the Californian scale, a is 1.110 and b is 
0.00189. The function K. gives the reference magnitude, and com es from the original Rich­
ter scale. K can be expressed
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K(Rrrf )  =  1. 110 iog(#rf.//100) +  0.00189(#,v / -  100) + 3 . 0
which gives a value of 3.0 at a reference distance of 100 km. W e have chosen a reference 
distance of 17 km. as suggested by Hutton and Boore (1987). giving a reference magnitude 
o f 2.0.
To establish the new magnitude scale, we can com bine the first tw o equations to 
yield [A lsak erera /.. 1991]
log Aij  = -  a \ o g ( R i j / R ref) -  b(R, j  -  R rej) 
-V -V,
-  H  S l 6 U  -  K ( R r e f )
k — l 1=1
Here Au is the m axim um  zero-to-peak amplitude of earthquake i at station j. R„ is the 
hvpocentral distance for earthquake i at station j. and S| give the m agnitudes and sta­
tion corrections for the earthquakes and stations used in the study, and S j,  is the Kroenecker 
delta function. Ne and Ns are the number of earthquakes and stations used, respectively.
To make this useful for a computation, we need to put it in the form
A x  =  y
which we can do [Alsaker et al.. 1991] by writing
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f l 0  • •  0 1 • •  0 rn r Mi  ' '  y  11 '
1 0  • •  0 0  • •  0 ri-2 U12 I yvi• ' . 1 ; • . j Mx. •1 0  - • 0 0  • • 1 n . v . u 1 A". Si y  i
< 0 1  • -  0 1 • •  0 r-2 i i / 2 1 > #  < > — < y -2i f
0 1  • •  0 0  • • 0 T'22 Uo‘2 Sx. y-2-i
j • * • * . * * — a :
0 0  • •  1 0  • •  1 r.\: .v . UX  .V . - b y.\. -v .> k J x /
This is a system  of at least Nc+Ns+2 linearly independent equations. We have assigned 
r,,=log( R ,/R rt.t). uM=( Rij-Rrcf). and y,j=logAIJ+K (Rrt;,). The sum of the station corrections 
has been constrained to be zero for this inversion. The large num ber o f stations (over 100) 
in a diversity of siting environments justifies this choice o f the value zero for the average 
station correction.
Fortran code has been written by the authors o f  the Alsaker et al. (1991) paper to 
set up and invert the above equation with a Singular Value Decom position technique. The 
code, nuigqi. provided by one of its authors [R. H ansen, writt. comm.. 1994], has been used 
in this study.
The attenuation coefficient b may be form ally related to an attenuation quality- 
factor Q by recognizing that the attenuation term in the magnitude form ula is o f the form
A  ~  1 0 ~ b r
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where A is the amplitude and r is the propagation d istance. From Lay et al. [1995] we can 
write am plitude as a function of time t as
-7 7  f tA ~  e
where f is the frequency of the propagating wave. Converting the propagation time t to a 
propagation distance r through a velocity (3 (taken to be an average shear-wave velocity ot 
3.6 km /sec), we can write
Equating this with the attenuation expression in terms o f  b. we derive
= 1 og(e)~f W 3b
Great care  must be taken in interpreting Q values obtained through this method, however. 
The point o f this inversion is to obtain an empirical fit for the a and b coefficients. Q values 
interpreted from b are subject to bias resulting from trade-off between the a and b coeth - 
cients in the inversion.
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3.3 Data
Because full phase and amplitude response information was not readily available 
for the stations used in the study, the ideal method o f  constructing the synthesized Wood- 
Anderson am plitude measurements was impractical. One would prefer to take the original 
waveform s, deconvolve the instrument response, convolve in a W ood-Anderson response 
function and then re-measure the am plitudes on the horizontal components. This would 
require three-com ponent instruments, o f which less than thirty exist in continental Alaska.
H istorically. W ood-Anderson synthetics at the A laska Earthquake Inform ation 
Center (AEIC) have not been calculated in this way. Amplitude measurements have been 
made from the vertical-component analog, short-period stations that form the bulk ot the 
Alaskan seismic network. These are velocity seismogram s. unlike the displacement seis- 
mograms o f the original W ood-Anderson instrument. The AEIC analysts have been trained 
to avoid high-frequency components of the seismograms while m aking the amplitude mea­
surements. in effect performing, by inspection, a qualitative low-pass filtering on the data.
The use o f vertical-component measurements in place o f horizontal components 
requires some justification. Alsaker eta l. [1991] analyzed 126 three-com ponent recordings 
from 100 earthquakes at four stations, comparing the mean log m axim um  trace amplitudes 
from the two horizontal com ponents with the vertical com ponent. They found a mean 
value o f the ratio to be 1.008 with a correlation coefficient o f 0.99. an insignificant differ­
ence that allows vertical amplitudes to be used in the study as if they were horizontal.
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Furthermore, catalog data have not been stored as raw am plitude measurements. 
Only the resulting station magnitude has been stored, in the xntag field o f the Hypoellipse 
pickfiles containing the parametric data for events. The formula for obtaining the xmag  
value in the pickfiles from the am plitude m easurem ent was [Lahr. 1994]:
X M A G  =  log(A /2 ) +  \ - B l  +  B 2  log ( D 2  4 - Z 2 ) }  +  G
where B 1 =0.15. B2=0.80 for epicentral distance D< 200 km and B l= 3 .38 . B2=1.50 tor 
200 km <= D <= 600 km. G is a station correction. A  in the above form ula is the maximum 
peak-to-peak amplitude in millimeters and Z is the focal depth in kilom eters. We solved the 
xmag  formula above for A. in order to obtain am plitude readings from the event pickfiles 
for the regression analysis.
The regional earthquake inversions in this study were done with data from 1994. 
Since several different inversions were done, we sum m arize the data input along with the 
results in Table 3.1. to be discussed at greater length below.
The data used for the volcano portion o f this study have been taken trom the Alas­
kan catalogs of volcanic events from 1991 through 1993 [Jolly et al.. 1996]. Recovery ot 
99%  o f the Hypoellipse pickfiles [Lahr. 1994] from this database yields 13.779 pickfiles. 
only some o f which contain usable data. Extraction o f  the pickfiles was accom plished with 
Unix utilities on the command line, described in A ppendix B section B .l. The pickfiles 
were converted to the format needed for the inversion program, magqt. with a Tel script
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Table 3.1
Summary ot Input Data and Results for Regionalized Mi Inversions
D a t a  S o i N u r n b o t  o f 
L 'a ith q w a k u s
N u rn b o t  o f 
S ta t io n s
N u m b o f  of 
A m p litu d e s
R e fe r e n c e  
D ts ia n r .ii  (k m )
R e fe r e n c e
M a y n ilt n k j
f lo o m o lr ic  
S p r e a d in g  (a )
A ffo n u a fio n
(i*l
C o m p a r is o n  
(M . u n its ) to 
O u ii ln t n ia
C o m p a r is o n  
D is ta n c e  (k m )
N o r w a y 1 0 5 ?1 7 4 1 6 0 ?  7 1 0 3 7 1 0  0 9 ? 0  0 0 0 7 B 1 0  0 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 8 7 0
A la s k a  4 A M 1 5 5 4 8 1 ? 4 H 17 ? 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 ? 0  5  to  0  6 6 5 0
N o r t h e rn  A J& s k u I B / 4 3 1 9 0 6 1 / 3  0 0  9 6 0 i 0  0 7 0 .0 0 1 9 1 1 0  0 0 0 2 0 ? 4 0 0
S o u t h -C e n t r a !  A la s k a ? 3 7 4 5 1 6 6 1 17 3 0 1 ? 1 t O  0 7 0  0 0 0 4 5 * 0  0 0 0 3 0 4 4 0 0
N o r t h  o f C o o k  In le t 1 5 9 31 1 0 / 3  j 1 / 3 0 1 1 4 i 0  ( 3 0  0 0 0 8 1 1 0  0 0 0 7 0 4 4 0 0
D e e p  e v e n t s 1 5 8 5 8 1 8 5 4 17 3  0 1 O ( t u o d ) 0  0 0 1 3 6 O f i 6 5 0
S p U U 1 ? 9 rt 4 a s ft 1 3 8 0  B ? 5 1 0  2 7 o o ? : t 3 i o o i ? 0 ? ? 5
oo ■—i
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listed in Appendix B section B.2. The station correction G in the xmag  form ula was set to 
zero for calculations o f xm ag  in the Spurr event catalog  [J. Lahr. pers. com m .. 1995] and 
therefore can be om itted from our current reform atting considerations.
The above reform atting steps yield 4111 am plitude measurements for 1991. 6463 
for 1992. and 1896 for 1993. We have winnowed these to select observations made at Spurr 
stations only: observations o f earthquakes with epicentral depths o f less than 20 km: and 
observations made within 25 km of the volcano. The winnowing procedure is described in 
Appendix B Section B.3. These limits have been set in order to assure that the results will 
be characteristic o f the volcano itself, not the surrounding region. The resulting data set 
contains 6967 usable amplitude measurements. S ince the inversion code can take a maxi­
mum o f 1000 input observations, this data set is larger than we can use all at once. Clearly 
there is room for improvement here: when the autom ated data-sets discussed below are 
inverted, there will be justification to expand the inversion code to handle larger data sets. 
For the current work, independent, 1000-data-point inversions each produce consistent 
results which serve well enough to establish the regionalized properties we demonstrate 
here. O ur principle inversion has been done w ith the first 1000 records in the data set. 
extending from day 008 o f 1991 to day 362 of 1991.
There is a further subsetting o f the data done by the inversion program  itself, in 
order to assure that each event has a minimum o f three observations, and that each station 
has a m inim um  o f ten observations. These param eters are adjustable, but we have found in 
the past that these m inim a are sufficient. After this subsetting, the final data set com prises
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485 observations at five stations, corresponding to 129 earthquakes in the distance and 
depth ranges listed above.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1. Regional Earthquakes
We observe attenuation values close to and slightly less than those seen in C alifor­
nia, and much higher than those seen in previous studies o f  a shield area such as Norway. 
This is consistent with what one would expect for a technically  active area such as Alaska. 
T echn ically  active areas typically have relatively high heat flow compared to colder re­
gions. making them more attenuating since many intrinsic attenuation m echanism s are 
therm ally activated [Lay et al.. 1995], A sum m ary of our inversion inputs and results for 
the various M l regressions, along with the Norwegian results o f Alsaker et al. [ 1991 J. is 
presented in Table 3.1. Our values for the geom etric spreading and attenuation constants in 
the -logAo term show some variation from m onth to month and from region to region tor 
shallow earthquakes, as shown in the later inversions, some o f which is undoubtedly due to 
trade off between these param eters in the inversion. Experiments have also been done with 
changing the selection o f input data, shifting the reference distance at which the Alaskan 
logAo curve is anchored to the Californian curve, shifting the source depth used in the 
calculations, and omitting stations with consistently high magnitude corrections before
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inverting. One set o f spreading and attenuation parameters will probably not be sufficient 
for shallow seismicity in the entire state o f A laska. We conclude this due to the m easured 
differences between regions o f  more than several tenths o f  a magnitude unit at hundreds ot 
kilom eters distance (see Table 3.1). A separate inversion suggests param eters that may be 
used with caution for deep events at sufficient distance (discussed below). The regional 
param eters will not be appropriate for volcanic events, as shown by our prelim inary result 
for M ount Spurr Volcano. A laska discussed below. The latter point is significant to r the 
volcano monitoring efforts led by the Alaska Volcano Observatory.
Figure 3.1 shows the results o f a local-m agnitude inversion for Norway by A lsaker 
et ul. (1991). Circles show the attenuation (-logA 0) values vs. epicentral distance for 741 
short-period recordings o f 195 earthquakes at 21 Norwegian seismic stations. The solid 
line is the simultaneously-determ ined -logAo calibration curve for an M l scale tor N orw ay. 
The dashed line shows, for com parison, the Southern Californian curve using values trom  
Hutton and Boore (1987). The offset o f over a full magnitude unit at large distances show s 
that attenuation in Norway, as param eterized by this simple frequency-independent rela­
tion. is much lower than in Southern California. This result in large part m otivated the 
current study.
Figures 3.2a-e show an inversion using earthquakes in northern Alaska, all north ot 
the Denali Fault. The maps illustrate the epicenters used in this inversion (Figure 3.2a) and 
the ray path coverage (Figure 3.2b) betw een the stations (triangles) and the 187 earth ­
quakes (squares). Figures 3.2c-e give the results of this inversion. Figure 3.2c show s the
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-Log(Ao) Curves and Data Points
O)o
Hypocentral Distance (km)
Figure 3.1
This figure shows the LogAo results for Norway, reproducing the results o f  A lsaker et al. [ 1991 ]. The -LogAo curve indicates the m agnitude of an earthquake at a  given distance that will produce 1 mm o f motion on a W ood-A nderson instrument. For details, see Section 3.2 o f  the text. The dashed line is the original Richter-magnitude definition for C alifornia. The solid line is the regressed fit to data for Norway, as presented in A lsaker et al. [ 1991 ]. The difference between the two curves is one full magnitude unit at 870 km , with Norwegian attenuation being less than that o f C alifornia.
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Figure 3.2 a
This map o f Alaska shows epicenters used in an inversion for local magnitude for earth­quakes north o f the Denali Fault. Squares represent the earthquakes, and triangles show the locations o f stations at which am plitude measurements were made. There are 198 earth­quakes plotted and used in this inversion. Traces o f the major faults are shown as solid lines.
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Raypaths for Northern Inversion
Figure 3.2 b
This map of Alaska shows the raypaths used for the inversion of data to r a m agnitude scale north of the Denali fault. Squares represent earthquakes, and triangles show the stations at which they were recorded. There is one station-to-event raypath line for each amplitude measurement used in the inversion. Traces of the major faults are shown as solid lines.
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Figure 3.2 c
This figure shows the results o f the M l inversion for earthquakes north o f  the Denali fault. The symbols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3.1. For discussion, 
see Section 3.4 o f the text.
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Station corrections and Number of Observations
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Figure 3.2 d
This figure shows the absolute values (asterisks) o f  station corrections obtained from the inversion for earthquakes north o f the Denali fault. One-standard-deviation error bars are included with the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size o f the station correction in m agnitude units. The boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the number o t am plitude measurements used at each  station for this inversion. The station names are 
shown along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.2 e
This figure show s the station corrections w ith standard error for the inversion of data from earthquakes north o f the Denali fault. The vertical axis is in units o f local magnitude. S ta­tion names are shown along the horizontal axis.
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attenuation values (-logAo) for the 1906 ray paths. Figure 3.2d and e give m agnitude cor­
rections for each of the 43 stations used, including the number o f observations per station. 
The solid line on Figure 3.2c is the calibration curve for local magnitude obtained from 
this inversion, show ing an attenuation constant o f 0.00191 ±  0.0002 and a geometric 
spreading value of 0 .960 ± 0 .07 . The resulting magnitude difference of 0.2 m agnitude units 
between the Alaskan (solid line) and Californian (dashed line) -logAo curves at 400 km is 
slightly smaller than that seen in curves for Southern Alaska, shown below.
Figures 3.3a-e show  an inversion using earthquakes from a region north of Cook 
Inlet. Alaska. The m aps. Figures 3.3 a and b. illustrate epicenters used and rav-path 
coverage between the stations (triangles) and the 159 earthquakes (squares). The ray paths 
shown cover Anchorage. The next three plots give the results o f this inversion. The tirsi 
shows the attenuation values (-logAo) for the 1073 ray paths: the second and third show 
magnitude corrections fo r each o f the 31 stations used. The solid line on Figure 3.3c is the 
calibration curve for local magnitude obtained from this inversion, showing an attenuation 
constant o f 0.00081 ±  0.0007 and a geometric spreading constant o f 1.14 ±  0.13. Com par­
ison with the plot for the entire state, shown below, suggests that a trade-ott has occurred 
here in the inversion betw een the geometric spreading factor and the attenuation constant, 
although the end result is similar: there is a magnitude difference o f about 0.4 magnitude 
units between the inversion result (solid line) and the Californian curve (dashed line) at 400 
km distance. A separate inversion (not shown) with the geometric spreading constant tixed 
at the theoretically expected  value o f 1.0 confirms this. The results ot this inversion are also
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Epicenters used in North-of-Cook-Inlet inversion
Figure 3.3 a
This map o f A laska shows epicenters used in an inversion for local m agnitude for earth­quakes north o f Cook Inlet. Squares represent the earthquakes, and  triangles show  the locations of stations at which amplitude measurements were made. There are 163 earth­quakes plotted and used in this inversion. Traces of the major faults are shown as solid 
lines.
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Raypaths for North-of-Cook-Inlet Inversion
Figure 3.3 b
This map o f  Alaska shows the raypaths used for the inversion o f data for a m agnitude scale north o f C ook Inlet. Squares represent earthquakes, and triangles show the stations at which they were recorded. There is one station-to-event raypath line tor each amplitude m easurem ent used in the inversion. Traces o f the major faults are shown as solid lines.
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Figure 3.3 c
This figure shows the results o f the M l inversion for earthquakes north ot Cook Inlet. The symbols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3.1. For discussion, see 
Section 3.4 o f  the text.
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Station corrections and Number of Observations
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Figure 3.3 d
This figure show s the absolute values (asterisks) o f  station corrections obtained from the inversion for earthquakes north of Cook Inlet. One-standard-deviation error bars are in­cluded with the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size o f  the station correction in magnitude units. The boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the number of amplitude m easurem ents used at each station for this inversion. The station names are 
shown along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.3 e
This figure shows the station corrections with standard error for the inversion o t data trom earthquakes north of C ook Inlet. The vertical axis is in units ot local m agnitude. Station
names are shown along the horizontal axis.
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consistent with those for the larger. South-Central Alaskan region which includes this re­
gion. shown below.
In the next set o f  figures. 3.4a-e. we show an inversion using earthquakes in South­
Central Alaska, all south o f the Denali Fault. The m aps in Figures 3.4a and b illustrate the 
epicenters used and the ray path coverage betw een the stations (triangles) and the 237 
earthquakes (squares). The next three plots give the results o f this inversion. First are the 
attenuation values (-logA 0) for the 1861 ray paths. The magnitude corrections follow in 
Figures 3.4 d ad e for each o f the 45 stations used. The solid line on Figure 3.4c is the 
calibration curve for local magnitude obtained from  this inversion, showing a rather low 
attenuation constant o f  0.00045 ±  0.0003. com pensated  by a slightly  high geom etric 
spreading value o f 1.21 ±  0.07. As with the inversion for the region North o f Cook Inlet, 
the magnitude differences between South-Central Alaska and Central Calitornia (dashed 
line) are still approxim ately 0.4 magnitude units at 400 km.
Figures 3.5a-e show  an inversion for A laskan catalog data for the entire state for the 
month of April. 1994. The maps illustrate the epicenters and the ray-path coverage between 
the stations (triangles) and the 155 earthquakes (squares) used in this inversion. Figures 
3.5c through e show the results of this inversion. Figure 3.5c show s the attenuation values 
(-logAo) for the 1248 ray paths. Figures 3.5d and e are the magnitude corrections for each 
o f  the 48 stations used. The solid line on Figure 3.5c is the calibration curve for local 
magnitude obtained from  the April 1994 data, show ing a characteristic attenuation con­
stant of 0 .00 11 ± 0 .0002 and a geometric spreading constant o f 1.11 ±  0.07. Com parison
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Figure 3.4 a
This map o f A laska shows epicenters used in an inversion for local magnitude for earth ­quakes south o f the Denali Fault. Squares represent the earthquakes, and triangles show the locations o f stations at which amplitude m easurem ents were made. There are 255 earth ­quakes plotted and used in this inversion. Traces o f the major faults are shown as solid 
lines.
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Raypaths for South-Central Inversion
Figure 3.4 b
This map o f Alaska shows the raypaths used for the inversion o f data for a  magnitude scale south o f the Denali fault. Squares represent earthquakes, and triangles show  the stations at which they were recorded. There is one station-to-event raypath line fo r each amplitude m easurem ent used in the inversion. Traces o f the major faults are shown as solid lines.
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-Log(Ao) Curves and Data Points
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Figure 3.4 c
This figure show s the results o f the M l inversion for earthquakes south o f the Denali fault. The sym bols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3.1. For discussion, 
see Section 3.4 o f  the text.
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Figure 3.4 d
This figure shows the absolute values (asterisks) o f station corrections obtained from the inversion for earthquakes south o f the D enali fault. One-standard-deviation error bars are included w ith the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size of the station correction in m agnitude units. The boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the num ber of am plitude m easurem ents used at each station for this inversion. The station nam es are 
shown along the horizontal axis.
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Station corrections with standard error
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Figure 3.4 e
This Figure shows the station corrections with standard error for the inversion of data trom earthquakes south o f the Denali fault. The vertical axis is in units of local magnitude. Sta­
tion nam es are shown along the horizontal axis.
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Epicenters used for 9404 inversion
Figure 3.5 a
This map o f Alaska shows epicenters used in an inversion for local m agnitude for earth ­quakes recorded by the A EIC in April o f  1994. Squares represent the earthquakes, and triangles show the locations o f stations at which am plitude m easurem ents were m ade. There are 177 earthquakes plotted and used in this inversion. Traces of the major faults are 
shown as solid lines.
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Raypaths for April 1994 Inversion
Figure 3.5 b
This map o f A laska shows the raypaths used for the inversion o f data for a magnitude scale from April, 1994 earthquakes. Squares represent earthquakes, and triangles show the sta­tions at w hich they were recorded. There is one station-to-event raypath line tor each am plitude m easurem ent used in the inversion. Traces o f the m ajor taults are shown as solid 
lines.
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-Log(Ao) Curves and Data Points
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Figure 3.5 c
This figure shows the results o f  the M l inversion for earthquakes in April ot 1994. The sym bols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3.1. For discussion, see 
Section 3.4 of the text.
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Figure 3.5 d
This figure shows the absolute values (asterisks) o f station corrections obtained from the inversion for April. 1994 earthquakes. One-standard-deviation error bars are included with the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size o f the station correction in magnitude units. The boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the num ber o f  am plitude mea­surem ents used at each station for this inversion. The station names are shown along the 
horizontal axis.
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Station corrections with standard error
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Figure 3.5 e
This figure shows the station corrections with standard error tor the inversion ot data trom April. 1994 earthquakes. The vertical axis is in units o f local magnitude. Station names are 
shown along the horizontal axis.
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with the Californian curve (dashed line) shows a magnitude difference of between 0.5 and 
0.6 m agnitude units at a distance o f  650 km. Use of the California curve for Alaskan 
earthquakes would result in an overestim ate o f  earthquake magnitude by this amount. In­
versions for other months o f data have shown sim ilar results, with some variation in the 
attenuation and spreading constants due to the trade-off between the two in the inversion.
Next we show the results o f  an inversion with deep earthquakes. 158 events were 
selected with depths between 30 and 100 km. providing 1854 raypaths covering primarily 
the region near the slab subducting under continental Alaska. Note that these events are 
concentrated in and around the subducting slab o f  the Pacific plate. With the geom etric 
spreading value fixed at 1.0 (necessary to get reasonable convergence for this inversion), 
the attenuation constant obtained is 0.00136. com parable to the values obtained tor shallow 
events shown in the regionalized inversions in this study. Figures 3.6a-e show the results. 
The solid line is the -logAo curve corresponding to the attenuation and spreading coeffi­
cients obtained in this inversion. The dashed line is the Californian curve. At 650 km 
d istance  the curves d iffer by 0 .6  m agnitude units, com parable to the result trom  the 
shallow -depth inversions. The curves have been calculated assuming a source depth ot 67 
km. the average depth of the events used. Note how this has changed the shape ot the curve 
for short epicentral distances com pared to the shallow-earthquake curves.
Finally, for the regional earthquake studies, we show a summary of our inversions 
fo r sha llo w  earthquakes using  1994 data. E ach  curve in F igure 3.7 show s a local- 
m agnitude calibration line. -logAo. for one m onth o f data. The green, dot-dashed lines were
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Epicenters used in 30-100 km depth Inversion
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Figure 3.6 a
T h is  m ap o f  A laska show s ep icen ters used in an inversion  for local m agnitude  for subduction-zone earthquakes between 30 and 100 km depth. Squares represent the earth ­quakes. and triangles show' the locations o f stations at which amplitude m easurem ents w'ere made. There are 158 earthquakes plotted and used in this inversion. Traces o f the m ajor 
faults are shown as solid lines.
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Raypaths for 30-100 km depth Inversion
Figure 3.6 b
This map of Alaska show s the raypaths used for the inversion o f data for a magnitude scale from subduction-zone events. Squares represent earthquakes, and triangles show the sta­tions at which they were recorded. There is one station-to-event raypath line for each amplitude measurement used in the inversion. Traces o f the m ajor faults are shown as solid 
lines.
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-Log(Ao) Curves and Data Points
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Figure 3.6 c
This figure shows the results o f the M l inversion for earthquakes betw een 30 and 100 km depth. The symbols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3 .1. For dis­
cussion. see Section 3.4 o f the text.
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Station corrections and Number of Observations eoo
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Figure 3.6 d
This figure shows the absolute values (asterisks) o f station corrections obtained from the inversion for subduction-zone earthquakes. O ne-standard-deviation error bars are included w ith the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size o f the station correction in m agnitude units. The boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the num ber o f am ­plitude m easurem ents used at each station for this inversion. The station nam es are shown 
along the horizontal axis.
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Station corrections with standard error
S ta t io n
Figure 3.6 e
This figure shows the station corrections with standard error for the inversion o t data trom subduction-zone earthquakes. The vertical axis is in units o t local m agnitude. Station 
names are shown along the horizontal axis.
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-Log(Ao) Curves
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Figure 3.7
This figure shows a summary o f inversion results for all shallow 1994 earthquakes. Each curve shows a -logA() curve for one month o f data. The green, dot-dashed curves were computed with the geometric spreading constant fixed at 1.0. The blue, solid curves were computed w ith all coefficients constrained only by the data. The red. dashed curve above all the others is the original result for California. The black, dashed curve below all the other curves is Alsaker et al. ’s [ 1991 ] result for Norway.
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run with the geometric spreading constant fixed at 1.0. and the blue, so lid  lines were run 
with both the geometric spreading and the attenuation constants free. The dashed, red line 
above all o f our curves shows the -logA0 curve for Southern California, calculated  with the 
param eters given by Hutton and  Boore (1987) . The dashed, black line below  all of our 
curves shows the attenuation obtained in a previous study by Alsaker et al. (1991) for the 
Norwegian shield. All o f the curves have been com puted assuming a source depth o f 12 
km. From this figure we conclude that even accounting for som e variations in our inversion 
results, the measures o f attenuation  used in this study yield values in A laska in between the 
values for Southern C alifornia and Norway.
O ur preliminary inversions for a local magnitude scale for A laska indicate attenu­
ation properties similar to those in California, justifying the use o f a slight m odification ot 
the Richter magnitude scale fo r shallow  events.
3.4.2 Mt. Spurr Volcano Earthquakes
Figures 3.8a-c show o u r preliminary results for an Alaskan volcano. The solid line 
in Figure 3.8a shows the local-m agnitude calibration curve we obtained for events near Mt. 
Spurr volcano. Alaska. The sm all circles are the -logAo values obtained to r the 129 earth­
quakes in this inversion. The solid  line is the regressed fit to the data. T he 485 am plitude 
measurements for this inversion were made at five seism ic stations on the volcano. We 
required the corresponding hypocenters to be within 25 km  o f the station  and shallow er 
than 20 km. The earthquake m agnitudes in this inversion ranged from -0.2 to 1.2. The
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Figure 3.8 a
This figure shows the results o f the M l inversion for earthquakes at M ount Spurr volcano. Alaska. The symbols, lines, and axes are as described in the caption to Figure 3.1. For 
discussion, see Section 3.4.2 o f the text.
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Station corrections with standard error
Stsrcr
Figure 3.8 b
This figure shows the station corrections with standard error for the inversion o f data from Mt. Spurr earthquakes. The vertical axis is in units o f local magnitude. Station names are 
shown along the horizontal axis.
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Station corrections and Number of Observations
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Figure 3.8 c
This figure shows the absolute values (asterisks) o f station corrections obtained from the inversion for Mt. Spurr earthquakes. One-standard-deviation error bars are included with the data points. The axis on the left indicates the size o f  the station correction in magnitude units. T he boxes, referenced to the axis on the right, show the num ber of am plitude mea­surements used at each station for this inversion. The station nam es are shown along the 
horizontal axis.
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-logAo curve was anchored to the Californian curve (dashed line) at 5 km distance, the 
closest point w here we had a reasonable am ount o f data. This reference distance gives a 
reference magnitude o f 1.38. A close anchor point is desirable in cases like this, where the 
attenuation value is potentially m uch different than the California value. Inversion o f the 
Mt. Spurr data set has yielded a geometric spreading value o f 0.825 +- 0.27 and an at­
tenuation value o f 0.0233 +- 0 .012. implying a preliminary Q o f 223 +- 70 at 13.7 +- 4 Hz. 
An exam ple o f  the com plete program  input and output o f m agqt is provided in Appendix 
C.
One o f the encouraging results of this study is the agreem ent o f  our measured Q 
value with the preliminary value o f Q obtained by Power (pers. comm.. 1995) by a com ­
pletely different method. Pow er initially obtained a Q o f 94 by Frankel's ( 1982) spectral 
ratio method. This was obtained for frequencies between 5 and 20 Hz. Later revisions 
have brought this nearer to 150 [J. Power, pers. comm.. 1995], consistent with our value. 
Despite the prelim inary nature o f Q by Pow er’s method and the rough estim ate trom our 
inversion, the agreem ent o f the two numbers from com pletely different techniques sug­
gests that attenuation is indeed high at Mt. Spurr.
The strong difference betw een volcanic and continental attenuation values shown 
by this inversion suggest that the volcanic M l scale should be anchored to the California 
scale at as close a reference distance as possible. It may be reasonable to move our refer­
ence distance in even closer, perhaps 1 km. The strong difference betw een the volcano 
results and other continental results suggests that volcanic earthquakes should be removed
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from inversions for regional-earthquake M L to avoid bias.
Station corrections obtained for the five Mt. Spurr stations NCG. BGL. CRP. SPL'. 
and CKL are shown with uncertainties in Figure 3.8b. A plot of the absolute values o f the 
station corrections is plotted in Figure 3.8c. along w ith the number o f observations per 
station. We had between 78 and 109 observations per station, with station corrections (in 
m agnitude units) ranging from -0.38 at BGL to +0.25 at SPU.
A com parison o f our station corrections with those obtained from previous results 
will also be desirable. Steve Estes [pers. comm.. 1995] has pointed out that we have station 
(m agnitude) corrections available for some o f the stations used in this study (determined 
from average station-magnitude residuals for events processed by AEIC). but the time 
periods do not match the current runs. This will be sim ple to correct in future studies by 
appropriately subsetting the input data so the station corrections obtained are applicable to 
the tim e periods for which station corrections have already been com puted by o ther 
m ethods.
A comparison o f magnitudes obtained from the inversion with those currently in 
the database would be straightforward, though not supported by current code, and may 
shed light on past studies which have used cataloged local magnitudes from the Alaskan 
volcanic event catalogs.
The inversion for a local magnitude scale for Mt. Spurr has produced results sig­
nificantly different from the scales for continental regions. Given the frequency with which 
local magnitude estim ates are used in studies o f volcanic seismicity, this study suggests the
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im portance o f computing local magnitude scales for each monitored volcano, and shows 
the ease with which this can be done.
3.5 Automation
We have taken several steps to improve magnitude calculations, in an ongoing ef­
fort to autom ate the magnitude calculation process and improve the data set for future 
inversions. The two main steps we have taken are to enhance the calculation o f  synthetic 
W ood-A nderson traces, coming probably as close as possible w'ith the A laskan short- 
period analog network to realistic W ood-A nderson equivalents: and to im plem ent the 
magnitude measurement into the Iceworm processing system and save both the raw mea­
surem ents and the derived magnitudes in a relational database. This latter step has involved 
the design and implementation o f a new database table for the CSS3.0 schema [Anderson 
et al.. 1990]. plus the development o f new softw are for the Iceworm system.
3.5.1 Synthetic Wood-Anderson Seismograms
Proper measurement o f M l requires that the measurement be made as if the seis- 
mogram were collected by a W ood-Anderson seism om eter. This preserves the m eaning o f 
the em pirically derived parameters in the R ichter m agnitude formula, allowing com parison 
o f measured magnitudes with historic data. A different instrument, because o f different
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frequency response, might produce a trace with the m axim um  amplitude in a different part 
o f the wave train than the W ood-Anderson instrument. Also, different instrument types 
may have gains different than that o f the W ood-A nderson  instrum ent, m aking trace- 
am plitude measurements inconsistent with the logAo curve fitted to W ood-Anderson am ­
plitudes for the local magnitude scale.
For the analog stations of the A laskan network, full com pliance with this is often 
not possible since the W ood-Anderson seism om eter had horizontal com ponents and most 
o f the A laskan analog stations are vertical-com ponent instrum ents. Nevertheless, the fre­
quency  responses can be addressed  if  not the o rien ta tio n  o f  the m otion. F igure 3.9 
illustrates the instrument response for the W ood-A nderson seism ograph: and. as a charac­
te ris tic  exam ple  o f the A laskan netw ork  s ta tio ns, the  response for the short-period  
( I-second period) analog instrument installed at station C U T (Chulitna) in Alaska. Note 
that at the outset of this study, only the am plitude responses were available tor the Alaskan 
stations. The phase response for the CUT station, as well as for many o f the other Alaskan 
analog stations, was obtained from the am plitude response through the assum ption of 
m inim um -phase. using com puter codes constructed follow ing the m ethods o f Bolduc and 
Ellis (1972). Measurement of the synthetic W ood-A nderson amplitude is a matter o f re­
m oving. o r deconvolving the instrum ent response o f  the actual instrum ent used and 
convolving in the response o f the original W ood-A nderson seism om eter.
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Figure 3.9
This figure shows the norm alized phase and amplitude response for the W ood-Anderson seism om eter (darker curves), and for a representative short-period station (Chulitna. CUT) o f the A laskan seismic network (ligh ter curves). The horizontal axis is frequency in Hertz.
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3.5.2. Automatic M^ Calculation and Database Storage
Automation o f the amplitude m easurem ent on W ood-Anderson synthetic seismo- 
g ram s has been achieved  with the loca l_m ag  m odule o f the Icew orm  system . The 
local_mag  module receives data on the phase arrival times and location of each earthquake 
through the PICK_RING o f the Iceworm  system, as described in Chapter two. Data from 
each station with an automatic phase arrival are requested from the wave-server. The time 
series requested for each station begins three seconds before the first arrival and lasts twice 
the difference between the predicted P and S travel times from the hypocenter. For each 
tim e-series. the first step is to apply the calibration value for the instrument, since the 
instrum ent-response curves themselves are stored, normalized to unity gain, at a reference 
frequency o f 5 Hz. The trace is then dem eaned, cosine-tapered, and Fourier-transformed 
into the frequency domain. A deconvolution is performed by com plex d ivision in the 
frequency-dom ain o f  each seism ogram -spectrum  data-point by the complex instrument 
response at that frequency. The trace is then integrated in the frequency dom ain (dividing 
each point in the seismogram spectrum  by ico. where to is the angular frequency and i is 
(-1 )1/:). since the analog stations being discussed are velocity-response instruments and the 
W ood-Anderson instrument measures displacement. A bandpass filter from 0.5 to 10 Hz is 
applied , followed by frequency-dom ain convolution of the W ood-A nderson response 
curve with the seismogram. Finally, the seismogram is brought back to the tim e domain 
with an inverse Fourier transform. Actual measurement of the synthetic W ood-Anderson 
amplitude is done by scanning through the seism ogram  for the largest difference between
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a consecutive peak and trough (or trough and peak). Dividing this in half, we get a zero- 
to-peak amplitude which is used in the local-m agnitude formula presented in the theory 
section above. The geometric spreading and attenuation coefficients used by the local _mag  
module are specified in the setup file for the program. The currently running Iceworm 
system  is s till using the o rig in al C a lifo rn ian  values. Once the in d iv id u a l s ta tio n - 
magnitude.s are measured, the net work m agnitude for the event is obtained by averaging 
the station-magnitudes. All o f the information com puted by the local j n a g  module is put 
back on the PICK_RING of the Iceworm system , where it is distributed appropriately to 
the output databases. It is the magnitude from the local _mag module that appears in the 
display o f the Wonnwatch utility, discussed in chapter two.
In order to store the results for the local-magnitude m easurem ent, we have de­
signed a new table, called wfrneas for "w aveform  measurements." to incorporate into the 
CSS3.0 relational-database schema. This table is intended to store arbitrary m easurements 
on waveform s. A screen-dump of the Datascope dbhelp  utility displaying the characteris­
tics and a description o f the wfrneas table is shown in Figure 3.10.
Two difficulties we had to overcome in the automatic m easurem ent o f am plitudes 
for local-magnitude calculation were clipping of the analog signal and gain-range pulses 
from the A IV C O  gain-ranging oscillators used in the analog telemetry. The clipping prob­
lem was overcome simply by adding param eters in the local_mag module to throw out all 
m easurem ents on seismograms that came within a  certain threshold o f som e maximum, 
currently  set at 90% o f 2048 counts for the analog  stations. Gain ranging  was m ore
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r  wfmeas
waveform measurements
This relation provides a general way to store measurements made
on segments of waveform data. The time::endtime fields give
the time window of the data for which the measurement is unique.
tmeas and twin specify the beginning of the measurement time
for discrete measurements, and the time-span for extended measurements.
The contents of vaD and valZ, described by unitsl and unitsZ, depend
on the type of measurement made.
Primary key: : s&ckran;;in^ 
Foreign keys: arid
MtaiJ- -ii' • • •.'.... Jcliait'. •• m eastype fvftee tmeas tw in vail val2
unitsl units2 arid auth ; Iddate i
1---------------------- Dismiss C iS fil
Figure 3.10
This figure shows a screen-dum p o f the dbhelp  utility from the Datascope Seismic A ppli­
cation  Package, show ing the field  nam es and descrip tion  o f  the w fm eas  table in the expanded CSS3.0 Schema. The wfmeas table, which was implemented to support the work in this chapter, is designed to store arbitrary m easurements on waveform data. This eases the implementation of future, custom ized autom atic measurements in the Iceworm system .
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difficult. Some of the Voltage-Controlled Oscillators (VCOs) used in telem etry for the 
Alaskan analog network will change gains automatically if signal am plitudes become too 
large [Rogers et til.. 1980], These VCOs will scale down the telemetered signal am plitude 
by a factor of 10 or 500 to avoid clipping. The VCOs signal this change w ith  a gain-ranging 
pulse (see Figure 3 .1 1). a short swing to the negative and then positive that follows the gain 
change by 3.0 seconds for lOx gain ranging, and a series o f six pulses delayed 30 seconds 
for 500x gain ranging. This pulse is recognizable to a human analyst but hard to identity as 
such autom atically. Nevertheless these gain range pulses are occasionally picked by the 
autom atic picker. Also, the return to normal gain often resembles an S-phase. and often 
requires an analysis of the event to distinguish it from the true S-phase. These returns to 
normal gain are also often picked by the autom atic picker. For large earthquakes, several 
false events can be built by the associator out o f these gain-ranging "phases." In term s ot 
magnitude m easurements, the gain-range pulses are disastrous, since the true gain o t the 
instrument and telemetry system  is not known by the lociil_mag  module when it com putes 
the amplitude. To overcome this we exclude gain-ranging stations from autom atic m agni­
tude m easurem ent. We have made a network (specified in the CSS3.0 affiliation table) 
called "mag" and included in it all stations which may be used for autom atic m agnitude 
calculation. None o f the gain-ranging stations are allowed in this mag netw ork.
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Figure 3.11
This figure shows a characteristic gain-ranging pulse (described in Section 3.5.2 ot the text) on the Alaskan short-period station SAW. The gain-ranging pulse in this figure is the narrow, highest feature on the waveform shown. Gain-ranging pulses interfere with the 
autom atic measurement of earthquake magnitudes.
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3.5.3. Magnitude Review and Future Work
While the autom ation o f the local-magnitude measurement has allowed the collec­
tion o f a large data set for future inversions, it is still necessary to review these measure­
ments by hand to throw out the occasional bad measurement. These newly-collected data 
have not yet been used in an  inversion since the autom atic am plitude m easurements have 
not been review ed. Softw are developm ent is under way to allow  review o f synthetic 
W ood-Anderson amplitude measurements. The principle issue is the generation, on de­
mand. of synthetic W ood-Anderson seism ogram s and measurement and review' software 
that integrates with existing, day-to-day analysis packages for regional seismicity. Pack­
ages such as SAC [Tapley et til.. 1990] allow the developm ent o f this type o f code for 
research purposes, but such script-driven approaches do not integrate well w ith existing 
processing software.
We have begun developing a generic time-domain. recursive filtenng implem en­
tation for seism ic data that will integrate into our processing software such that analyst 
review of autom atic m agnitude measurements will be possible. This recursive filtering 
software will be able to handle frequency-domain filtering tasks based on arbitrary groups 
o f poles and zeros (constrained by stability requirements, o f course) such as deconvolving 
and convolving instrument responses. W hile this development effort will be relevant to a 
reanalysis o f the current inversion w ork when com plete, we relegate discussion ot the 
theory involved to Appendix D since the time-domain recursion filters do not appear di-
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rectlv in the processing o f the data presented in this thesis.
The fact that further progress on the m agnitude-scale inversion project will require 
a significant developm ent effort emphasizes the expense and com plexity of software in­
frastructure in a near-real-tim e environm ent, and the necessity for close involvem ent ot 
scientists in order to guarantee that measurements being made as part o f regional network 
processing are as close as possible to the original intent. This also illustrates, however, that 
once that com plexity is handled up front in the software infrastructure itself, the autom ated 
generation and collection o f  large data sets can be a powerful tool for progress in regional 
seismology.
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Chapter 4
Array processing for Regional Seismic Monitoringin Alaska
4.1 Introduction
Earthquake processing at the Alaska Earthquake Inform ation C enter has tradition­
ally been lim ited  to ea rth quak es in the in te rio r o f the  sta te . The autom atic reg ional 
associator described in C hapter 2 is also lim ited to the interior o f the state, although the 
extensive seism icity in the Aleutian chain [Taber et al., 1991] merits close seismic m oni­
toring. as much as the continental Alaskan earthquakes. W e have begun processing several 
seismic arrays to improve interior Alaskan earthquake m onitoring and to extend event de­
tection and location into the Aleutians. In this work the w ord "array" is used as it is in the 
nuclear-test-ban verification com munity, to mean not ju st a collection o f seismometers, but 
a spatially tight group o f sim ilar instruments with the sam e sample rates, deployed to take 
advantage o f any coherence o f  the incom ing wavefield across the collection of stations 
[Ringdal et al.. 1982). The station spacing must be narrow  enough that signal waveforms 
are correlated betw een adjacent seism ographs, a distance which depends on the frequency 
o f interest [Aki et al.. 1980], There are several problem s on which our array-processing 
work has made progress, which we present as part o f this thesis. First, with few stations in
140
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the Aleutian Islands, earthquake location is a difficult problem since the events occur out­
side the bulk o f  the Alaskan network. Arrays address this [Bratt et al.. 1988] by providing 
information about the incoming wavefront which helps identify the arrival azim uth, dis­
tance range and type of incoming phases. Second, signal strength is a problem for many of 
the sm aller A leutian events. Arrays provide im proved detection thresholds due to the 
signal-to-noise improvement o f multichannel filtering [Ringdal et al.. 1982]. which we 
describe in more detail below. Third, the Earthworm  regional associator has been repeat­
edly fooled into building multiple, nonexistent interior-Alaskan events out o f  the phases 
from large teleseism s [Lindquist et al..\991]. T he arrays will improve hazard response 
because o f their ability to discrim inate between teleseism s and large, local earthquakes. 
Finally, the high quality of the array stations has already allowed reliable magnitudes for 
earthquakes throughout Alaska, plus the detection o f more small events near the arrays, 
including felt events, that were missed by the regional associator. Empirical studies to de­
term ine the potential of the array stations for earthquake monitoring around the entire 
Arctic suggest the benefit o f collaborative array processing amongst the entire Arctic seis­
mic com m unity [Hansen et al.. 1996]. We end by outlining, through an exam ple, the 
procedures for fully automated monitoring of A laska and the A leutians w ith the array 
stations.
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4.2 Theory
Array processing improves signal detection by suppressing noise relative to the 
incom ing signals through a process called "beamforming." also known as stacking in the 
seism ic exploration literature. In describing beamforming we follow roughly the presen­
tation o f Fyen [1996]. Standard coherent beam form ing assumes the same seism ic signal 
arrives at each station in the array, while the noise at each station is incoherent w ith  the 
noise at the other stations. The arrival tim es o f the seismic signals at each station are de­
layed according to the relative geometry' o f  the station layout and the incoming w ave. The 
waveform s, after being shifted to line up the seismic signals, are summed in o rder to en­
hance the signal at the expense of incoherent noise. The seismic signals that are coherent 
across the array interfere constructively, w hile the incoherent noise interferes destructively.
In order to compute the time delays to apply to each station to align the incom ing 
seismic signals, it is assumed that the incom ing wavefront is a plane wave. In this case, two 
angles are necessary to specify the orientation o f the wavefront relative to the array. These 
angles are measured from the norm al-vector for the wavefront. In the horizontal p lane, the 
wave approaches the array at an angle from  north called "backazimuth'' or just "azim uth." 
In the vertical plane, the wave approaches at an angle called the angle ot incidence, m ea­
sured between the normal to the earth 's surface and the normal to the wavetront. T he angle 
o f  incidence along with the w ave-propagation velocity under the array uniquely determ ine 
the apparent propagation speed of the w avefront horizontally across the array. Because ot
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this, the incoming wavefront is often described in terms o f azim uth and apparent velocity 
rather than in terms o f the two angles azim uth and angle of incidence. A third, alternate 
quantity used in this work is the vector horizontal slowness o f the wavefield. the m agnitude 
o f which is the inverse of the apparent horizontal velocity. Often we plot horizontal slow­
ness in terms o f its two com ponents sx and sy. the horizontal slow nesses in the East-W est 
and North-South directions.
Calculating the appropriate delays starts with assigning zero delay to one station, 
usually the center element o f the array. The positions o f the other elem ents o f the array are 
taken to be r,=(x.y.z). where x. y. and z are Cartesian coordinates in kilometers East. North, 
and upwards of station i relative to the center element. Taking the angle ot incidence O 
between the wavefront-normal and vertical, and the crustal seism ic-wave velocity vc . the 
apparent horizontal velocity vapp o f the wavefront across the array is
, -  V C  
a p p  sin $
The time delay t  for a given station relative to the center element depends on the horizontal 
distance between the center element and  the station, along the propagation direction ot the 
wave. If we call p the backazimuth and k the horizontal com ponent of the direction ot 
propagation o f the wave, then
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k r — x  sin p — y  cos pr
The negative sign com es from the fact that k points approxim ately from the event to the 
station, where backazim uth is m easured from the station to the event. The trigonometric 
functions arise through the difference between backazimuth. which is m easured clockwise 
from North: and the polar-coordinate azimuthal angle, which is m easured counterclock­
wise from the Eastward-pointing x-uxis. Applying these time delays to each waveform , we 
can delay the signals into alignm ent and add the delayed waveform s to em phasize the 
signal. Let y( r,.t) be the tim e-series from site i at time t. Then the beam  is
where N is the num ber o f stations in the array. Assuming that the incom ing signal is a 
harmonic plane-wave o f frequency f
1 ^
A  e J ' 2 7 r ( / i - k - r )  
^ 4  e J ' 2 7 r ( / i - k - r )
we obtain, through substitution (taking k=fu, where u is the vector slow ness).
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Note that we have substituted co for 2rcf. This beamforming operation "aims" the array at 
location u in inverse apparent velocity space. To realize the utility o f the arrays for superior 
signal detection, we need to exam ine the effect o f the beamforming on incoherent noise 
relative to the harmonic signal. The observed signal is the sum o f background noise plus 
the seismic arrival o f interest:
Taking S as the harmonic plane wave as above, we need only to examine the effect o f the 
beam -form ing on the noise n(t). The beamed noise is
If n(t) has normal amplitude distribution, zero mean value, and zero correlation between 
sensors, the beamforming process will reduce the noise variance [M ykkeltveit et al., 1990]
by
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( b n ( t ) )  =  -
Arrays provide not only noise reduction, but also direct observation o f wavefront 
velocity and direction o f approach [Fyen. 1996]. The w avetield incident on an array at a 
given tim e can be decom posed into a suite o f piane-waves [Aki et al., 1980]
"C d j j d k x d k j f  
S ir *— TC
Estimation of f(kx. ky. CD). so-called FK analysis for "frequency-wavenum ber" analysis, 
vields the incom ing direction o f the seism ic signal, taken as the peak o t the function 
f(kv.kv.co).
In this work we avoid the discrete, inverse spatial Fourier transform  suggested by 
the above equation, instead applying a grid-search technique: we torm  a suite ot beams 
directly that covers all pans o f slowness space of interest, computing the pow er for each. 
This is done for a sm all time window o f array data, usually 2-4 seconds, w ith  a Butterworth 
bandpass filter applied to each trace beforehand to select a particular frequency window. 
The frequency band o f interest varies on a case by case basis, but in this w ork the passband
/ ( . r. y. t) =  III f ( k r . k!r jj) e x p (ikxx  +  ikuy -  iu;t)
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generally lies between one and five Hertz. Examples from specific earthquakes will be 
presented in context below. O ur slowness limits for FK processing are -0.4 to 0 .4  sec/km 
in each direction (N orth-South and East-W est), with a grid o f 51 by 51 points for a total of 
2601 power points. In this w ork, the FK spectra are actually plots o f semblance: the values 
for power are normalized by taking a ratio o f stacked trace energy to input energy [Neidell 
e t a l .  1971]:
n  _  1  ,_______ ^ 1 2 (0 )~  2 R u (0) +  R22(0)
Here R 12 is the cross-correlation o f an individual trace w ith the stack: Rn is the autocor­
relation for the stack: and R 22 is the autocorrelation for the individual trace. Sem blance has 
a range of 0 to 1. The advantage of sem blance is that it measures coherence independent ot 
the join t power level o f the traces [Kanasewitch. 1975],
4.3 Alaskan Arrays
There are five arrays in Alaska, four o f which are used in this research. Tables 4.1 
through 4.6 present nam es, center elem ents, and locations o f the arrays. Figures 4. la-t 
show the locations and geom etries o f the arrays. The Alaskan Long-Period A rray, o r AL- 
PA. consists o f seven Teledyne-G eotech KS-54000 broadband instruments deployed in
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Table 4.1: University of Alaska Seismic Arrays
Array name Array code Number of 
Elements
Band Components Center
Element
Eielson IL 19 Short-period Vertical ILBB
Indian
Mountain
IM 5 Short-penod Vertical IM 03
Burnt
Mountain
BM 5 Short-penod Vertical BM03
Beaver Creek BC 5 Short-penod Vertical BC03
Alaska Long- 
Period Array
ALPA 7 Long-period Three-
component
ALL1
Table 4.2: Eielson Array Coordinates
Station Name Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) Distance 
North of 
center
elem ent (km)
Distance East 
of center 
element (km)
IL01 64.7716 -146.8861 0.4180 0 .0213 0.0208
IL02 64.7847 -146.8643 0.2610 1.4720 1.0541
IL03 64.7714 -146.8512 0.4400 -0 .0043 1.6747
IL04 64.7570 -146.8761 0.5280 -1 .5996 0.4976
IL05 64.7731 -146.9229 0.3890 0.1832 -1.7192
IL06 64.7792 -146.9040 0.2620 0 .8633 -0.8254
IL07 64.7993 -146.8393 0.4010 3.0991 2.2397
IL08 64.7903 -146.7969 0.5050 2.0972 4.2483
IL09 64.7681 -146.7832 0.4940 -0 .3750 4.8991
IL10 64.7529 -146.8431 0.5860 -2 .0583 2.0590
IL11 64.7415 -146.8974 0.4440 -3 .3252 -0.5138
IL12 64.7447 -146.9436 0.3660 -2 .9722 -2.7040
IL13 64.7479 -146.9865 0.3670 -2 .6173 -4.7372
IL14 64.7750 -146.9794 0.2230 0 .3929 -4.3998
IL15 64.7777 -146.9428 0.3360 0 .6987 -2.6657
IL16 64.7933 -146.9215 0.3820 2 .4295 -1.6543
IL17 64.8072 -146.8898 0.3570 3 .9717 -0.1521
IL18 64.7575 -146.7768 0.5540 -1 .5536 5.2048
IL 19 64.7461 -146.7974 0.5490 -2 .8156 4.2277
ILBB 64.7714 -146.8866 0.4190 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 4.3: Indian Mountain Array Coordinates
Station Name Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) Distance 
North of 
center
element (km)
Distance East 
of center 
element (km)
IM01 65.9969 -153.7225 0.3602 1.4977 1.2026
IM02 66.0005 -153.7971 0.6451 1.8993 -2 .1734
IM03 65.9835 -153.7491 0.3720 0.0000 0 .0000
IM04 65.9745 -153.7828 0.5872 -0.9954 -1.5249
IM05 65.9751 -153.7253 0.4503 -0.9326 1.0777
Table 4.4: Burnt Mountain Array Coordinates
Station Name Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) Distance North 
of center 
element (km)
Distance East 
of center 
element (km)
BM01 67.4507 -144.5273 0.4630 2.4270 2.2807
BM02 67.4297 -144.4915 0.5296 0.0887 3.8060
BM03 67.4192 -144.6071 0.8020 -1.0800 -1.1265
BM04 67.4181 -144.5584 0.5160 -1.2011 0.9498
BM05 67.4289 -144.5807 0.7560 0.0000 0.0000
Table 4.5: Beaver Creek Array Coordinates
Station Name Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) Distance 
North of 
center
element (km)
Distance East 
of center 
element (km)
BC01 63.0619 -141.8279 0.7466 -0.4117 -2.1565
BC02 63.0440 -141.8021 0.5637 -2.3931 -0.8571
BC03 63.0656 -141.7851 0.8469 0.0000 0.0000
BC04 63.0809 -141.7684 0.7908 1.7101 0.8399
BC05 63.0610 -141.7534 0.9087 -0.5063 1.5974
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Table 4.6: Alaska Long-penod Array Coordinates
Station Nam e Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) Distance 
North of 
center
element (km)
Distance East 
of center 
element (km)
ALL1 65.0653 -147.5639 0.6260 0.0000 0.0000
ALL2 65.1944 -147.3161 -999.0000 14.3622 11.6150
ALL3 65.0286 -147.1961 -999.0000 -4.0770 17.2401
ALL4 64.9100 -147.4464 -999.0000 -17.2655 5.5080
ALL5 64.9447 -147.8595 -999.0000 -13.4047 -13.8546
ALL6 65.0978 -148.0014 -999.0000 3.6137 -20.5085
ALL7 65.2333 -147.7433 -999.0000 18.6863 -8.4117
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Figure 4.1a
Map o f A laskan Seismic Array locations. Triangles represent array locations. IM is the Indian M ountain array; BM is the Burnt M ountain array; BC is the Beaver Creek array; IL is the Eielson array; and ALPA is the A laska Long-period array.
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Alaska Long-Period Array
65
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Figure 4 .1 b
Geometry o f  the Alaska Long-Period Array (ALPA). T riangles indicate the locations ot the 
seven individual stations in the array.
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Beaver Creek Array
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Figure 4.1 c
Geometry o f the Beaver Creek five-element, short-period, borehole seismic array. Trian­
gles indicate the locations o f the individual stations in the array.
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Burnt M ountain Array
-144.5807=
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. i
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Figure 4.1 d
G eom etry o f the Burnt Mountain five-elem ent, short-period, borehole seismic array. T ri­angles indicate the locations of the individual stations in the array.
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Figure 4.1 e
G eom etry of the Indian M ountain five-elem ent, short-period, borehole seismic array, angles indicate the locations o f the individual stations in the array.
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Eielson Array
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Figure 4.1 f
G eom etry o f the Eielson seismic array. Triangles indicate the locations o f  the individual stations in the array. There are 19 single-com ponent, short-period, borehole stations and one three-component, broadband, borehole station in this array. Note that the short-period elem ent IL01 is in almost the same place as the broadband instrument ILBB.
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100-meter boreholes. These instrum ents are filtered to provide long-period data channels. 
We mention this array for com pleteness but do not use it for the array studies in the current 
work. In addition to ALPA, there are four short-period arrays consisting o f  Teledyne- 
G eotech model 23900 seism om eters deployed in boreholes approxim ately 100 meters 
deep. The Burnt Mountain. B eaverC reek . and Indian Mountain arrays are all five-element, 
shotgun-pattern groups o f stations with apertures of approxim ately four to five kilometers. 
The Eielson array consists o f  19 short-period seismometers in a shotgun pattern, with a 
twentieth element provided by short-period filtering ot a KS-54000 borehole broadband 
instrument in the center o f the array. The aperture of the Eielson array is approxim ately 10 
kilometers. Digital data from  all these arrays are telemetered in near-real-tim e to the Fair­
banks seismology lab. where they are incorporated into the Iceworm  processing system 
described in Chapter 2. C ontinuous archives o f the array data from July 14. 1997 to the 
time of writing have been saved to w ritable CDROM in CSS3.0 relational database tormat. 
providing highly convenient processing and review.
4.4 Magnitude-threshold Study
Before we began acquiring the array data, we conducted an em pirical study to pre­
dict the detection and location magnitude-thresholds o f the arrays for Alaskan. Aleutian, 
and Arctic monitoring. A lthough we now have the array data on-line, these predicted
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location-sensitivity results are still o f interest until we have built an extended catalog o f 
seismicity located with the arrays to measure their sensitivity. This catalog will be relevant 
to monitoring o f the entire Arctic through the COA SP program [Hansen et al.. 1996]. d is­
cussed in Chapter 5.
We have applied the em pirical technique o f Harvey and Hansen [1994], which re­
lies on observed re lationsh ips betw een  signal-to-no ise  observations and m agnitude- 
d istan ce  cu rv es  to p red ic t d e te c tio n  and  lo c a tio n  th re sh o ld s  for v ariou s n e tw o rk  
configurations. We have predicted the location thresholds of various com binations o f A rc­
tic stations and arrays in order to establish the networks to be used for Arctic monitoring. 
The technique consists o f m easuring signal-to-noise ratios for located events, then extrap­
olating them to provide expected threshold magnitudes tor detected events in a m onitored 
region. We have made maps o f our expected location threshold from the Alaskan regional 
network stations, the Alaskan array stations, and the Alaskan array stations com bined with 
other stations in the Arctic. The center-elem ent array stations were weighted by the ex­
pected 1/v'N signal to noise im provem ent for the given number o f  elements in the array.
We took a catalog o f 93.625 P-phase arrivals for 3.572 Alaskan events located between 
May 1. 1995 and July 22. 1996 at the AEIC. For each of these arrivals we took the root- 
mean-square (RM S) value o f a five-second window o f data before and after the P-wave. 
The ratio o f the signal RMS to the noise RMS provided our Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
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iR M S  =  \
A/Z > ?
i =  1
M  
S N R  -
i l j . v '1 O noj se
w here x, are the M data points in the window for the RMS m easurem ent. We assum e that 
the sm allest signal we can detect with confidence has a signal-to-noise ratio (SN R mm) of 
two. From this ratio, we can take each observed arrival and predict from it the minimum 
m agnitude earthquake that could have been seen at the same distance at that station:
S ' A  Rquake  =
AR q u a k e
noise
A.
min /
noise
n
Com bining these with the Richter equation [Richter, 1935] fo r local magnitude:
M  =  log A  — log A q  -f- S
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we determine the m inim um  detectable magnitude at the station by projecting the observed 
signal-to-noise ratio to the threshold signal-to-noise ratio for detection:
M"“" =  -  lo g (  s n r 'J,, )
The threshold signal-to-noise ratio for detection is taken to be two in this thesis. Applying 
this ca lcu la tio n  to every  arrival o bserva tion  y ie lds a curve o f  m in im um -detection - 
magnitude vs. distance for each station. An example is shown for the station Chulitna in 
Figure 4.2. which contains 2004 signal-to-noise measurements projected to the minimum 
detectable m agnitude. This procedure was carried out for 151 separate seismic stations. To 
find the m agnitude threshold for earthquake location, a grid was laid out over the region of 
interest. At each point, the minimum magnitude event that would be detected by at least 
four stations was plotted, based on the m inim um -m agnitude-vs.-distance curves computed 
for each station. A contour map of these values produces the predicted magnitude threshold 
for the netw ork o f stations used. Examples are shown and discussed below.
We applied this technique to a num ber of possible station com binations over the 
Arctic. Note that our data set o f P arrivals contained phase picks for the center elem ents of 
the Alaskan arrays. In o rder to estim ate the detection sensitivity o f  these arrays, we took 
the signal-to-noise m easurem ents for the center-elem ents and im proved them by the factor 
o f  VN described in the theory section. The results o f our study are show n in Figures 4.3a-d. 
We com pute the magnitude thresholds for the Alaskan regional netw ork (Figure 4.3 a): for
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Distance from Station CUT (degrees)
A zim uth Range: 0.00 360.00 Snr threshold: 2.0
D epth Range: 0.00 200.00 No. stations: 1
Figure 4.2
Two-thousand four earthquakes measured at seismic station C hulitna (62.4047° North. 150.2694° W est) are plotted vs. station-to-event distance in degrees. Each square, shaded to show hypocentral depth, represents one earthquake. The vertical axis shows the mea­sured local-m agnitude o f  the earthquake, reduced by the log o f  the ratio o f measured signal-to-noise for the P wave arrival to a threshold signal-to-noise ration o f two. as dis­cussed in Section 4.4 o f the text. The curve is fit to the data interactively by inspection. This curve shows the em pirical average detection sensitivity o f the station as a function of 
distance.
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A lask a n  N e tw o rk  Location T h re sh o ld
Figure 4.3 a
This map of the polar region show s the predicted magnitude threshold for earthquake lo­cation for the A laskan regional seismic network, based on em pirical m easurem ents as 
discussed in Section 4.4.
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Network of Alaskan Borehole Arrays
Figure 4.3 b
This map of the polar region shows the predicted magnitude threshold for earthquake lo­
cation for the existing Alaskan borehole arrays, plus a new  array near Anchorage that is currently under installation. Com parison with Figure 4 .3a reveals the arrays should per­form as well as if not better than the Alaskan regional network in all areas but Prince W illiam  Sound and Cook Inlet, which are m ost densely covered with Alaskan regional netw ork stations.
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Alaskan and Scandanavian Arrays
Figure 4.3 c
As in Figures 4.3a and b. this map show s the predicted magnitude threshold for earthquake location over the polar region. Here, however, we add several Scandinavian stations and arrays, investigating the proposed C O A SP collaboration discussed in Section 4.4 and Chapter 5 o f the text. This joint processing of Alaskan and Scandinavian arrays promises to improve detection thresholds in the entire Arctic region.
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Nordic Stations and Arrays
Figure 4.3 d
Com bining Alaskan and Scandinavian arrays along with an assortment o f Nordic stations improves the predicted magnitude thresholds o f Figures 4.3a-e even further.
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the Alaskan arrays (Figure 4.3b): for the Alaskan arrays com bined with the Scandinavian 
arrays NORESS. Spitsbergen. FINES A. and ARCESS (Figure 4.3 c): and for a collection 
o f  Nordic stations and arrays around the entire A rctic (Figure 4.3 d). According to these 
predictions, the borehole arrays o f the University o f A laska perform  at least as well, if not 
better than the network of 200 short-period, regional stations o f the Alaska network in all 
but the most dense parts o f the A laskan regional netw ork. For this reason, plots 4.3b 
through 4.3d are computed with the Alaskan array stations only. The Alaskan arrays alone 
cover the interior o f the state fairly well, especially with the addition of a proposed new 
array near Anchorage: but the coverage decreases over the polar cap. as expected. Addition 
o f the N ORSAR arrays substantially improves this, creating a "corridor" of high sensitivity 
directly over the North pole and across part o f the region with the extended seismicity ot 
the m id-Atlantic ridge. The addition o f single IRIS stations in the Former Soviet Union 
improves the coverage in Eastern Siberia and the Uaptev sea. The possible addition ot 
Japanese stations could substantially improve our m onitoring o f Eastern Siberia and the 
junction  between the Eurasian plate and North A m erican plate, as well as the many mi­
croplate boundaries in the region o f  the O khotsk  sea. F inally, various other northern 
stations such as those in Canada. England. Scotland, and G reenland round out the coverage 
o f the entire Arctic.
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4.5 Detected Microseismicity: Station Quality
We begin our observations on the array data themselves with two m icroseism ic 
events that show the high quality o f  the array instruments and installations com pared to the 
rest o f the Alaskan seismic netw ork. These events were both missed in processing by the 
Iceworm system described in C hapter 2. and by the analysis at the AEIC.
The first earthquake is a local-m agnitude 0.6 event which occurred July 16. 1997 
approxim ately 40 km from the Indian M ountain array. This event was discovered in the 
data accidentally during other processing. W aveform s from the Indian M ountain array and 
from the nearby station IMA are shown for this event in Figure 4.4a. The clear superiority 
o f the Indian-Mountain borehole array stations can be seen by com paring any one o t them 
to IMA. a Teledyne-Geotech S 13 instrument installed on the earth 's surface. The P-wave 
is not even visible in the unfiltered seism ogram  from IMA. On the array stations, the P- 
wave signal-to-noise ratio varies between 3 and 7. Our location for this event (Figure 4.4b). 
obtained with the Datascope dblocZ  software, com es from a standard travel-tim e inversion 
based on P and S picks at the array stations. The magnitude was com puted w ith the auto­
m atic local-m agnitude ca lcu la tion  program  dbm l, described in C hapter 3. T h is event 
appears to be part o f the Indian M ountain cluster o f seismicity, for which there are records 
o f activity since the beginning o f  seism ic recording by the G eophysical Institu te [Es- 
tabrook et al.. 1988].
The second event was discovered only because it was felt near Fairbanks. A resi-
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Figure 4.4 a
W aveform s for an ML 0.6 event 40  km from the Indian Mountain array. Com parison of the IMA waveform to any o f the Indian M ountain array stations shows the clear superiority ot the borehole array installations to the surface installation of the IMA instrum ent.
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Microearthquake near Indian Mountain Array
66
Ml 0.6 Earthquake 
July 16,1997
.i IMA
IM Array
0 50
kilometers
£ 5 6 -155 ^ 1 5 1 , -153 -152
Figure 4.4 b
This map shows the location of the eanhquake whose w aveform s are displayed in Figure 4.4a. The triangles on the map indicate the locations o f the station IMA and the five Indian Mountain array stations. Note the close spacing of the stations in the Indian M ountain array. This event appears to be pan o f the Indian M ountain cluster o f m icroseism icity 
[Estabrook et al.. 1988].
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dent called AEIC concerned that explosives were being used near his house. From the 
dilatational first motions o f the waveforms in Figure 4 .5a  this is clearly a small earthquake, 
not an explosion. The location o f  the event is shown in Figure 4.5b. As with the Indian 
M ountain event, this location was determined with d h ln c l  from P and S arrivals on all ot 
the array stations . The magnitude o f this event com puted from station IL02 with the dbml 
program  is 1.8. One would hope to trigger on and detect an event o f this size with the 
regional network. This event is clear evidence that there is room for improvement in Ice­
worm event detection, and that the array stations them selves should be able to contribute 
to in te rio r-A Iask a  se ism ic ity  m onitoring  even  w ith o u t the added  benefits ot array  
processing.
4.6 Array-processing to Expand Spatial Coverage of Event Detection Around Alaska: Chukchi Sea Event
One o f the greatest benefits of the arrays is the ability to detect events outside the 
Alaskan regional network. For example, seismicity around the Bering sea will be important 
for analysis o f the Bering Sea block model proposed by M ackey et al. [1997]. These au­
thors suggest an independen t Bering Sea b lock in m otion w ith respect to the N orth 
A merican plate, driven by westward extrusion o f  southwestern Alaska due to compression 
in southern Alaska from Pacific-plate subduction and accretion of the Yakutat terrane. A 
large part o f their argum ent rests on analysis of seism icity that outlines the Bering Sea 
block. C atalogs o f this seism icity come from four sources: global catalogs: a W estern
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Figure 4.5 a
W aveform s fro m  an M l 1.8 event near the E ielson array . This earthquake was fe lt in N orth  
Pole. A laska. T h e  earthquake was not detected by the Icew orm  system  o f  C hapter 2. nor by 
the Alaska Earthquake In fo rm atio n  C enter.
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Figure 4.5 b
Location of the earthquake (hexagon) near the Eielson array, the waveform s from which are shown in Figure 4.5a. Triangles show nearby seismic stations. The dark, diagonal line through the center of the map is the Alaskan oil pipeline.
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Alaska seismic network which is no longer running; a catalog of single-station locations 
from a seismometer in Chukotka, with c lear problems in the locations [M ackev et al.. 
1997]: and the Chukotka regional netw ork, also no longer running.
With array processing, we can reopen study o f the Bering block seism icity beyond 
the coverage of the global catalogs. To dem onstrate this, we locate an event in the Chukchi 
sea that did not appear in any other catalog. Initial discovery o f this Chukchi sea event was 
serendipitous. A temporary, broadband seism om eter was deployed at Tin City on the tip of 
the Seward Peninsula for 24 hours on Septem ber 9th. 1997 for a site-survev. Review  o f the 
data from this station (Figure 4.6a. top 3 traces) revealed an event which did not associate 
with any event in available catalogs. FK  analysis at the Indian Mountain array for this 
event yielded azimuth, slowness, and arrival-tim e information for the P and S phases. Fig­
ures 4.6 b and c show the results o f the FK analysis. The top trace of Figure 4 .6  b shows 
the P-wave from the Chukchi event, filtered with a two to four Hertz Butterworth bandpass 
filter. Two short vertical bars show the tim e window for the FK plot. At the low er left, an 
FK diagram  reveals a peak power at a backazim uth of 290.1° and an apparent velocity of 
8.2 km/sec. The beam formed at this slow ness is shown in the second trace in Figure 4.6b. 
Note the reduction in noise level before the seismic arrival on the best beam, com pared to 
the single-element trace. A similar plot for the S-wave is shown in Figure 4 .6c. which 
yields an azimuth of 298.4° and an apparent velocity o f 3.5 km/sec. When we com bine 
these array measurements with the P and S arrival times for the temporary station, we can 
locate the event in the Chukchi sea as show n in Figure 4.6d. Adding P and S arrival times
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Figure 4.6 a
W aveform s from a Chukchi Sea event w ith Ml 4.0 detected on Septem ber 9. 1997. The top three traces are from a temporary broadband installation in Tin City. Alaska. The next five traces show the waveforms from this event at the Indian M ountain array. The last, seg­m ented trace shows the computed bcst-beam s for the Indian M ountain array for P and S arrivals from this event. Expanded piots o f  these best beams are show n in Figures 4.6b and c.
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Figure 4.6 b
The top two traces show the center elem ent of the Indian M ountain array, then the best beam  for the P phase arrival (both filtered from 2 to 4 Hertz) for the Chukchi Sea event.. The bottom  two traces show the same w ith no filtering. The contour plot at low er left, with scale bar at lower right, shows sem blance vs. North-South slow ness (vertical axis) and East-W est slowness (horizontal axis). The slowness plot spans -0.4 sec/km to 0.4 sec/km in each dim ension. The circles correspond to apparent velocities o f 10. 5. and 3.3 km/sec. Further discussion of these results is presented in Section 4.6 o f  the text. The vertical ticks on the w aveform s indicate the time window of data used in the FK processing.
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Figure 4.6 c
The top two traces show the center element o f the Indian M ountain array, then the best beam for the S phase arrival (both filtered from 2 to 4 Hertz) for the Chukchi Sea event.. The bottom two traces show the same with no filtering. The contour plot at lower left, with scale bar at lower right, shows semblance vs. North-South slowness (vertical axis) and East-W est slowness (horizontal axis). The slowness plot spans -0.4 sec/km to 0.4 sec/km 
in each dim ension. The circles correspond to apparent velocities o f 10. 5, and 3.3 km/sec. Further discussion o f  these results is presented in Section 4.6 o f the text. The vertical ticks on the waveform s indicate the time window of data used in the FK processing.
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Chukchi Sea Event
Figure 4.6 d
This is a map of the location com puted for the Chukchi Sea event based on the temporary seismic station at Tin C ity, Alaska (shown by the triangle labelled DTA ) and on the Indian Mountain array. This event lies in a cluster o f seismicity outlining the Bering Sea block proposed by Mackey et al. [1997], A ddition o f P and S arrival tim e data from a seismom­eter at A nadyr moves this location 76 km east, not shown.
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from station A nadyr [Fujita. pers. com m .. 1997] at 64.735° North. 177.4955° East, our 
epicentral solution m oves 76 km eastw ards, still in the same cluster ot seism icity as our 
original location. Single-station m easurem ents from  station IM03 give a local m agnitude 
o f 3.97 and a body-w ave magnitude o f  2.5. The disagreem ent may stem from  the 8 degree 
station-to-event distance for this event, beyond the normal maxim um distance for local 
magnitudes but short o f the teleseism ic distance for Mb-
4.7 Teleseismic Locations and the Resolution of Regional AssociatorProblems
The four arrays discussed here are actually  capable of locating events not only 
slightly outside o f continental A laska, but also all across the globe. To dem onstrate this we 
show a location for an Mh 4.6 (M L 3.9) event in Iceland. 44 degrees away from  the Eielson 
arrav. This earthquake occurred on July 22. 1997. W e have determined the location based 
on P phases from the Eielson. Indian M ountain, and B eaverC reek  arrays (B urnt M ountain 
data were not available at the time due to hardware problems), plus the single-com ponent 
station FXOI on A ttu Island. O ur epicentral result is com pared to the global catalogs in 
Figure 4.7. The location was com puted with the db lo csa tl software from the Datascope 
Seismic A pplication Package, d b lo csa tl  is essen tia lly  an im plem entation ot the TTA- 
ZLOC procedure outlined in Bratt and Bache [1988], This procedure uses backazim uth and 
arrival-time m easurem ents in a least-squares-inverse iocation algorithm. The array loca­
tion for the Icelandic event agrees to within 50 km  with the locations from PDE and REB 
global catalogs. T his level of precision is quite reasonable, based on past w ork with array
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Icelandic Event Locations
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Figure 4.7
This map shows three locations (squares) for an Mb 4.6 teleseism ic event in Iceland that occurred on July 22, 1997. The locations (labelled) are from the Reviewed Event Bulletin o f the International Data Center; from the Prelim inary Determ ination o f Epicenters from the USGS; and from the Alaskan arrays, as discussed in Section 4.7 o f the text. The two unlabeled epicenters are for an Mb 3.4 event preceding the main event by 15 minutes and 
an M h 3.6 event following the main event by 20 minutes.
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locations, as discussed in Ringdal and Husebye [1982]. In the case of this Icelandic event, 
convergence o f the location with dblocsat2  to the known location ot the event was quite 
sensitive to the relative weighting of the input information into the inversion.
An Mb 5.7 event in Hokkaido that occurred on November 15. 1997 (see the map of 
Figure 4.8) illustrates the relevance o f teleseismic location ability to regional seismological 
monitoring. The Earthworm regional associator built the phases arriving from this event 
into three false locations, shown in Figure 4.9. Automatic magnitude calculations for these 
false events reported M l values o f 3.5 in Cook Inlet. 4.4 Northeast o t Prince W illiam 
Sound, and 4.7 North of the Kobuk fault. All three o f these meet alarm criteria for the 
AEIC. Two of the reported events lie near the Alaska oil pipeline. Clearly, a decrease ot 
fa lse -a la rm s w ill re su lt from  the in c o rp o ra tio n  o f  a rray  p ro ce ss in g  into  reg io n a l 
monitoring. In order to take full advantage o f this, we will have to incorporate the array 
data into the near-real-time phase association and event location process.
In the case o f the Hokkaido event, convergence on the correct location required 
increasing the slowness uncertainty from  the d b lo csa tl  default ot 0.01 sec/km to 0.1 
sec/km. vastly de-em phasizing slowness measurements in the inversion tor location. With 
the default slowness uncertainty, the location for the Hokkaido event came out in the mid­
Pacific at approxim ately 30° N 171° E. 25 degrees Southeast o f the location com puted by 
the National Earthquake Information C enter (NEIC). De-em phasizing slowness in the in­
version allowed the solution to converge 8 km away from the NEIC location, as shown in 
Figure 4.8. Inspecting the raw data for the Hokkaido event and using the IASP91 travel-
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Mb 5.7 H okkaido event
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Figure 4.8
T his map shows locations for an Mb 5.7 earthquake that occurred in Hokkaido. Japan on N ovem ber 15. 1997. The epicentral estim ate from  the National Earthquake Inform ation C enter and the epicentral estimate from the A laskan arrays and the stations T T 0 1 and F X 0 1 
(triangles) agree to within 8 km.
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Iceworm  M isiocations for Hokkaido Event
#  30 < Depth <= 75 #  VI = 3.0
•  75 < Depth <= 125 #  M = 4.0
C Depth >125 #  M = 5.0
Figure 4.9
This map shows three misiocations announced by the Iceworm system o f C hap ter 2 to r the Hokkaido earthquake show n in Figure 4.8. T he magnitudes shown are those com puted by the automatic local_m ag  module described in C hapter 2 for these fictitious local events.
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time predictions for phases based on the NEIC location, we were able to identify P. S. PcP. 
and ScP arrivals at the array stations, all of which were used in the location. Azim uth 
residuals were com puted by subtracting the observed azimuth o f the wavetront obtained by 
FK analysis from the station-to-event azimuth pointing from the array to the event location. 
There are notable differences in the azimuth residuals between P phases and the ScP and 
PcP core-bounce phases at all the arrays, however with just one event it is hard to observe 
a clear pattern. At Eielson. we see a -18.6° residual for the P phase, with ScP 27 degrees 
clockwise at 9.1°. For the Indian Mountain array, the P phase has an azimuth residual ot 
5.5°. where the PcP phase is 6 degrees further clockwise at 11.4°. and the ScP phase at 
18.9C is 12 degrees further clockwise than the P phase. Burnt M ountain shows the opposite 
offset: The P phase has an azimuth residual o f -9.2°. with an ScP residual o f -25.5°. 16 
degrees counterclockwise o f the P phase. Finaily. Beaver C reek has a P-phase azimuth 
residual of -3.5° and an ScP residual of -6.4°. Such residuals are not uncommon [Bame et 
al., 1990]: though the difference between residuals at the same array for d itterent travel 
paths suggests that effects o f structural heterogeneity on the w avefield may becom e ap­
parent with studies o f regional-event azimuth residuals. The residuals tor the S-phases are 
disturbingly high: 68 and 66 degrees at Eielson and Indian M ountain, respectively: 99 de­
grees at Burnt M ountain; and -13 degrees at Beaver Creek. Such large residuals im m edi­
ately lead one to suspect misassociation of phases with the event: yet similar results tor 
S-wave azimuth residuals appear for some Aleutian events in the REB catalog. We explore 
the detected azimuth residuals further in Section 4.9 of this chapter.
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4.8 Detection and Location of Aleutian Earthquakes
We have studied a  number of Aleutian events in order to  establish the ability to 
detect and locate earthquakes in the Aleutians. We present several representative examples 
to illustrate our progress. First, to show the improved detection sensitivity ot the array 
stations, we process a m agnitude 3.2 (M l ) event that occurred January  28. 1998 near Uni­
mak Island. Alaska. The AEIC location for this event is 53.8898° N orth latitude, 164.1678° 
West longitude at a depth o f 10 km. We observed this event on the Indian Mountain array, 
a distance of 13.1 degrees or 1460 km from the epicenter. The P-w ave signal-to-noise ratio 
on the center element IM03 was 2.74. measured on a trace filtered with a 5-pole Butter- 
worth bandpass filter with a passband from 2 to 4 Hertz. The FK grid, raw and filtered data, 
and best beam are shown in Figure 4.10. FK processing yielded an azimuth ot 218.7° tor 
the incident wavefield from this earthquake, with an apparent velocity ot 11.21 km/sec 
across the array. The best beam formed with these param eters is shown in Figure 4.10. 
Note the reduction in the noise level on the beam com pared to the center elem ent ot the 
Indian M ountain array. The Signal-to-noise ratio measured on the best beam trom this 
event is 10.0, a factor o f  3.6 improvement over the center elem ent. If we require a mini­
mum signal-to-noise ratio o f 2 in order to claim that we have successfully detected an 
event, the U nim aklisland  event has a signal-to-noise ratio five tim es higher than the 
minimum. Given the observed M l o f 3.2. we can project a m inim um  detectable event
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Figure 4.10
This figure shows array-processing results for an M l 3.2 earthquake that occurred near Unimak Island. Alaska on January' 28, 1998. T he top two traces show the center element ot the Indian Mountain array along with the best beam, filtered with a 2 to 4 Hertz Butter- worth bandpass filter. The bottom two traces show the sam e, without the filter. Note the signal-to-noise improvement o f  the best beam  over the cen ter elem ent. The contour plot at left, with axes as in Figure 4.6b, shows a peak pow er at an azim uth of 218.71 degrees with an apparent velocity across the array of 11.18 km/sec. The vertical ticks on the waveforms 
indicate the time span o f data used in the FK  analysis.
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m agnitude o f  3.2 - Iog(5), o r M L 2.5. This is close to agreement w ith the m agnitude- 
threshold predictions of section 4.4. which (referring to Figure 4.3b) gives Mmin of 2.8 for 
the Unimak Island region. Note that that m inim um -m agnitude is for location of the event, 
not just detection. The factor o f 3.6 improvement in signal-to-noise w ith  beamforming is 
better than the theoretically expected factor o f  2.24 CVN. for N=5) tor the Indian M ountain 
array. This is reminiscent o f the observations ot Kvaem a [1989] to r the NORESS array 
(see also M ykkeltveit et ul. [1990] for further discussion). Kvaerna observed negative 
noise correlations in the 2-4 Hz band for some inter-station spacings at NORESS. ind icat­
ing a possibility o f noise suppression beyond \N .
As an exam ple o f our ability to locate events in the Aleutian Islands, we present an 
M l 6.6 event that occurred near Adak Island on June 17. 1997 at latitude 51.347° North, 
longitude 179.332° West (taking the location from the USGS Prelim inary Determination 
o f  Epicenters, which fixed the depth at 33 km). The location published by the International 
Data C enter in the Reviewed Event Bulletin agrees with this to w ithin 12 km. We have 
relocated the event based on P-phase. array-processed arrivals trom the Indian M ountain. 
Eielson. and Beaver Creek arrays, plus P-phase arrival-tim e picks at the stations Tatalina 
(TTO1) and Fox Broadband (FX B B ) on Attu Island. W ith ju st this inform ation, the location 
o f the event from db locsa tl com es out 3.0 degrees south o f  the PDE location. The simple 
steps o f adding one P and one S pick from a close-in station. FX01. plus a P-phase pick at 
station ADK on Adak Island, brings the hypocentral solution into close agreement w ith the 
REB and PDE catalog solutions. A map o f  these solutions, along with the hypocentral
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coordinates announced by the Alaska Tsunam i Warning Center, is show n in Figure 4.11. 
This show s that com bined processing o f the sensitive A laskan seismic arrays with a lew 
w ell-placed Aleutian stations will vastly im prove our earthquake-location capabilities in 
the Aleutian Islands.
4.9 Measurement of Azimuth Residuals for Aleutian Earthquakes
O ur initial attempts to locate events in the Aleutians, our objective in this work, 
were met with difficulty. This was apparently due to residuals in the FK azimuth mea­
surements compared to the station-to-event backazimuths at the arrays. The slab is known 
to affect incoming phases with which it interacts, as dem onstrated for exam ple by Abers et 
al. [1996] with travel-time delays for phases dispersed through interaction with the slab.
As a first step in understanding these residuals, we imported a catalog ot events 
from the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB) o f the International Data Center (IDC). We cre­
ate a subset o f earthquakes in the Aleutian Islands, covering latitudes 48° to 58° North and 
longitudes 170° East to 158° West. This yielded 204 earthquakes from July 2 through De­
cem ber 17. 1997. ranging in magnitude from Mt, 2.7 to M s 6.5. A map ot these events is 
shown in Figure 4.12. The REB catalog com es with m easured FK azim uths at the Eielson 
array, which, usually labelled ILAR, forms part of the alpha detection network tor inter­
national test-ban treaty verification. U nfortunately the REB bulletin does not provide 
uncertainties for the azimuth measurements, however one can assume a standard uncer­
tainty o f 10° as an upper limit, as in Bratt and Bache [1988]. The 134 REB measurements
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June 1997 Aleutian Event
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Figure 4.11
This map shows locations for an Mb 6.6 earthquake that occurred in the Aleutian Islands on June 17. 1997. The locations from the Prelim inary D eterm ination o f Epicenters ot the USGS. the Reviewed Event Bulletin, o f the International Data Center, and the Alaska Tsunami W arning Center are shown along with two solutions based on the Alaskan arrays. In the southernm ost epicentral estimate, only the arrays and the P phase trom station FXBB were used. Adding P and S picks at the station FX01. plus a P pick trom station ADK on Adak Island pulled the array-based location into near coincidence with the PDE and REB 
solutions.
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Aleutian REB Events
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Figure 4.12
This map shows a catalog o f Aleutian events from  the Reviewed Event Bulletin, im ported to study azim uth residuals observed for seism ic arrivals from the Aleutian arc.
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o f P-phase azimuth residuals scatter between -20 and +15 degrees, as shown in Figure 
4 .13a. The median of these residuals is -6.9 degrees; the mean is -5.7 degrees. There does 
not appear to be any clear dependence o f azim uth residual on the location o f  the earthquake 
along the chain; just a slight rotation counterclockwise o f  the incoming wavefield from the 
great-circle path from the station to the event. With the exception of a few outliers, the 
core-bounce phases PcP and ScP also show a constant azim uth residual lor events along 
the Aleutian chain (Figures 4.13 b and c), though the m agnitude o f these residuals is much 
different than for the P-phase azimuth residuals. The azim uth residuals from  PcP and ScP 
arrivals have a median of 35.8 degrees and a mean o t 28.4 degrees. This includes two 
outliers with azimuth residuals o f -160° and -54°. O m itting these raises the mean to 34.7 
degrees. For the core-bounce phases, the observed backazim uth is (on average) clockwuse 
from the great-circle direction from station to event. Finally, in Figure 4 . 13d we include a 
plot o f the few available S-phase azimuth residuals from  the REB phase bulletin, to show 
that there are two residuals w ith  magnitudes a substantial traction ot 100 degrees, corrob­
orating  our observations o f large S-phase azimuth residuals trom the Hokkaido event 
discussed previously.
If these effects are indeed due to interaction o f  the wavefields with the slab, one 
should observe differences in the patterns o f  residuals am ongst the tour arrays. To test this, 
we m easured FK azimuths at all four arrays for as many events and phases as possible from 
the catalog of REB earthquakes described above. W e were rarely able to identity more 
than P phases, since the picking for these m easurem ents was done on the raw data rather
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REB P-phase azimuth residuals for ILAR
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Figure 4.13 a
Reviewed-Event-Bulletin azimuth residuals observed at the Eielson array for P-phases in­c ident from  the earthquakes in F igure 4 .12. p lo tted  vs. longitudinal p osition  ot the epicenter along the Aleutian arc. For discussion, see Section 4.9 ot the text.
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REB PcP-phase azimuth residuals for ILAR
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Figure 4.13 b
Reviewed-Event-Bulletin azimuth residuals observed at the Eielson array tor PcP-phases incident from the earthquakes in Figure 4.12, plotted vs. longitudinal position of the ep i­center along the Aleutian arc. For discussion, see Section 4.9 of the text.
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REB ScP-phase residuals for ILAR
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Figure 4.13 c
Reviewed-Event-Bulletin azim uth residuals observed at the Eielson array tor ScP-phases incident from the earthquakes in Figure 4 .12. plotted vs. longitudinal position o t the ep i­center along the Aleutian arc. For discussion, see Section 4.9 o f the text.
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REB S-phase azimuth residuals for ILAR
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Figure 4.13 d
Review ed-Event-Bulletin azimuth residuals observed at the Eielson array for S-phases in­c id en t from  the earthq uakes in F igure 4 .12 . p lo tted  vs. long itud inal position  o t the epicenter along the Aleutian arc. For discussion, see Section 4.9 ot the text.
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than on steered beams. Nevertheless, there are some possible trends. The Eielson array 
once again shows no clear variation of azimuth residual w ith longitude along the arc. but 
there is a clear counterclockwise offset o f the incoming w avefield from the great circle 
event to station path (Figure 4.14a). Quantitatively, the P-phase azimuth residuals at the 
Eielson array have a median o f -6.0 degrees and a mean o f -7.5 degrees (-5.7 degrees atter 
removing one outlier). This agrees fairly well with the REB results described above for the 
same events and the same array. The Indian Mountain array shows a smaller average azi­
muth residual, with a median o f -0.85° and a mean o f -2.6°. A plot o f these results is show n 
in Figure 4.14b. Both Burnt Mountain and Beaver Creek arrays show possible systematic 
dependence of the P-phase azimuth residuals with position along the Aleutian arc (Figures 
4.14 c and d). The Burnt M ountain residuals have a m edian o f  -24 degrees and a mean of 
-27 degrees (-20.6 degrees if we remove the five outliers w ith more than 50 degrees resid­
ual). The Beaver Creek residuals have a median of -3.6 degrees and a mean ot -8.6 degrees 
(-3.7 degrees without the five outliers with more than 50 degrees residual). Both of these 
arrays show hints o f a trend in azim uth residuals vs. position along the arc. As a first 
exercise, we fit a straight line in a least-squares sense to the set o f residuals trom each 
array, as shown in Figures 4.14 c and d.
Much remains to be done with these measurements o f azimuth residuals: correc­
tions for the depth o f  the events; latitude offset o f the events from the central axis o f the 
Aleutian chain; full uncertainty analysis for each azimuth m easurement based on the qual­
ity o f the FK peak; and com parison o f P vs. PcP residuals for individual events. Full
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This figure show s recomputed azim uth  residuals observed at the Eielson array for P-phases incident from the earthquakes in Figure 4.12. plotted vs. longitudinal position o f the epi­center along the Aleutian arc. For discussion, see Section 4.9 o f the text.
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Figure 4.14 b
This figure shows azim uth residuals observed at the Indian M ountain array tor P-phases incident from the earthquakes in F igure 4.12. plotted vs. longitudinal position o t the epi­center along the Aleutian arc. For d iscussion, see Section 4.9 of the text.
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Burnt Mountain P-phase azimuth residuals with best-fit line
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Figure 4.14 c
This figure shows azim uth residuals observed at the Burnt M ountain array for P-phases incident from the earthquakes in Figure 4.12. plotted vs. longitudinal position o f  the epi­center along the Aleutian arc. The line is a least-squares fit to the data. For discussion, see 
Section 4.9 o f the text.
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Beaver Creek P-phase azimuth residuals with best-fit line
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Figure 4.14 d
This figure shows azim uth residuals observed at the Beaver C reek array for P-phases in­c iden t from the ea rth q u ak es in Figure 4 .12. plotted vs. lon g itu d ina l position o f the epicenter along the A leutian arc. The line is a least-squares fit to the data. For discussion, 
see Section 4.9 o f the text.
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explanation o f the residuals will probably require three-dim ensional wave field modeling 
through the stm ctural heterogeneities o f the subducting Pacific slab. S ince our goal in this 
work is the introduction o f array processing for im provem ent of regional monitoring, fur­
ther investigation o f these residuals is left to future studies.
4.10 Automation of Array Detection of Events
Most o f the events described so far in this chapter have been serendipitous d iscov­
eries in the data. In order to contribute to improved understanding o f  Arctic tectonics, 
however, we will need to detect events automatically, such that at the very least, an analyst 
can review the detections to produce an array-based seism icity catalog. One strategy is to 
form continuous beams to regions of interest in the world, applying an automatic picker to 
the com puted beams. This is illustrated in Ringdal et al. [1989].
As an alternative but essentially equivalent strategy, which will result in global 
detection, we can follow a procedure which we illustrate by example. First, we will form  a 
continuous, moving-window FK of the data from each array. We choose the segm ent of 
data from 2:00 to 2:30 UTC on October 11. 1997, which we know to contain an Aleutian 
event. To conduct the m oving FK. we apply a one to three Hertz bandpass filter to the raw 
data. We FK-transform  two seconds o f data at a time, noting the peak power for each 
window o f data. The peak pow er for each FK window w ill form a tim e-series. which can
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be passed through a sim ple threshold-detection program to identify tim es at which the 
pow er exeeds a preset level. In Figure 4.15 we show these peak-pow er tim e series for all 
four arrays, together w ith the center elements of the arrays, for a tim e period during which 
an event occurred. Figure 4.16 illustrates a detection on the B um t-M ountain pow er trace. 
Note that the continuous FK also yields time-series o f azim uth and slow ness, which we 
show  in Figure 4.16. As the signal arrives, the azim uth and slow ness tim e-series stabilize 
to values indicating the incidence direction of the incoming energy.
The detection times for the raw power trace form the basis for an FK  around the 
incom ing seismic phase. W e form an FK plot for a three-second window of data  around the 
pow er detections for each array, starting 0.5 seconds before the detection tim e. As an ex ­
am ple. the result for the Burnt Mountain array is shown in Figure 4.17. FK processing 
around the power detection returns an azimuth and slowness for the best beam , which we 
form for a twenty-second window' around the detection time for each array. Figure 4.17 
also show s this best beam  for the Burnt Mountain array.
W hile the detection time calculated from the continuous FK processing gives an 
approxim ate arrival time for the seismic phase at the array, our experience show s that this 
arrival tim e is often not aligned very well with the onset seen on the beam. For the Eielson 
array and for the earthquake currently under consideration, the detection tim e appears to be 
approxim ately  two seconds after an analyst estim ate of the first arrival on the Eielson 
beam . W e apply an autoregressive onset-time estim ator [Taylor et al.. 1992 J to this best- 
beam  to yield a more accurate arrival time. These autoregressive onset tim es, together with
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Figure 4.15
This plot show s the center elements from each array (labelled as the SHZ component) plus peak-povvcr tim e-series (labelled as the "rpow" com ponent) from continuous FK process­ing. for autom atic detection. For discussion see Section 4.10 o f the text.
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Figure 4.16
This plot shows the five elem ents o f the Burnt M ountain array, plus the peak pow er, azi­m uth. and slow ness tim e-series from continuous F K  processing for a tim e w indow  containing an incoming seism ic phase. The detection flag on the power trace ("rpow") is an autom ated pick based on a preset threshold crossing. F o r discussion see Section 4 .10  o f the text.
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Figure 4.17
This plot shows array processing results for the time window around the detection shown in Figure 4.16. The elem ents o f this figure are the sam e as in Figure 4.6b. with the excep­tion that the filter bandpass is berween one and three Hertz.
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the azim uth and slowness information from the FK analysis, comprise the phase detection 
inform ation for subsequent location o f the event.
In this work, we sim ply locate the even t w ith dblocsatl. based on the detected 
phases (adding P and S picks at FX01. and a  P pick at the Tatalina station TT01). O ur 
solution converges to within a degree o f the REB solution, almost due south ot it. L lti- 
mately these phase detections will be put into an array-based associator such as the GA 
algorithm  o f the IDC [Bache et al., 1990]: o r the Generalized Beam -form ing o f Ringdal et 
al. [1989], The core software-development to im plem ent all o f this autom ated phase d e­
tection and arrival estim ation in near-real-tim e has essentially been com pleted, though 
some engineering details remain in order to incorporate this software into our current pro­
cessing system. Nevertheless, what we have dem onstrated here is the ability to autom ati­
cally detect seismicity in the Aleutians, in continental Alaska, and in fact around the globe 
with the Alaskan array stations.
4.11 Summary
The work in this chapter sketches the outset o f the application o f array processing 
to Alaskan regional seism ology. The high quality  o f  the array stations im proves m onitor­
ing o f continental A laskan earthquakes, revealing  new m icroseism icity and providing 
reliable m agnitudes for A laskan earthquakes. S tandard array analysis allow s us to extend
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Alaskan regional earthquake monitoring into the Aleutian Islands and the Bering S ea rim. 
with detection thresholds in som e cases below Ml 3.0. In addition to the study ot Aleutian 
events, this should contribute to seismic monitoring of active volcanoes in the Aleutians. 
The enhanced information provided by the arrays reveals evidence ot the ettects ot heter­
ogeneous structure on wavefields com ing from Aleutian earthquakes, a subject w hich will 
be a rich source o f study in the future. Finally, with the automated techniques sketched in 
section 4.10 combined with international collaboration am ongst Nordic seismic installa­
tions. the Alaskan arrays open up the possibility o f improved seismic monitoring o t the 
entire Arctic region.
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
This thesis work has brought near-real-tim e seism ology to A laska. We have con­
tributed to regional seism ology an autom ated system with relational-database technology: 
integration of diverse data  stream s into a com m on real-time processing environm ent: and 
an infrastructural fram ew ork for the autom ated extraction o f  data from seism ic w avefields. 
We have applied this technology to begin assem bling a long-term  data set for the calibra­
tion o f A laskan m agnitude scales: and we have com puted a prelim inary, regionalized 
local-magnitude scale for A laska. Finally, we have introduced seismic array processing to 
Alaskan regional seism ology for im proved sensitivity for Alaskan earthquake detection: 
expanded geographic coverage o f A laskan earthquake monitoring into the A leutians: and 
the extraction of more sophisticated inform ation from A laskan seism ic w avefields. In this 
conclusion we attem pt to sketch out som e o f the many directions w hich the thesis work 
presented here makes possible.
212
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5.2 Future Directions
5.2.1 Integrating Real-time Source Mechanisms with Three-dimensional Propagation Modelling fo r  Improved Hazard Response
Progress in the com m unity has been made in near-real-tim e fault-plane solutions, 
m om ent-tensor inversions, and source extent and rupture determ ination. These should be 
integrated  into the infrastructure we have established, w hich is now  prim ed for such 
calculation. In addition, the prospect o f m aking strong-ground shaking maps based on ob­
served data is also quite close. In the near future we hope to incorporate accelerom eter data 
from Anchorage into the Iceworm system, which will aid the generation o f such maps. 
W ith quick, realistic estim ates o f the true ground motion in the afterm ath o f a large earth­
quake. the em ergency response capability should be significantly improved. With quick 
estim ates of detailed source parameters com es the possibility o f more accurate ground- 
response calculations for rapid notification to aid earthquake disaster response. One could 
pre-com pute G reen 's  functions with a three-dimensional modelling code to predict ground 
response in areas o f high population density such as the A nchorage basin. After a large 
event, near-real-tim e estim ation o f  moment tensors com bined with the realistic G reen 's 
functions could allow estim ation o f likely high damage. W ith a com bination o f observed 
data and forward modelling one should be able to publish peak accelerations and velocities 
after large earthquakes.
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5.2.2 Arrival Time and Location Refinement Towards Releasable Locations
W hile the current system provides automatic locations that are good for first esti­
mates o f earthquake hazard and form  a starting point for analyst review, the ultimate goal 
would be to construct automatic earthquake solutions that would be releasable to the public 
just seconds to minutes after the earthquake. In A laska, this is important in applications 
such as monitoring the Alyeska oil pipeline as well as for urban areas. Part o f this task can 
be accom plished by adding postprocessing to the earthquake location procedures and part 
requires an upgrade of the seismic netw ork to include more thorough geographic coverage 
with m odem  instrumentation. For exam ple, the Earthworm system  includes an implemen­
tation o f hypoinverse that can process the output o f  the associator. An important step to 
take in refining automatic locations, however, is to improve the quality ot the automatic 
arrival-tim e picks. One possibility is to use the initial picks from the Rex Allen picker ot 
the Iceworm system and refine them  with autoregressive techniques. Further subjects to 
address include better handling o f noise picks, as well as handling o f A IVCO  gain-ranging 
pulses and avoidance o f false events built from them.
5.2.3 Monitoring o f Arctic Seismicity Through CO ASP, the CooperativeArctic Seismology Program
The com m unications and autom atic-processing infrastructure described in this
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work advances the potential for international cooperation in monitoring the earth, bridging 
the  gap  b e tw een  tra d it io n a l  re g io n a l n e tw o rk  s e ism o lo g y  and  tra d itio n a l g lo b a l 
seismology. The current knowledge o f detailed seism icity patterns for the Arctic region is 
relatively limited as com pared to many other regions on the Earth. A better knowledge o f 
the seismicity o f the Arctic would be o f  significant geophysical interest. There are quite a 
large num ber of arrays and seismic stations surrounding the Arctic region, but the data are 
unfortunately not processed jointly. These stations and arrays include the NORSAR and 
NORESS arrays in Norway: FINESSA in Finland; and the Yellowknife array in Canada. A 
num ber o f stations from the Global Seism ic Network could also contribute, including M a­
gadan. Y akutsk . L ovozero . B ilib ino . and N orilsk  in R ussia: G odhaven  and Sondre 
Stromfjord in Greenland; Borgartjordur in Iceland: and Kongsberg in Norway. Depending 
on the lower-latitude cutoff for the COA SP collaboration, one could also include Arti and 
Obninsk from Russia and Eskadalem uir in Scotland. Additional stations from the Incor­
porated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) that could contribute would be Tiksi. 
Russia: Alert. Canada and Flin Flon. Canada: and N y-A lesund on Spitsbergen. These are 
ail in addition to the Alaskan arrays and to the Alaskan stations at Adak. Kodiak, and 
College.
In 1994. Dr. Erik Hjortenberg of Denmark proposed to the International Arctic 
Science Com m ittee (IASC) to establish an international Cooperative Arctic Seismology 
Program (COASP). Dr. Hansen, as a member o f the working group, proposed an autom at­
ically processed, high-arctic seismic network [R. Hansen, pers. comm., 1996}. This would
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expand the catalogs of seism icity available for the entire A rctic region to much lower 
m agnitude thresholds than available with global catalogs (as discussed in C hapter four), 
providing a more detailed picture o f  Arctic seism icity.
This monitoring would em ploy generalized beam -form ing, a technique developed 
by Ringdal and Kvaema [1989]. G eneralized beam -form ing (G BF) is less a single tech­
nique than it is a framework for processing data from multiple stations simultaneously. In 
conventional beam-forming, seism ic traces from  a number o f  different seism ic stations, 
usually deployed in a tight array, are delayed and summed. The delays, and the beams, are 
com puted for a number o f different expected incoming w avefronts, and actual incoming 
w avefronts show a marked increase o f signal amplitude over the incoherent noise tor the 
appropriate beam. This technique relies on phase coherence o f  the signal across the array 
o f  stations. In Generalized Beam Form ing, a num ber of beam -steering points are similarly 
defined over the geographical region of interest. The traces are not sum m ed directly, 
however. Relevant features o f the seismic traces are first extracted (often with coherent 
beam -form ing o f component arrays), and the sum s o f these extracted features are com put­
ed for "beams" aimed at each o f the geographic beam -steering points of interest.
A single, hybrid system  that involves sending N ORSAR array-detection informa­
tion to A laska over the internet, integrating A laskan param etric data in a hybrid associator 
running in Alaska, will probably be most efficient. This suggests an initial approach to the 
project o f working cooperatively w ith N ORSAR to dem onstrate integrated processing be­
tween A laska and Fennoscandia. A fter proven procedures are in place, additional stations
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and arrays within the Arctic region can be added. Because o f the em phasis on international 
collaboration, this project meshes well with the recent establishment, under the US-Japan 
Com m on Agenda, o f an International Arctic Research Center on the campus o f  the Uni­
versity o f Alaska. Fairbanks.
In order to implement the first stages o f the CO A SP work, several major tasks must 
be undertaken. First, we need to im plem ent NORSAR array processing software such that 
it is connected to the data streams from our Iceworm processing system . Then we need to 
establish the ability to run N O RSA R-style processing functions on Iceworm data streams. 
This will include building single-com ponent phase detections from Alaskan stations into 
the NORSAR associator. Second, we need to adapt the hybrid NORSAR/Iceworm  GBF 
software to handle a spherical-geometry grid covering the Arctic region of interest, i.e. the 
N orth-polar cap, then study and im plem ent the optim al grid configuration for the area. 
W hile this will require work, it is not likely that there will be any m ajor technical obstacles 
to this task. Some experimentation w ill be required to establish the optimal association 
grid (the suite o f beam-steering points) for observation o f Arctic seismicity with the new 
system . Third, we need to set up the appropriate param etric data-exchange between par­
tic ipating  countries and institutions, tog e th er w ith data connections and surrounding 
software to maintain them. Finally, we need to produce catalogs o f the detected Arctic 
seism icity and compare them to existing catalogs from global networks and individual 
arctic networks and arrays (where there are Arctic institutions producing catalogs). This 
will include Alaskan catalogs. N O R SA R  catalogs. Russian catalogs, possibly Japanese
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catalogs, possibly Canadian catalogs, as well as the USGS Preliminary D eterm ination ot 
Epicenters (PDE) catalog, and the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB) put out by the Interna­
tional Data Centre of the Center for M onitoring Research.
5.2.4 Three-dimensional Heterogeneity Incorporated into AutomaticProcessing System
The work described in this thesis relies predominantly on models ot the earth  that 
are laterally homogeneous. However, technology is in hand at the University ot A laska to 
begin incorporating lateral heterogeneity into the automatic processing. There are three 
m a jo r avenues for th is: firs t the p seu d osp ec tra l m odelling  tech n iq ues ot A rcham - 
beau/O rrey [Orrey. 1995], which are already being applied, in work with H ansen and 
Lindquist [unpublished], to three-dim ensionally heterogeneous models in Alaska. Second 
is the H uygen 's m ethod w avefron t-track ing  method o f  H arvey/K ohl [B. Kohl, writt. 
comm.. 1994], which, close to a finite-difference scheme, is very attractive as a way to 
improve the Generalized Beam -Form ing associator used in the detection and location ot 
regional earthquakes. Third, the tau-p formulation [Buland et al.. 1983] is being extended 
for atm ospheric w ave-propagation in the the realm o f lateral heterogeneity by G arces 
[Garces et al.. 1997]. in ways that would very easily extend to the solid earth [R. Buland. 
pers. comm.. 1996].
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5.2.5 Application o f  Array Data to Studies ofW avefield Propagation in Het­erogeneous Structure
As dem onstrated in Chapter four, the seismic array data allow  the extraction of 
much more sophisticated data from the seismic wavefield than single seism ographs. This 
information can reveal com plexities o f  seismic wave propagation that are due to the lateral 
heterogeneity o f the propagation environm ent, as dem onstrated by the analysis o f  azimuth 
residuals from Aleutian events in C hapter four. Extensive modelling w ork will most likely 
be required to explain these observations. W ork has also begun [Ratchkovsky et al.. 1997] 
to identify and explain anom alous phases in Alaskan seismic data.
5.2.6 Joint Infrasonic Array and Seismic Array Processing
We have shown in this work the join t acquisition of infrasonic data, nam ely the 
K ing  C ove p re s su re  s e n s o r  and  se v e ra l  o th e rs ; an d  se ism ic  d a ta  w ith  th e  sam e 
infrastructure. This infrastructure already includes tools to process seismic arrays, tools 
which can be transparently applied to infrasonic array data as w'ell. Com bined with the 
extensive experience and software already at the Geophysical Institute to handle infrasonic 
data, our system offers great prom ise for joint infrasonic and seism ic array processing, 
which could be put to use both for Com prehensive Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) verification 
work and for volcano m onitoring, as well as other uses that generate both seism ic and 
infrasonic waves.
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5.2.7 More Extensive Use o f  Broadband, Three-component Data
W ith the increase in the intake o f high-quaiity. three-com ponent, broadband w ave­
form data  at the University o f A laska 's  A laska Earthquake Inform ation C enter, much 
potential is opening up studies that involve full-waveform  synthetics and inform ation ex­
traction from large parts o f the waveform, rather than the travel-tim e-based studies that 
have form ed the bulk o f work with Alaskan data up to the present time. Application in 
near-real-tim e o f  the many possible techniques that require broadband, three-com ponent 
data leaves worlds o f opportunity for the developm ent o f the Iceworm system  at the AEIC. 
One o f the first to pursue will be the im plem entation of a robust, three-com ponent picking 
algorithm  that runs automatically, perhaps with inclusion o f autoregressive refinem ent to 
im prove the accuracy of initial picks. Automatic calculation o f moment m agnitudes is also 
a clear target o f value, especially useful for larger earthquakes where the local-m agnitude 
scale saturates. Near-real-time mom ent-tensor estim ation has already been studied e lse­
where [Pasyanos et al., 1996]. and merits im plem entation in Alaska.
5.2.8 Tsunami Calculations and Response to Large Earthquakes
With the tsunamigenic potential o f the very large A laskan subduction-zone events, 
there is importance to com m unities along the Pacific rim for accurate predictions ot ocean 
behavior after large events. W hile the Alaska and Pacific Tsunam i W arning C enters pro­
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vide tim ely predictions of tsunamis from large A laskan events, there is much to be im ­
proved in the modelling of the expected tsunam is generated. With high-quality data, we 
should be ab le  to compute accurate, extended source mechanisms and. with coupled solid- 
earth and fluid-dynam ic modelling o f the tsunam igenic potential o f these earthquakes, o b ­
tain much m ore useful models that will aid hazard predictions after large earthquakes.
5.2.9 Near-real-time Quiescence Detection
R ecent work [e.g. W iemer et al.. 1994] suggests the utility of seismic quiescence 
studies in strengthening our understanding o f im pending earthquakes in earthquake-prone 
regions. T h is problem is nearly ideal for real-tim e implementation into a system designed 
to autom atically detect and catalog regional earthquakes. Running continuously, a process 
such as Z M A P (W iem eret al.). modified to interact in near-real-time with the output of the 
Iceworm system , could watch over months for seism icity patterns and set o ff alarms upon 
the detection o f significant quiescence episodes. Related to the task of detecting precursory 
episodes o f  seismic quiescence is the need to m onitor system performance for artificial 
changes in seism icity. These can occur with loss o f station performance, addition of new 
stations, problem s with calibration information, and changes to the associator.
5.2.10 Near-real-time Tomography; Full-wavefield Tomography
Seism ic tomography is usually a quite com plex process, requiring extensive in ter­
2 2 1
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vention on the part o f the scientist to make reasonable trade-offs to get m odels to converge. 
Tomography is by no means, at least in most cases, a simple task o t blindly feeding a 
catalog o f propagation data to an inversion code. Nevertheless, it seem s quite possible that 
an existing model could be automatically, iteratively refined by a tom ographic process 
implemented in a system such as Iceworm. This idea is especially attractive for the com ­
mon but difficult task o f monitoring a seismically unfam iliar volcano which suddenly 
develops unrest. A real-time process that made use of the high seism icity com m on at an 
active volcano could iteratively refine a starting plane-layered m odel tor the volcano, as 
scientists made use of the automatic processing results from the starting  models. Farther in 
the future is the prospect o f full-wavefield tomography in a more autom ated regime, al­
though work is just beginning on the theory itself of this type of tom ography [Archambeau 
et al. 1996]. Note that the full-w avefield  tom ography integrates w ell w ith the th ree­
dimensional modelling studies we have already begun.
5.2.11 Near-real-time Volcano Monitoring
There are a multitude o f ways the Earthworm/Iceworm softw are can be applied to 
the monitoring o f active volcanoes. One is to study associator tuning over very small grids, 
such as those that would be necessary to process volcanic swarms. T h is is related to the use 
o f Iceworm to monitor subnets o f stations, for example collecting aftershocks after large 
earthquakes. Note the utility o f the relational database inputs for m anaging these subsetting
2 2 2
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tasks easily. We have already applied the Iceworm system in a sim pler way to the moni­
toring o f Iliamna volcano, by subsetting all the picks made on the Iliam na network for later 
screening (a simple association process based on the proximity in tim e o f picks on multiple 
stations) and location by hand. Sw arm  counting is also an important activity that would be 
very useful if automated. The volcano-m onitoring environment is an ideal application for 
real-time tomography. Finally, spectral monitoring at volcanoes with the Iceworm system 
has already yielded sign ifican t successes during the 1996 eruption  o f P av lof volcano 
[Lindquist et al.. 1996: 1997],
5.2.12 Near-real-time Feeds o f  Infrasonic and Seismic Signals from  Volca­noes into Integrated, Quantitative Models o f  Volcano Dynamics
Recent work by Garces [Garces et al.. 1997] has developed w ave-theoretical, seis- 
m oacoustic models o f volcano dynam ics that integrate multiple quantitative m odels of the 
dynamical processes at work in a volcano that is erupting or threatening to erupt. These 
integrated models have already been applied to the interpretation o f  the explosion and 
eruption tremor signals radiated by Pavlof volcano. Alaska, during the Fall 1996 eruption 
o f that volcano. Given the flexibility to acquire and process both seism ic and infrasonic 
data on volcanoes in near real tim e. i.e. the progress presented in the current work, there is 
significant potential to take advantage o f integrated models such as that o f G arces et al. 
[1997] to improve the m onitoring o f active volcanoes with quantitative techniques.
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5.2.13 More Extensive Real-time Use o f Array Data
O f the many future directions that are open, perhaps the m ost promising is much 
more involved application of the A laskan arrays to regional event detection  and location, 
and Aleutian monitoring. This will follow after the implementation o t an associator that 
makes full use both o f the regional netw ork stations and the array data. In tact, with the 
arrays we have the potential to autom atically monitor the seism icity to r the entire world. 
Altogether, these developm ents open up m any options for real-time regional seismology in 
Alaska.
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Appendix A 
Glossary of Acronyms
A/D Analog to Digital
AEIC Alaska Earthquake Inform ation Center
AH Ad-Hoc seismic data form at
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ATW C Alaska Tsunami W arning Center
AVO Alaska Volcano O bservatory
CED A R CalTech Earthquake D etection And Recording
CM R Center for M onitoring Research
CO A SP C ooperative Arctic Seism ology Program
CPU Central Processing Unit
CSS Center for Seismic Studies
CU SP CaiTech-USGS Seismic Processing
C TBT Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
DP Data Processor
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DSAP Datascope Seismic A pplication Package
EVA Earthquake/Volcano A larm
FK Frequency-W avenum ber processing
GBF G eneralized Beam -Form ing
G SETT Group o f Scientific Experts Technical Test
GUI Graphical User Interface
IDA International D eploym ent o f Accelerometers
IDC International Data C enter
IP Internet Protocol
IRIS Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
JA DE Just A nother Detector o f Events
LTA Long-Term  Average
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NORSAR N ORwegian Seismic ARray
NSF National Science Foundation
ORB Object-R ing Buffer
PC Personal Com puter
PDE Prelim inary Determination o f Epicenters
PEPP Princeton Earth Physics Project
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RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks
RAM Random Access Memory
RDBMS Relational DataBase M anagem ent System
REB Reviewed Event Bulletin
REDI Rapid Earthquake Data Integration
RTP Real-Time Picker
SAC Seismic Analysis Code
SEED Standard for the Exchange o f Earthquake Data
SIL South Iceland Lowlands
SPARC Scalable Processor ARChitecture
STA Short-Term Average
TCP Transm ission Control Protocol
UAF University o f Alaska. Fairbanks
UAFGI University o f Alaska. Fairbanks Geophysical Institute
UDP User Datagram Protocol
UrEDAS Urgent Earthquake Detection and Alarm System
USGS United States Geological Survey
VCO Voltage-Controlled O scillator
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Appendix B 
Data Processing for Spurr Ml Inversion
B .l Pickfile Extraction
The volcanic catalog data  were obtained as three files, one per year for 1991. 1992. 
and 1993. Each o f these was a concatenation o f all the H ypoellipse pickfiles (archive phase 
files) for Alaskan volcanic even ts for the year. Information on the form at o f  these pickfiles 
is available in Lahr (1994). referenced in Chapter 3.
The first task was to sp lit the files into subsections, then split each subsection into 
pickfiles. Because o f the lim its o f csplit. the following technique sacrifices 19c o f the 
pickfiles in order to avoid com plex  programming. This loss w as deem ed acceptable be­
cause o f the overabundance o f  data com pared to the size o f  the inversions we could 
perform. The remove com m and in the middle eliminates some superfluous header material 
found at the beginning o f two o f  the input files.
ugle% foreach year (91 92 93)
foreach? sed ”/ASyear/s/A/@ /" /net/kiska/export/K iska4/spurrSyear.pha > Syear.pha 
foreach? awk 'B EG IN  {i=0} / A@ / (print i SO: i= i+ I} /A[A@ ]/ {prin t}’ Syear.pha >
Syear. marked
foreach ? csplit -k -f Syear\chunk. Syear.marked 700@ /’ "{99}” 
foreach? end
ugle% rm 91chunk.OO 92chunk.OO 
ugle% foreach chunk (*chunk*)
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foreach? set yr= 'echo Schunk I sed 's@ chunk ...@ @ '“
foreach? set no= ‘echo Schunk I sed 's@ ..chunk .@ @ '“
foreach? sed 's /A.*@ //' Schunk > temp
foreach ? csplit -k -f pick_SyrSno temp "/ASyr/" "{99}”
foreach? /bin/rm  temp
foreach? end
B.2 Conversion to Input Format for Magnitude Regression Program{magqt)
Conversion to the input format required by magqt. the m agnitude regression pro­
gram. was accom plished with the following tel script. Three files were created, one for 
each year. This took approxim ately 15 minutes, using three Sparc 2 0 's.
#!/sw/solaris/bin/dbtcl -f 
#
#  Reformat pickfiles from volcano catalog into AM PL.REPORT form tor magqt
#
# K. Lindquist
proc bail {f ile } {
echo Unable to process Sfile — Continuing, 
return
proccheck_sum m ary {line} {
if {! [regexp {A9[0-9][0-9 ][0-9][0-9 ][0-9][0-9 ][0-9][0-9 ][0-9]} Sline]} { 
return 0
}if {! [regexp { . * [ 0 - 9 ] . * }  [string range Sline 10 13]]}  {return 0 }  
if {! [regexp {[ 0 - 9 ] [ 0 - 9 ] N . * [ 0 - 9 ] . * } [string range Sline 14 2 0 ] ] }  {return 0 }  
if {! [regexp { . * [ 0 - 9 ] . * W . * [ 0 - 9 ] . * }  [string range Sline 21 2 8 ] ] }  {return 0}  
if {! [regexp { . * [ 0 - 9 ] . * }  [string range Sline 29 33 ] ] }  {return 0 }
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return 1
proc check_phase {lin e} {
if f ! [regexp [A[A-Z ]+} [string range Sline 0 3]][ [return  0}
if {! [regexp {.*[0-9].*} [string range Sline 24 27]]} [return 0}
if [! [regexp [.*[0-9].*} [string range Sline 47 49]]} [return 0}
if {! [regexp {.*[0-9].*} [string range Sline 100 101]]} {return 0}
return I
}
proc xm ag_to_W Aam p [xm ag dist depth} {
if [S d is t<  200.0} {
set b l 0.15 
set b2 0.80
} else (
set b l 3.38 
set b2 1.50
}set range [expr Sdist*Sdist + Sdepth*Sdepth]
set alogwm p [expr Sxmag + Sbl - Sb2*log lO(Srange)]
return [expr pow( 10..Salogwmp)]
}
proc process [current_file outid} {
set fileid [open Scurrent_file r]
set line [gets Sfileid]
if {! [check_sum m ary Sline]} { 
bail Scurrent_file 
close Sfileid 
continue
}
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set year I9[string range Sline 0 1 j
set month [string range Sline 2 3]
set day [string range Sline 4  5[
set hour [string range Sline 6 7]
set min [string range Sline 8 9]
set sec [expr [string range Sline 10 13] / 100.]
set epoch [exec h2e -y Syear -m Smonth -d Sday -H Shour -M Sm in -S Ssec] 
set doy [string range [yearday Sepoch] 4  6]
set latdeg [string range Sline 14 15]
set latsign [string index Sline 16]
set latmin [expr [string range Sline 17 20] / 100.]
set lat [expr Slatdeg +  Slatm in / 60.]
# if (Slatsign == "S"} |se t lat [expr Slat * -1.]}
set londeg [string range Sline 21 23]
set lonsign [string index Sline 24]
set lonmin [expr [string range Sline 25 28] /  100.]
set Ion [expr Slondeg + Slonm in / 60.]
if (S lonsign==  "W"} {set Ion [expr Sion * -1.]}
set depth [expr [string range Sline 29 33] /  100.]
set line [gets Sfileid] 
while {Sline != ""} {
if {! [check_phase S line]} {set line [gets Sfileid]:continue]
scan [string range Sline 0 3] °Jcs sta
set dist [expr [string range Sline 24 27] /  10.]
set per [expr [string range Sline 47 49] / 100.]
set xm ag [expr [string range Sline 100 101] / 10.]
set W A am p [xmag_to_W Aamp Sxmag Sdist Sdepth]
set o u t " Syear-"
append out [format "% 3s:% 2d.% 2d.% 5.2f " Sdoy Shour Smin Ssec] 
append out [format "%-4s " Ssta]
append out [format "%3.0f. O.OOOOE+OO " Sdist]
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append out [format "°fc 10.4E % 10.4E % 10.4E " Sper SW Aam p
Sperl
append out [format "% 6.3f % 8.3f % 7 .3 f  Slat Sion Sdepth] 
puts Soutid Sout 
set line [gets Sfileid]
close Sfileid
if {Sargc <  1} {
echo usage: SargvO pickfile \[pickfile..A] 
exit 1
if {[info exists env(R E FO R M A T _FIL E )]} {
set output_file Senv( REFO RM AT_FILE)
) else {
set output_file A M PL.REPO RT
}
set outputid  [open Soutput_file a]
loop i 0 [expr Sargc] {
set current_file [lindex Sargv Si]
if {[file size Scurrent_file] == 0} { 
bail Scurrent_file 
continue
1
catch "process Scurrent_file Soutputid"
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close Soutputid
B.3 Winnowing
The magqt input files AMPL.REPOR.T_9* were concatenated and w innow ed to 
choose only Spurr seismic stations, and observations with depth under 20 km  and dis­
tances under 25 km.
ugle% egrep '(N’CGIBGLICKLICPKICKTICKNICRPIS PUICGL)* A M PL.REPORT_cat > 
AM PL.REPORT_Spurr
ugle c/c awk ”S(NF-7) <= 25. && SNF <= 20. {print}' A M PL.REPORT_Spurr > 
AM PL.REPORT_Spurr_win
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Appendix C 
Sample Program Input and Output for 
Spurr Ml Inversion
C.l Input to magqt
The following is a sample input file for magqt. Com m ents do not appear in the
original file.
5 # Reference distance
0 20 # M inimum and m axim um  source depths
0 # Source depth to use for calculations
1 25 # M inimum and m axim um  distances
1991 001 1993 365 # M inimum and m axim um  dates for observation
3 # M inimum allowable number of observations (stations) per event
10 # M inimum allowable number o f observations per station
n #  Area subsetting ("n" implies none used)
y # Invert for station corrections also
0 # Allow geometric spreading factor to be determ ined trom theinversion
0 # Allow attenuation param eter to be determ ined from the inversion
0 # Allow standard erro r on observations to be determ ined from theinversion
n # Residual zone selection ("n" implies this w asn 't used)
C.2 Comprehensive Summary Output from magqt
The following is the output file o f  magqt, showing the num ber o f earthquakes and
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stations used, the m agnitude and uncertainty of each earthquake from the inversion, the 
station corrections and their uncertainties from the inversion, the reference param eters, and 
the observed attenuation and Q values and uncertainties.
num ber o f observ.. stations, events, refdist. refmag: 485 5 129 5. 1.4
dim = 136 n =  485 s ta tn o (l)=  1
Variance and Standard error = 5.748707829569ID-02 0.23976463 103571
Station
NCG
BGL
SPU
CKL
CRP
Magnitude Correction # o f  Obs.
-0 .14 + -0 .0 5 4  107
-0 .38 + -0 .053  103
0.25 +- 0.054 97
0 .1 5 + -0 .0 5 4  78
0.12 +- 0.055 100
Earthquake (origin time) Magnitude # o f Obs.
1 1991-037:23:36 0 .5 2+ - 0.137 4
1991-038:14:36 0 .6 7 + - 0.149 3
3 1991-042: 3:10 0 .3 6 + - 0.120 5
4 1991-062: 9:19 0 .5 4 + - 0.107 7
5 1991-062: 9:43 -0 .07+ - 0.132 4
6 1991-067: 1:56 0.35 +- 0.150 3
7 1991-067:17:28 0 .8 4 + - 0.150 3
8 1991-067:18:23 0 .2 6 + - 0.151 3
9 1991-067:21:33 0 .3 9 + - 0.150 3
10 1991-067:23:26 1.10+- 0.133 4
11 1991-068:14:12 0 .4 5 + - 0.132 4
12 1991-069:14: 0 0 .3 6 + - 0.150 3
13 1991-071:16:47 0 .1 4 + - 0.121 5
14 1991-072: 0:22 0 .5 7 + - 0.133 4
15 1991-080: 1:38 0 .3 2 + - 0.150 3
16 1991-099: 7:13 0 .1 9 + - 0.149 3
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17 1991-102:20:52 0 .I 4 + - 0.148
18 1991-112 20: 2 0.06 +- 0.149
19 1991-112 23: I 1.19 -I— 0.153
20 1991-121 10:13 -0.05 +- 0.121
21 1991-121 14:37 0.11 +- 0.133
22 1991-121 14:49 0.20 +- 0.149
23 1991-121 18:36 0.37 +- 0.132
24 1991-122 6:22 0.59 +- 0.133
25 1991-123 15:27 0.59 +- 0.133
26 1991-125 19:48 -0.02 +- 0.121
27 1991-128 20:49 0.08 +- 0.121
28 1991-130 11:52 0.34 +- 0.133
29 1991-131 17:43 0.41 +- 0.133
30 1991-131 23: 3 -0 .I2 + - 0.132
31 1991-132 11:36 0 .1 9 + - 0.130
32 1991-132 16:55 0.54 +- 0.121
33 1991-132 21:33 -0.03 +- 0.120
34 1991-133 18:13 -0 .19 + - 0.149
35 1991-133 18:38 0.19 +- 0.133
36 1991-135 1:11 0.06 +- 0.132
37 1991-135 4: 0 -0.01 +- 0.133
38 1991-137 20: 8 0 .1 6 + - 0.149
39 1991-143 17: 2 0.86 +- 0.133
40 1991-143 22:46 0.07 +- 0.148
41 1991-165 22:11 0.53 +- 0.131
42 1991-172 13: 5 0.30 +- 0.120
43 1991-178 7:57 -0.02 +- 0.133
44 1991-179 22:30 0.78 +- 0.152
45 1991-180 4:37 1 .00+ - 0.155
46 1991-205 8: 3 0.60 +- 0.133
47 1991-206 7:42 0.76 +- 0.153
48 1991-209 2:31 0.77 +- 0.121
49 1991-216 3:18 0.93 +- 0.133
50 1991-217 5:39 0.22 +- 0.132
51 1991-221 3:23 0.17 +- 0.133
52 1991-226 2:11 0.65 +- 0.132
53 1991-227 23:19 I.1 0 + - 0.150
3
3
3
5
4
3
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
3
4
4
4
-»
4
3
4
5
4
3
3
4
3
5
4
4
4
4
3
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54 1991-228: 0:18 0 .4 0 + - 0 .132
55 1991-228: 0:58 0 .5 8 + - 0.132
56 1991-228: 1:33 0 .4 0 + - 0.132
57 1991-228: 2:32 0 .8 9 + - 0.149
58 1991-233: 6:29 0 .7 9 + - 0.149
59 1991-233:22:28 1.03+- 0.149
60 1991-234: 7:48 0 .6 4 + - 0.1 12
61 1991-234: 8: 3 0.43 +- 0.105
62 1991-234:10:14 0 .5 4 + - 0.132
63 1991-234:12:20 0 .1 8 + - 0 .132
64 1991-234:18:35 0.61 +- 0.149
65 1991-235: 3: 3 0 .5 6 + - 0 .120
66 1991-238: 7:15 0 .2 0 + - 0 .120
67 1991-238:18:10 1.16+- 0.149
68 1991-239:17:25 0 .2 3 + - 0.120
69 1991-239:18: 1 0 .7 2 + - 0.148
70 1991-240: 7: 6 0 .4 5 + - 0.132
71 1991-240:12:52 0 .6 0 + - 0.131
72 1991-241: 4: 1 0 .1 6 + - 0.149
73 1991-241:15:11 0 .2 4 + - 0 .149
74 1991-241:21: 7 0 .5 0 + - 0.148
75 1991-242: 3: 7 0 .4 2 + - 0.132
76 1991-242:14:54 0 .4 4 + - 0.112
77 1991-243: 6:31 0 .3 8 + - 0.148
78 1991-243: 8:44 0 .3 0 + - 0.148
79 1991-244: 9:59 0 .3 3 + - 0.133
80 1991-244:11:42 0 .5 5 + - 0.149
81 1991-254:20:34 0.01 +- 0 .120
82 1991-256:4:12 0 .1 4 + - 0 .150
83 1991-256 :7 :4 0 .1 9 + - 0 .149
84 1991-263: 0: 3 0 .2 3 + - 0 .1 5 1
85 1991-271: 6:24 0 .4 0 + - 0 .150
86 1991-285:4:14 1.14+- 0 .150
87 1991-291: 3: 6 0 .3 8 + - 0.135
88 1991-293:23:57 0 .5 6 + - 0.133
89 1991-297:10:44 0 .2 9 + - 0.133
90 1991-297:19:22 0 .2 7 + - 0.149
4
4
4
3
3
j
6
7
4
4
3
5
5
3
5
■>
4
4
3
3
3
4
6
3
3
4
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
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91 1991-297:19:51 0.31 +- 0.106
92 1991-297:20:15 0 .2 4 + - 0.149
93 1991-301:21:55 0.68 +- 0.152
94 1991-302:16: 0 0 .3 4 + - 0.120
95 1991-302:20:22 0 .5 8 + - 0.150
96 1991-311: 2:33 -0 .14 + - 0.149
97 1991-319:20:22 0 .3 0 + - 0.150
98 1991-320: 3:48 0.43 +- 0.151
99 1991-325:6:10 0.23 +- 0.131
too 1991-332: 4: 5 0 .1 2 + - 0.149
101 1991-332:9:19 0 .5 2 + - 0.150
102 1991-334: 6:47 0.21 +- 0.149
103 1991-339:17:17 -0.02 +- 0.149
104 1991-340:16:27 0 .6 8 + - 0.149
105 1991-340:21:54 0.57 +- 0.132
106 1991-341:23:26 -0 .0 3 + - 0.149
107 1991-342: 5:28 0 .1 4 + - 0.132
108 1991-342: 6: 3 -0 .0 9 + - 0.149
109 1991-343: 3:15 0 .2 7 + - 0.149
110 1991-344:11:53 0 .1 5 + - 0.149
111 1991-344:12:15 0 .2 8 + - 0.150
1 12 1991-345:4:39 0 .3 2 + - 0.151
113 1991-347: 8:15 1.04+- 0.135
114 1991-347:12:32 -0.11 +- 0.132
115 1991-348: 1:41 0 .2 2 + - 0.149
116 1991-348: 2:14 0.31 +- 0.112
117 1991-350:19:21 0 .0 2 + - 0.132
118 1991-351:9:48 0 .1 0 + - 0.112
119 1991-354: 3:37 -0.17 +- 0.149
120 1991-354: 4:30 0 .3 6 + - 0.132
121 1991-354: 8:53 0.05 +- 0.132
122 1991-355:9:17 0.26 +- 0.150
123 1991-356:10:41 0 .4 6 + - 0.149
124 1991-357: 2:31 0 .1 4 + - 0.131
125 1991-358:4:36 -0.12 +- 0.149
126 1991-358:4:55 0 .0 0 + - 0.132
127 1991-361:23:39 0.45 +- 0.148
7
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
6
4
6
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
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128 1991-362:1:38 -0.21 +- 0.149 3
129 1991-362:22:4 0 .0 3 + - 0.149 3
Reference Distance = 5.
Reference Magnitude = 1.38
Distance Range = 1.000 - 25.0000
Tim e Range =1991001 - 1993365
M inimum #  o f stations =  3
geometrical spreading =  0.825 +- 0.2680
attenuation = 0 .0 2 3 3 0 + -0 .0 1 1 5 1 6  
Q = 223. at 13.74 Hz 
Q-low & Q-high (1 sdv)= 153.- 294.
for frequencies = 9 .3 9 -  18.08 Hz
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Appendix D 
Implementation of General Recursive Filtering
In order to calculate synthetic W ood-Anderson traces from our input seismograms. 
we have implem ented generic tim e-dom ain recursive filtering with digital modeling o f 
arbitrary analog filters. This rewrites and expands on the im plem entation o f digital, recur­
sive tim e-dom ain Butterworth filtering by Danny Harvey [D. Harvey, writt. comm.. 1997]. 
The following theory presentation begins by following Bozic [ 1979].
For a general discrete-tim e, digital filter, the difference equation relating the output 
sequence y(k) to the input sequence x(k) where k is the index of the time series (0<k<°°) 
is
y { k )  +  b  j y ( k  -  I ) +  . . .  +  b ^ j \ { k  -  M )
= a Q .x (k ) + a  l x ( k  -  1) +  . . .  +  a ^ x ( k  -  N )
Solving for y(k). we see we have a recursive filter definition, m eaning that the k 'th  point o f 
the filtered output sequence y(k) can be obtained from the current input x(k). all the previ­
ous inputs {x(i): i< k } .an d a ll the previous outputs {y(i):i<k}:
N  M
y ( k )  ~  a n x ( k - n ) ~  ^  b m y { k - m )
n = 0 m -  1O ur goal here is to determ ine the recursive coefficients an and bm. Applying the z-trans-
forms
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OO
K ( ;)  =  X
k = Q
and
OO
X ( ; )  = £  x(k) z~k 
k = 0term-by-term to the tim e-series y(k) and x(k). we derive
OO ;V 00 M  a0
£  V(*)C“* = X  X  x<-k - n^ ' k -  bn, X
A: = 0 n = 0 k - n  = 0 m = 1 k -  m = 0Then
00 N  00 M  00
5 ;  v U ) : - *  = X  X  + X  X  y < . n z - ' k"  + m'
k = 0 n = 0 A:' = 0 m = I A:" = 0where k‘=k-n and k” =k-m . Factoring out z terms and relabelling indices, we have
00 00 M °°
X  >•<*>=-* -  X  <v :" ' X  * * > - " * -  X  V "  X
A: =  0 /i =  0 A: =  0 m =  1 A: =  0or. with the definition o f the z-transform above.
iV ,W
KC)  = X(c) £  a „ c - " - r ( c )  X
/I = 0 2« = 1Rewriting this to give the general recursive filter transfer function H(z). we get
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N
X  a n Z n
H(z) = -  n - --X(z) M
i +  y  b  z ~ m/  * m 
m  = 1This is the m ost general form of the z-transform  for Infinite Impulse Response (HR) fil­
ters. providing at least one o f the bm is nonzero and all the roots o f the denom inator are not 
canceled exactly by the roots of the num erator [Rabiner et al.. 1975], The goal is to deter­
mine the coefficients an and bm that satisfy the filter specifications. We proceed by one of 
the standard techniques, which is to determ ine the analog filter transfer function H(s) and 
then to digitize this filter.
To explain the modeling o f the analog transfer function H(s) in the digital domain 
as H(z) we follow Jackson [1989]. The transform ation z=exp(sT). where T is the sampling 
interval, is many-to-one (due to 2k periodicity of exp(i9)). causing frequency aliasing. To 
solve this we need a one-to-one m apping from the s-plane to the z-plane. obtained with a 
bilinear transformation which com presses the entire s-plane into the strip -7t/T<Im(s')<jt/T 
o f the transform ed, or s' plane:
7 t s T 's' = ^ a ta n h ^
Exam ining the effect of this transform ation on the jco axis, we see that
, 2 t f c o nco =  -a fa n l —  I
This is also known as “frequency warping.” To com pensate for the effect o f this we pre­
warp the continuous filter frequencies before applying the filter, i.e. we compute recursion
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coefficients for the frequency
2 co 'Tco = - tan -T 2
where co' is the input frequency [e.g. Kaiser. 1966]. Com bining the definition o f  z w ith the 
conform al mapping (b ilinear transform) above, we obtain
n i + c - i
which, solved for z. becom es
, T
+  1 S
This maps the jco axis into the unit circle.
Writing H(s) in term s o f its poles and zeros.
M
H(s)  = K ,u -  1N  
k = 1where K is a gain factor. C alculating the discrete equivalents o f the zeros
, T  1 +
“tn T
1 -
and poles
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Pk =
T
+  i sk
T~ 1 Sk
and substituting s(z) algebraically into H(s) we have
Mn
HU) = \ N
k =  1The K" coefficient is a gain factor, w hich can be obtained by equating the DC gains
H \ . =  H \ n 1; = 1 Is = 0
For a single, real, first-order pole s, we have M=0. N=1 and
H( z )  = K'  (1 + C " 1)- l
1 -
f T  \
\ T ~
~  7  * y
.-1
vielding recursion coefficients
aQ = K' 
a j = K’ 
2 + Ts.
1 2 - T s ,
Equating gains at DC.
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I  -  I s
Normalizing H(s) to I at DC. K=-Sj.
Since we are putting in real signals and want real signals out. we want a real transfer func­
tion. All complex poles in our filters should therefore appear in com plex-conjugate pairs 
sk=u+iv. where u and v are both real constants. For the case of a single, com plex-conjugate 
pair o f first-order poles. M=0. N=2 and we obtain a z-plane transfer function o f
I
f (  T
1 + - { a  -  iv)
1 -
1 - - ( u - i v )
\ \  —
Expanding this out and simplifying.
\ \ ( f
1 -
I)  ^ V
1 + + iv)
I - £ ( u  +  i v)
H(z)  = K Gq + a {z  1 + g2z 2 
1 +• b j c  ^ + b-)Z ~
where, defining the term
d e n  =  4 -  4 Tu  +  T 2 ( u 2 +  v~)
we have the recursion coefficients
« o  =  r
a ,  =  2  K '
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b,  = -
a  2  = K '
8 -  2 T 2(u2 + v- )  den
b~) = 4 + 4 Tn + T 2(u2 + v2)den
Here we find, again equating the DC gains.
K K' 22
( -  u -  iv) ■ ( -  u + iv)
1 -
or
K'  =
I + - ( u  -  iv)
K T 2
I -
1 + - ( u  + iv)
T1 - - ( u  + iv)
4 - 4  Tu + T 2(u2 + v2)
Norm alizing H(s) to 1 at DC. K=u"+v~.
For a first-order, real zero of the transfer function Oi, M = l. N=0 and
f  (  T  \  \1 +  - o
_ - U - l 1 - 9 1 _ - l
By inspection, our recursion coefficients are therefore
%  =
, T  , 1 +  2 ° '
, T l - T a !
a ,  = - K
* ,  =  1
Norm alization of H(s) at DC gives -K cj|=I or K = -i/a !-  Equating H(s) and H(z) at DC.
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^  K '- K g j =  y (  2 + T g A1 -  - - - 
2 -  T g {
which gives
K ( 2 ~ T g { )r  = -----------— -T
For a first-order, com plex-conjugate pair o f  zeroes Gi 2=u±iv. the z-plane transfer function
is
- - U - 2 1 -
r T 
I + -r(w -  iv)
1 -  ~ iv)
_ - l 1 -
f  T  
1 + - { u  + iv)
T1 -  - ( «  +  / v)
.-1
Once again expanding this out. we find
H( z)  = K
This produces recursion coefficients
- Iciq + a + ci-)Z. ~
1 + b,  z 1 + b-,
a,  = K
a Q = K'  
,8 -  2T~{u~ + v~)den
A  + 4 T u  + T 2 ( u 2 + v 2 )
den
b  i =  2
b 2 =  1
using the same definition of den as before. A gain, equating DC gains
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K ( - u  -  iv) ■ ( - u + iv)  = K' 2~2
T1 +  - ( u - i v )  
1 - l ( u - i v )
(  l + I ( M +  / v)
1 J
I -  - ( u  +  I V )
or
K' = K 4 - 4  Tu + T 2(u2 + v2) 
T 2
where
K  = u -  +  v -
Because differentiation with respect to time is a simple multiplication by s in the Laplace- 
transform domain, i.e.
v(r) = —  x{ t ) => Y(s)  = sX(s)
' at
we can represent differentiation w ith  a transfer function H(s) = s. i.e. K=1 and a single 
zero at the origin. Since we have norm alized the DC transfer function to one in the above 
presentation, however, the form ulation must be modified. Also, the bilinear z-transform  is 
not appropriate for a differentiator because the amplitude response o f the continuous sys­
tem is not piecewise constant [R abiner et al.. 1975].Therefore, for a single, first-order zero 
at the origin we will use recursion coefficients for a first-order, backwards-first-difference
differentiator:
a 0 =  =IT
IT
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This corresponds to the mapping [R abiner et al.. 1975]
1 - z ~ [s =
or
1 - s T
Similarly.
v(f) = f ' . r ( / )<*=> Y(s)  = ^
' Jn s'0
is a single, first-order pole at the origin  with K = i. This can be represented with a trape- 
zoid-rule integrator [e.g. Press et al.. 1992]
Ta Q ~  2  
Ta \ =  2  
fc, =  - i
As an exam ple o f the types of filters that can be implemented with this form alism we take 
the Butterworth lowpass filter, which has the property that the magnitude characteristic is 
m axim ally flat at the origin of the s-plane [Rabiner et al.. 1975]. Following that reference, 
the squared-m agnitude response o f a Butterworth lowpass filter norm alized to a cutoff fre­
quency o f 1 rad/sec is
|H ( Q ) |2 =  — !—  I + ( Q ) "
The integer n is called the order of the filter. By analytic continuation, we can write this
H ( s ) H ( - s )  =  11 + (-s -)2 \«
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The poles o f this transfer function lie at equally-spaced points on the unit circie in the s- 
plane. Associating the poles in the left-half plane w ith H(s) and those in the right half­
plane with H(-s). we find
H(s)  =  — ----- - -------
253
n < — *>k = 1where
JKs k = e
1 { 2 k - I ) '2 2 n . =  1, 2 , . . . n
These lowpass filters can be constructed from the coefficients derived above for real, first- 
order poles and for com plex-conjugate pairs o f first-order poles.
To create high-pass, bandpass, and bandstop filters, standard frequency-transform ations 
can be applied to the lowpass transfer functions [Rabiner ei al.. 1975). For exam ple, to 
convert a lowpass filter norm alized to I rad/sec to a  highpass filter with cutoff frequency 
Q u. we apply the transform ation
.?
to the transfer function.
Applying a filter that consists o f multiple stages is as simple as applying the first stage to 
the input data series, applying the second stage to that output, the third stage to the output 
o f the second, and so on.
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